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Preface
Het kabinet wil 40 wijken binnen acht tot tien jaar omvormen tot vitale
leefomgevingen waar het prettig wonen is. Het actieplan pakt problemen
rond wonen, werken, leren, integratie en veiligheid integraal aan1.
This quote already indicates there is a hype around the ‘prachtwijken’ as they
are called after they were first called ‘probleemwijken’. Problems, mainly social
and presumed architectural and town planning are dealt with in huge transformation processes in restructuring the post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands. Social aspects are leading, but also a focus on the outdoor spaces and
the framework of the urban landscape is needed. This is often just mentioned
but no handouts are given, therefore the outdoor space is the starting point
of my thesis. This thesis is a search for an Restructuring approach focusing
on Cultural History from the basis of dealing with the Urban Landscape from
a Landscape Architecture Perspective instead of the usual Town Planning or
Architecture Perspective.
Enjoy reading!
Niels Frencken
Wageningen, 2nd of November 2008
1 From www.vrom.nl, visited on 2/11/2008

Abstract
In this thesis I will focus on the rise and fall of the ‘Wijkgedachte’ and therefore
my Cultural Historical approach in restructuring is based on dealing with:
• Visions through scale levels
• Green Hierarchy
• Traffic Hierarchy
• Water Hierarchy
• WAS to IS to WILL BE.
After 30 till 50 years changes have occurred and are again needed to update
the post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands with a focus on the urban
landscape. For this reason the report starts with a broad Research Phase
including a Historical framework exploration, followed by a Theoretical framework exploration. Then I show two case studies in Amsterdam and Emmen
with different contexts in construction time, their development and nowadays
approaches for restructuring by the Municipalities and corporations.
In the Design Phase I will adapt these findings and personal views on the
context Eindhoven. Design handouts are given such as a master plan, integral green cross map and profile handbook, all focusing on green, traffic and
water hierarchies to set up further execution plans for Woensel, but also as
examples for all post-war dwelling areas in the Eindhoven, The Netherlands or
maybe even abroad. Vision development of approaches through scale levels
with links to original concepts is made to keep stakeholders on track in reaching an integral improvement and working method.
My approach deals with Preservation by development, which results in the
Motto:

More than just a facelift
Provision of better living environments, identification and recognazibility
and the Genius loci for inhabitants in these strictly architectonic units by approaching restructuring from an urban landscape perspective will enhance the
liveability in the post-war dwelling areas, especially as the return to the green
images of these districts from their ‘Golden Age’ construction time.
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Introduction
Context
General WAS, IS, WILL BE
During the Second World War several major Dutch cities were greatly damaged. After the war there was a general belief in an economical prosperity
in which everything would be possible. Many new inhabitants were born and
families enlarged. This resulted in a huge demand for new housing. The period of rebuilding the Netherlands had begun (the so-called ‘Wederopbouw’).
To be able to achieve this a lot of new ideas and techniques were applied to
build a lot of good quality houses in a short period (nowadays 1/3 part of the
total dwelling quantity of the Netherlands). It was a time of experimenting
with Urban Planning ideas, including architectural and landscape architectural
elements, specially with a vision of separating the functions of living, working and recreation. The ideas of the beaming international CIAM-movement
(1928-1959) were extremely influential. An example of this is the over dimensioning of open space between the buildings to guarantee sufficient natural
light in the houses.
After the execution of these ideas during the ‘Wederopbouw’, the ideas about
these urban environments changed (how a place should function, look like,
etc.). They were adapted to match new insights in the nature of the urban
fabric, yet (traces of their) original design elements were to remain. Changes
in the planning of functions, in design, maintenance, demography and infrastructure transformed original ideas, design and their execution.
The identity of a place is determined by the given context (location) and the
spatial structure (ideas), the utilization and time both as historic time and
everyday change. The changes of urban, architectural and social space of
these post war dwelling areas in relation to their history could be understood
as the cultural history of such a place.
Nowadays, the plans of post war dwelling areas in the Netherlands are not as
successful as they used to be. Their original over dimensioning of open space,
leading to huge areas of park and infrastructural zones, is not successful anymore. These spaces are not or hardly used, create awkward social spaces and
are often planned in such a new way that new functions do not match original
plans and ideas, resulting in loss of quality of design and meaning.
Reason for these unsuccessful changes is amongst others that in time of construction there were big subsidies handed out by the national government
to the public housing agencies (Dutch: woningbouwcoöperaties) for creating
open green spaces. Nowadays this is not the case anymore and the housing
agencies are mostly private businesses operating as project developers, which
are only interested in building houses for the sake of making money. This
leads to a lack of money for maintaining green areas, so most of them are derelict and look messy. Neighbourhood centres, especially the small ones, are
not functional anymore. Next to that the internal demography changed, which
caused major social problems. These changes have lead to a pauperization of
the Dutch post war dwelling areas.
The original use proposed in Dutch post war dwelling areas does not match
anymore the present day expectations of use of these areas. In the past 50
years a lot of incidental solutions to separate problems were made, but no
structural adjustments. This has most often disrupted the original structure
of the areas. This situation creates a demand for a TOTAL restructuring/revision of the post war dwelling areas in the Netherlands with respect for the
original structure, instead of incidental adjustments in mainly the architectural
elements (buildings). But how to do this in the best way in order to achieve
spatial quality and identity, which are up-to-date and may still refer to the
original clear urban landscape structures and their cultural history, remains a
challenging task for the community, for owners, politicians, architects, landscape designers and preservationists. Solutions may be found in several ways,
but what is the best one in different contexts?



Approaches in restructuring post war dwellings areas in the Netherlands
through a vision of Cultural History are:
• Preservation/Renovation
• Demolition
• Transformation/Innovation.

Stakeholder Setting
There is a multiplicity of stakeholders to take into account when restructuring
processes are set up, although, depending on the design area, they can vary
even more, but in general they are:
• Neighbourhood associations (Dutch: Belangenverenigingen/wijkverenigingen)
• Housing Agencies (Dutch: woningbouwcoöperaties)
• Municipalities
• Project developers
• Preservation Organizations (local to national, the RACM)
• Provinces
• National Government
• Designers, such as land(scape)architects/urban planners or agencies
concerning these fields of work.

Cultural History and my approach
As I found out in my literature studies and meetings Cultural History in general
deals almost always with architecture and some town planning structures, but
has less till no focus on the urban landscape.
In my perspective, Cultural History and its value deals not just with buildings
or architectonical elements, while it also deals with the changed use and perception of areas by occupants, developments in society and demography in
districts and neighbourhoods to provide identity to a place, with its Genius loci
for inhabitants. Therefore I define Cultural History as:
The changes of urban, architectural and social space of the post-war
dwelling areas in relation to their history could be understood as the
cultural history of such a place and its value to people.
So this means, that I focus more on the landscape, so items such as changed
designs and added elements (also and mainly architectural ones) in districts
and neighbourhoods, the natural process of growth of green elements, like
trees and their effect on the surroundings and interiors of houses, like shade
working and changes in owners and maintenance or management budgets.
Landscape and the field of work of the landscape architect is often seen as a
passive mean in contrast to architecture, which is seen as active. But while in
architecture and town planning incidental adjustments can happen very fast
in time, like new buildings and changed infrastructure, this does not mean
that landscape is passive, since trees and green elements can also be intervened with and have an active process of growing. The urban landscape/fabric is actually the most active floor or framework, as a social, hygienic and
aesthetic setting and as an experiential space for the architectural elements
(buildings) in which architectonic and town planning activities are just points
in a longer time scale.
Further I have to mention that I focus on a preservation by development
approach, so preserving old ideas is impossible, while designs and environments always change in time. Development therefore means also respecting
nowadays approaches in Town Planning and Landscape Architecture, such as
sustainable traffic and water management. Next to this Cultural History addresses basic failures, caused by differences between the plans and their final
construction or execution.

More than just a facelift

My approach for restructuring from a cultural historical approach in landscape
architecture and town planning can be summarized in my motto:

More than just a facelift !!!!
This means no ad hoc interventions, but developing a integral holistic vision
through scale levels, taking the urban landscape with hierarchies in traffic,
water and green elements, cultural historical and town planning ideas, as the
framework for restructuring and renewal.
So I start from the basis of the original ideas and visions and up-date them to
new perspectives using the original elements together with nowadays design
techniques, but always restructure from an integral approach of town planning
and maintenance, but mainly from the perspective of the Landscape Architecture, so the urban landscape as setting or framework in which everything
takes place.

Reading Guide
In the next chapter I will clarify my research and design method. Then the
report will start with Part I, which is the major research part of my thesis. This
part consist subsequently of looking at the historical framework in chapter 1,
starting from the pre-war period till the period after 1973 (the ‘official’ final
year of the ‘Wederopbouw’). In chapter 2 I will deepen out the theoretical approaches of Cultural History and Restructuring in general as well as focusing
on post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands. In chapter 3 two case areas
are investigated to see how the findings from chapter 1 and 2 were applied in
the contexts of the cities Amsterdam and Emmen. In chapter 4 I will conclude
with all the design principles, which in my opinion are useful and necessary to
take into account in restructuring post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands
from the basis of the urban landscape and an approach of preservation by
development through scale levels. to adapt later in my design assignment in
the context of the city of Eindhoven. Chapter 4 will finalize Part I and is the
transition and introduction to my design in Part II, in which I among others
will adapt my findings from Part I.
In Part II I will briefly introduce the context of the city of Eindhoven. Then
I will jump in through the several scale levels in chapters 2 till 5. For every
scale level handouts for restructuring the urban landscape are given, based
on a cultural historical approach, respecting nowadays demands and requests
by stakeholders in the city of Eindhoven. The focus will be on the district scale
level, regarding the original concept of the ‘Wijkgedachte’. Part II ends with a
brief conclusion of my design assignment in chapter 6.
In the final general conclusion and discussion chapter I will reflect on my approach and findings on multiple scale levels and will give recommendations for
further research or design.

Introduction



Research and Design Method
Context
After my internship, the urban atelier of Arnhem and my time Erasmus time
in Germany I got more and more interest in working in the urban spheres
of landscape architecture. I followed courses on Cultural History and I have
developed this as major inspiration in my design strategy. While for years the
urban areas of landscape architecture were less important in the faculty and
no real courses about this were given, I wanted to enrich myself with a broad
knowledge of town planning and took my thesis as the project to do this.
My interest in town planning as the close working field to landscape architecture defines my position as a designer and, in my opinion, stresses therefore
on the need for holistic approaches in design on multiple scale levels. This is
even strengthened by my search for clarification of an approach from a landscape architecture perspective, instead of mainly from a town planning and
architecture perspective, as I found out in my (pre-)research and discussions
with stakeholders.

Architecture

strictions in my thesis, although they are also necessary for restructuring
post-war dwelling areas. I mention, what I have not taken into account, such
as:
• A deep focus on social issues/problems
• Demography studies, socio-spatial analysis
• Possibilities for inhabitants interaction in maintenance
• Ecology.
Within the field of landscape architecture I focus on research and practical use
of handouts and my vision instead of a focus on theoretical approaches and
more design, so some restrictions in my working field are items, like:
• I focus on vision with handouts instead of total workout in execution
plans
• No focus on fine dust politics, because this is everywhere a problem
along main roads in the city of Eindhoven, as well as in case areas
• No workouts in detailed planting schemes
• I focus less on the changing seasons, but just try to secure all year
green by planting, which suits the desire of the municipality of the city of
Eindhoven.

For Part II:
• How can the exemplary restructuring of Dutch post war dwelling areas
be done from an integral cultural historical = ‘urban landscape’ point of
view relating architecture and landscape architecture, with the focus on
open space, to give these areas an up to date identity?
• How can I deal with the approach of landscape architecture with a cultural historical point of view as a major strategy (so no ‘additional’ value
only), for restructuring the urban landscape in Dutch post war dwelling
areas?

Restructuring from a
landscape perspective

Town Planning

				
					

My position

Restructuring in total

Landscape Architecture
Illustration 1: My position as a designer

Illustration 2: Restrictions in Research and Design

Subject and restrictions

Hypothesis and research questions

Subject

Hypothesis

This thesis will focus on finding an integral vision on the urban landscape from
1945-1970 and formulating what the contribution of landscape architecture
in finding this vision could be. This involves understanding the design and the
cultural history of this landscape and formulating strategies for restructuring
Dutch post-war dwelling areas from the possible perspectives of preservation, demolition and/or transformation. With this thesis I want to give aid in
enhancing liveability and develop a vision that can be used by municipalities,
housing agencies and project developers in restructuring post war dwelling
areas.

Restrictions
Henry Meurs mentioned1:
The cultural historical quality of the districts has to do with the social
meaning for example for (old-) inhabitants; the post-war dwelling areas
form the setting against which the welfare state was shaped and later
our multicultural society arose; the challenge is not to renew without
care, but to deal with the districts in a cautious way process of transformation to rebuild them into town parts with a historical stratification; in
the social, ecological and cultural historical continuity lays the key for
sustainable renewal.
This indicates that restructuring is a bigger issue than just dealing with it
from a landscape architectural approach and therefore I had make some re-



There is a need for a new integral vision (as was done in the past at construction item), concerning a holistic incorporation of cultural historical
elements into restructuring the urban landscape of post-war dwelling
areas in The Netherlands.

Research and sub questions
My research question is:
What is the value of the urban landscape in Dutch post war dwelling
areas from between 1945 and 1970 and how may cultural historical elements, which for a great deal compose their value, be used in a strategy
to enhance new spatial quality and identity of the ‘urban landscape’ in
restructuring the Dutch post war dwelling areas?
Succeeding sub questions are:
For Part I:
• What were the original main ideas behind the development of the Dutch
post war dwelling areas?
• Which main projects have been realized from the initial ideas in the
Dutch post war dwelling areas?
• How did the most important Dutch post war dwelling areas develop and
how did their identity change during time?

Reference:
1. Meurs. 2003, p.1

More than just a facelift

Thesis Phases

Location choice

As mentioned in the reading guide the thesis is split up in two parts, namely:

Since I could choose my design area by myself I was choose the city of Eindhoven for multiple reasons, like:
• Since I study I never worked on the city of Eindhoven and I am interested in the history and context of this city, since I come from there
• When I started my research for my proposal I found out that there is not
much reported about restructuring post-war dwelling areas in the south
of the Netherlands, as it can be found about restructuring cities in the
west (Randstad, Rotterdam, Amsterdam) or in the east or north (Emmen,
Groningen)
• I got my OWN Cultural History in this area, although I come from a
nearby village, I grew up in this context as a child and teenager; so this
provides me with inside knowledge and inspiration
• I defined my district in Woensel Noord, while it is bordered and enclosed
by clear traffic and green strip settings adjacent or consisting of all scale
levels present in the city of Eindhoven, from Outer Landscape, City, City
part, District and Neighbourhood (although different from the vision of the
municipality, which bases districts on bureaucratic divisions)
• The ‘ Wijkgedachte’ as cultural historical concept focuses on the district,
but also on visions through scales, but my focus in design will remain
mainly on the district scale, although I will give advices and handouts for
design and approach on the higher and lower scale levels (see illustration).

Part I; focus on Design by Research
In this part I while try to derive a strategy to apply in Part II. Part I therefore
constitutes the major part of my thesis, while a thorough investigation of town
planning and landscape architecture in 80 years was needed as a historical
framework to understand the rise and fall of the ‘Wederopbouw’ period. Next
to this a theoretical framework, consisting of the approaches and definitions
of Cultural History and Restructuring (focusing on post-war dwelling areas in
The Netherlands) was necessary. The combination of historical and theoretical framework were both analyzed in two case areas, namely Slotervaart in
Amsterdam and Emmerhout in Emmen.

Part II; focus on Research by Design
The results of Part I will be applied here in the context of the City of Eindhoven. The design assignment for this thesis will be:
Using and testing the conclusions of my research and its approach to
our design profession; I want to visualize the integral structure of the
urban landscape; I will start with a spatial, photographical and cultural
historical inventory for the design area of Woensel Noord in the city of
Eindhoven; the urban landscape, its integral vision and its approach
with a focus on cultural history concerns the open space as well as the
architectonical elements and involved stakeholders.
I work on this through the several scale levels as the urban and landscape
peels in the urban landscape, which is the framework for the living environment, so people’s surroundings. I will focus on the ’Wijk‘ (district) and its connected ‘Wijkgedachte’ (Community Thought), so from:
The Netherlands		
District		

City and surroundings		

Neighbourhood

City part

Methodology
I will use the following approaches
• Visits to institutes and stakeholders dealing with Cultural History, Restructuring post-war dwelling areas in the Netherlands, Town Planning or
Landscape Issues, in Part I as well as in Part II
• Not only literature studies
• Site visits with photo analyses
• Distracting design principles from research = Design by Research
• Total analysis of the context of the City of Eindhoven
• Derive principles suiting the context city of Eindhoven
• Testing and workouts in design by feedback loops = Research by Design

Illustration 3: Working through scales, focusing on the District

Research and Design Method



Part I
Research Phase

Chapter 1 Historical Framework
1.1 The pre-war period before 1945
Introduction
To get a view on the post-war dwelling areas and their designs it is necessary
to look at the pre-war period to get familiar with the ideas where the postwar plans resulted from. In general the time before 1945 is characterized by
the rise of regional planning, improving people’s living environment from the
legacy of the rather unhealthy industrialization period. This was still mainly
done according to the Garden City Ideas and the organically constructed district approach, but was slowly changed to modern ideas and resulted in plans
such as the AUP in Amsterdam.

Policies, research by surveys and
society
Policies in general, research by surveys
In general the time before 1945 is the period in which the government and
individual multinationals like Philips in Eindhoven started thinking about how
to plan future city expansions and the demand for housing for the upcoming
workers class. Also the idea of dealing with The Netherlands as a big entity
was introduced by the National Government which needed a Nationaal Plan
with various detail national plan concepts like as proposed by W.B. Kloos in
19391 including a:
• National nature space plan
• National traffic plan for detailing the Rijkswegenplan , initiated in 1930
• National building plan with a focus on concentration of dwelling areas
• National agriculture and business plan as a basis for regional economical
policies.
The National Government was quite dictatorial and this later resulted in protests by provinces and municipalities.
Next to the National Plans, Streekplannen3 were introduced, initiated by the
first suburbanization in The Netherlands after the World War I and more important by the rise of Regional Planning connected to regional identities, like
proposed by Geddes, the pioneer of the regional survey4. He proposed to
make regions, their developments and social relations visible in maps; FolkWork-Place in researches and surveys. His vision of survey before planning
was a hot item. This was tried out for larger areas, like in the Wieringermeer
of 1929, including Christaller’s theory of Central Places. Also the Streekplan
Walcheren, started in 1937 and changed in 1951 after the inundation by the
Germans during World War II, and the Streekplan IJsselmonde from 1938
were regional plans of major planning significance.

However, a common failure was that most of the laws and policies had little to
less influence on the urban planning concepts and their spatial qualities.

Society in general
After World War I the first suburbanization started in The Netherlands. This
was caused by several reasons:
• General rise of prosperity
• Development of a national train and tramway system, so better connections out of the cities to the rural areas of The Netherlands
• Most significant was the demand for single family dwellings by the middle groups of the society in the big cities. The demand was there but not
enough single family dwellings were built in the big cities in the West.
In general society and economy were characterized by the rise of the regulated
capitalism, with new concepts like Fordism for mass-production. Big national
projects like the enclosure of the IJsselmeer were started. These projects
were dying after the major exchange crash in 1929 in New York, which caused
global poverty, but was experienced in a bigger way in The Netherlands than
in our neighbouring countries. Still the Dutch population rose from 5,1 million
inhabitants in 1900 to 8,8 million inhabitants in 1940.
Also in the art scene the new developments like the Modernism were coming up. Artist like Mondriaan en Van Doesburg started to make compositions,
imaginable realities, which reflected on themselves and not the world. This
Nieuwe Beelding7 became the architectonic and urban planning language for
shapes for the period 1920-1940.

Design, town planning and landscape
architecture
CIAM
The CIAM (Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne) was an influential
organisation whose ideas were based on the ideas of modernity and functionalism. The organisation was founded in 1928 at Chateau la Sarraz in Switzerland at the initiative of Le Corbusier and Siegfried Diedion together with 26
European architects.

The most important example for using surveys in town planning in the pre-war
period is the AUP5 of 1934 by Cor van Eesteren and already initiated in 1917.
Significant for these town-planning researches was the search for connections
between social, economical and demographical developments and the use of
space for the functions living, working, recreation, business and traffic, which
could be used as a basis for the concept and design phases.
These researches were expensive, took a lot of time and were not yet commonly apprehended in planning projects. But town planning was transformed
in spatial planning supported by scientific research, based on the belief in the
ability to manage and control progress in areas. This process was initiated by
the approval of the Woningwet6 of 1901 and further enhanced by the following
developments:
• In practice the zoning of functions was coming up
• Application of new techniques for mass-production
• Development of the social sciences
• Rise of ‘scientific management’ for managing big enterprises
• Innovations in the art scene.

12

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.1: The AUP of 1934/1935

1. van der Cammen and De Klerk, 2003, p.158
2. Rijkswegenplan in English: National Highway Plan
3. Streekplannen in English: Regional Plans
4. van der Cammen and De Klerk, 2003, p.151
5. AUP is the Dutch abbreviation for Algemeen Uitbreidingsplan Amsterdam in English: General
Expansion Plan of Amsterdam
6. Woningwet in English: National Housing Act
7. Nieuwe Beelding in English freely translated in English as: New Imagination
8. van der Cammen and De Klerk, 2003, p.125

More than just a facelift

The first congress was organized to find a way to convince the world of the use
of modern architecture over traditional architecture. In their opinion modern
architecture was superior in all aspects: technical, economical, hygienically,
aesthetical and ideological. They published the declaration of La Sarraz8:
Town planning is the organization of the collective life in the city and
in the countryside. Town planning can never be defined on preceded
esthetical considerations. The essence is the arrangement of functions.
They tried to get architecture out of its academic impasse and put it in
its true context: its economic and social surroundings.
The Athens Charter
The fourth congress in 1933, about the Functional City, consisted of an analysis of 34 cities and proposed solutions to urban problems. The conclusions
were published as “The Athens Charter” in 1943 by Le Corbusier. This is most
likely the most important document of the CIAM meetings. In this document
a 95-point program was laid out for planning and constructing rational cities,
addressing topics such as high-rise residential blocks, strict zoning, the separation of residential areas and transportation arteries, and the preservation of
historic districts and buildings. The key underlying concept was the creation of
independent zones for the four ‘functions’: a place for living, a place for working, a place for recreation and the circulation system linking the three. They
claimed that the problems faced by cities could be resolved by strict functional
segregation and the distribution of the population into tall apartment blocks at
as widely spaced intervals. All these design choices would provide inhabitants
with more natural sun, light and fresh air in the houses as well as in the surroundings. According to Cor van Eesteren (the chairman of the CIAM between
1930 and 1947), this charter was not providing a program or model for the
functional city, but just analyses and foundations, but they started working on
it in the AUP of Amsterdam. Town planning, dealing with measures and numbers, were famous in the AUP of 1934, which was based on the foundations of
the Functional City. In reverse the method used in the AUP had a great influence on the Athens Charter.

open bebouwing (1932), in which three demands were leading:
• Organically constructed dwelling districts; logical placements of dwellings and buildings for public use inside the district; a relationship between
the green elements in the district and the green elements of the city; logically situated and connected recreational areas for young and old people;
the semi-garden city Vreewijk in Rotterdam was the right example
• Clear well-considered orientation of all the dwellings in relationship to
the environment, sun and main wind direction, so as a result totally closed
building blocks should be avoided, resulting in the first try out of open
building blocks, which were just enclosed on two or three sides but still
sometimes on all four sides, see figure I.1.2
• No housing along the traffic streets, meaning not along the main infrastructural access and exit roads.
Until 1965 this pre-advice had a major influence on the Dutch city expansions.
Modernism
The CIAM resulted in a movement of architecture and town planning, which
we in the Netherlands call ‘Het Nieuwe Bouwen’. The main goal and means
for the economy were leading in architecture as well as town planning. This
meant for example the start of the use of high rise building with elevators,
seen as a vertical state, which would guarantee a multiplication of non-architectonic areas and therefore an increase of the green living environment and
places for relaxation.
How to deal with the corners of enclosed building blocks was the main problem, they should be opened in some way. Leaving the southern wall of the
block or just one wall seemed to be the solution to get sun, light and fresh
air into the former blocks. This resulted in an over-use of pre-war building
blocks with open corners. This was not even sufficient for the designers from
De Opbouw and De 8, they wanted total open parcels, which resulted in hook
like shapes.

The main conclusions of the analysis in Athens 1934 were categorized into the
four main functions of a city:
• Living; urban cores and the 19thcentury dwelling areas are most often
over-populated and there are unhealthy living conditions; the architectural areas with the highest densities are most often situated at the worst
locations; the traffic is hindering the inhabitants living along the traffic
streets
• Recreation; there are too less green areas in the city and the division of
them across the city is badly planned and hard to reach for the majority
of the population
• Working; working places are not situated at the locations where they
according to the city organism should be situated; there is no controlled
relationship between the living and working locations, causing partly disproportionate long routes to work
• Traffic; the roads are old-fashioned, dangerous, hindering and are not
providing a clear orientation.
The AUP
The development of the AUP started in World War I, in 1917 the plan was
based on enclosed building blocks with internal, communal gardens. This
would be the new spatial basic unit for the new city. This approach was criticized by Berlage, because behind the nice facades of the Amsterdam School,
there were still narrow dimension plans for the dwellings and public spaces.
Architects and town planners should design from the perspective of the interior of the dwellings and not the other way around.
The AUP from 1934 lead by Cor van Eesteren was not a plan-in-parts, but a
plan-in-main visions, of which the single parts, the districts9 would be detailed
after each other. But still the city was not considered as one entity of which
the AUP would be a part. The groups of architects and town planners, the ‘8’ in
Amsterdam and the ‘De Opbouw’10 in Rotterdam, formulated a pre-advice for
the layout of newly to build dwelling areas, named De organische woonwijk in
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Translations:

Illustration I.1.2: From enclosed to semi-open corners to open or hook-like parcelling

9. Districts in Dutch: Wijken
10. De Opbouw free translated into English as: The Composition
11. De organische woonwijk in open bebouwing in English: The organical dwelling district in an open
constructed area
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Traditional town planning
In the beginning of the 1920’s and 1930’s looked like the totally enclosed
building block, unclear in defining its front and back sides, openness and
enclosure, and with its strict simplicity, would become and remain the ruling
basis parcelling type in Dutch town planning.
Pre-war town planning, the Traditional Town Planning as we call it, was mainly
dominated by the ideas of the Delftse School which was still highly influential
after WW II. They used existing and new roads as a basis for the main structure of new dwelling areas. The plans were designed and imagined from a flat,
two-dimensional perspective and based on the Garden City ideas by Ebenezer
Howard from the 1900’s and before. It took care of the threatened health of
the population, social questions and the decay of the city’s image. They were
characterized by Howard as12 :
• Total new settlements of 30.000 inhabitants at a small distance from
existing cities, separated by green, agricultural belts and connected by
railways
• Healthy living
• Healthy industry
• Reduced size but still providing a ‘full measure of social life’.

Illustration I.1.4: De Wolkenkrabber in Plan Zuid

for workers and their families for a factory, like in Oostzaan or in Eindhoven,
to create an immediate link between the inhabitants/workers and the factory
they were working for.
In the beginning of the 1930’s the Government was taking a lot of measurements to prohibit any further suburbanization of the big cities by the middle
class groups with great purchasing power of the society. They tried this by
planning even bigger and more spatially planned urban garden cities with a
lot of green elements. There were already big planning units with some accommodations but mainly to ameliorate the living conditions for the working
class. Most often churches and pubs were still missing, they had to be added
afterwards but then the most prominent locations in the garden cities were
already used.
The pre-advice called De organische woonwijk in open bebouwing, as mentioned above was a transition to the new way of town planning. They kept
working on the concept of opening building blocks and leaving the traditional
ideas of enclosed building blocks. In the inter-bellum period the totally enclosed building block would vanish slowly. In the Plan Zuid for Amsterdam by
Berlage, proposed as a total monumental urban concept with wide avenues,
Illustration I.1.3: The Garden City Approach by Ebenezer Howard

This resulted in symmetries and strange street patterns with important buildings as focal points at the ends of the axes. They used classical construction
methods and materials like bricks and were repellent to high-rise buildings.
The only significant example for using high rise buildings was the Wolkenkrabber (1930), the skyscraper in the Plan Zuid for Amsterdam by Berlage consisting of 12 building layers and functioning as a focal point. The spatially widely
plans and their appearance were characterized by brick facades, tiled roofs,
parallel streets with rows of single family houses with front gardens, almost
only enclosed building blocks with jumping building-lines and the development of small squares. The placement of district and neighbourhood facilities
was not well considered yet or taken into account.
As a transition sometimes small architectonic and town planning units/entities
were designed, like the Red Village, The White Village, the Concrete Village
or Garden Village, which we seen also in Eindhoven. They were characterized
by well-considered path- and street patterns with a carefully designed public
space with planting, pavement and street furniture. In time of construction
these units were situated outside or at the edges of the cities, later in time
they got swallowed by the expanding cities and kept their identity as separate
‘islands’. Social heterogeneity was the goal of design or exactly not, so just
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Reference:
Illustration I.1.5: Plan Zuid by Berlage

12. van Rooijen, 1990, p.201
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symmetries and axes with focal points, the building blocks with their schools
and stores and businesses integrated into them and only the most important
building separated from this system, resulted in a plan that was not really
connecting to the surrounding existing city structure and functioned more
autonomous than as a whole.
The contrast to Plan Zuid was Vreewijk in Rotterdam, the first big project
which experimented with open blocks and parcelling, situating and providing
facilities in a dwelling area and connecting to the surrounding city structure.
The former agricultural waterways were the bases for the street plan, not
wide avenues and symmetries. This resulted in a less clear main structure,
more a stretched out dwelling area still without a central shopping centre but
randomly situated facilities.

Respect for the landscape and landscape
architecture

The modern town planners were stimulating to build in strips instead of enclosed building blocks. The original street based on building blocks had two
front sides of housing units at each side of a street and the backsides of the
housing units faced the backsides surrounding an inner square. In strip-like
building this was different. The front side of a housing unit faced the backside
of another housing unit across the street (see illustration I.1.2). The front side
of a housing unit could be defined as the entry side along a living street and a

In the pre-war landscape architects were making planting plans, and the cultural technicians were planning the main lines in development. Still mainly
the Garden City ideas for design by Ebenezer Howard were applied, like axes
guided by trees, lanes of trees, most often with native species, hedges between the street and front gardens, the first introduction of green elements
near inhabitant’s dwellings, like allotment gardens and playgrounds and the
rise of folk parks initiated by the demands for better living conditions in the
Woningwet of 1901. A first example is the Zuiderpark in Rotterdam in which
the integration of sports facilities, a walking area, school and children gardens, playing meadows and a swimming pool are the new approach for adding healthy functions, although the shape was still in the landscape style. The
rise of mobility by bikes, trams, trains and later cars made it not necessary
anymore to situate the workers as close as possible to their jobs; the first
new, green and widely planned suburbs got financially and practically into the
reach of the poorer population, resulting in a lot of worker and middle class
districts with clear green settings in the English landscape garden style were

Illustration I.1.6: Plan Vreewijk in Rotterdam

Illustration I.1.7: Scheme Zuiderpark in Rotterdam of 1951

living side along the backside, the garden/sun side. So the living streets were
only surrounded at one side by the front side of a housing unit and did not
function as streets for ongoing traffic, so they would be more quiet and safer.
When the interior housing plans were adapted, strip building was the ideal
way of situating the housing units to fit to provide sun, fresh air and green
elements. In the Netherlands, strip building was not commonly used and accepted before World War II, but would come up after World War II.

constructed, by designers like H.P. Berlage and the Wattez’ father and son.

Restructuring projects in cities were still small scale and not really planned.

In 1913 the German, Hugo Koch, wrote one of the first and most influential
books about public green in town planning, Gartenkunst im Städtebau13. It
was based on the ideas of Ebenezer Howard. This resulted in some conclusions14 :
• Green into town planning is an integral element
• Floral elements, street trees and front gardens are important
• Social, esthetical and sanitary functions are leading in design
• Parks for the working class are needed instead of private parks
• Attention to nature preservation is necessary
• Numbers for the quantity of green per inhabitant and distribution of
green over the whole city were used
• Parkways from USA
• Focus on cost analyses.

Reference and translation:
13. Gartenkunst im Städtebau in English: Garden Art in Town Planning
14. van Rooijen, 1990, p.188-193
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Another book, even more influential and based again on the findings of Koch,
was Stätische Freiflächenpolitik15, written in 1915 by Hans Wagner. This was
focusing on quantitative norms for public green based on formulas, like16:
• Maximum walking distance of 15-20 minutes to playgrounds
• Maximum walking distance of 20 minutes for parks
• Maximum walking distance of 30 minutes for forests and sports accommodations
• Hierarchy in green structure, also district green needed within 10 minutes distance
• When high rise buildings then in proportion the same amount of green
surfaces needed as used when low-rise buildings applied
• Square playgrounds for functionality
• Rules for city parts with 10.000 inhabitants:
o Norm of 2,4 ha of playgrounds
o Norm of 1,6 ha of sports fields
o Norm of 0,5 ha of promenades
o Norm of 2,0 ha of park
o Norm of 13 ha of forest
o Average of 20 m2 per inhabitant.
These norms were used in The Netherlands till the 1950’s and also in the AUP
of 1934 they were implemented, like 3,5 m2 of green per inhabitant, for the
future 4,5 m2 and a maximum distance of 400 meters from a dwelling to green
elements.

Conclusion
The urban landscape was in transition. From mainly Garden City shapes as in
the folk park Zuiderpark, to the district Vreewijk (1916) in Rotterdam, where
designers started thinking about adding amenities into the districts, to pre and
post-war CIAM shapes, like the approach for the AUP of Amsterdam and the
central Slotermeer area by Hans Warnau constructed between 1935 and 1955
(see case Amsterdam).
The rise of green seen as THE structural element, the framework, based on
the division between living, recreation, working and traffic got leading in the
rise of visions on large scales and researches in numbers for design. The remaining fields were designed with new town planning and architectonic suggestions, like the open strip parcelling to guarantee sun, light and fresh air in
a better living environment. Also a redefinition of the street by Le Corbusier
took place, providing clarity and openness instead of sticky street profiles of
the past.

Reference and translation:
15. Stätische Freiflächenpolitik in English: Statistical Outdoor Spaces Politics
16. van Rooijen, 1990, p.194-195
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1.2 The post-war period from 1945 till 1973
Introduction
Definition
The period of 1945-1973 is what we in The Netherlands call the Wederopbouw
Period1. Some literature starts this period in 1940 or ends this period in 1965,
but mainly this period and its developments and impacts starts in 1945 and
ends in 1973.
The RACM2 defines this period as follows3 :
The legacy/heritage of the Wederopbouw contains the results of town
planning, architecture and land use planning from the period 19401965 and joins up to the younger legacy/heritage from the period 18501940. The Wederopbouw contains both the actual repair of the damage
caused by the war in the existing environments as well as the after
war period recovery of the general building production and its including
projects like:
• Big scale city and village expansions (early post-war period districts)
• The construction of harbour and industrial areas
• Infrastructural works
• Redesign of the rural area
• Rebuilding of farms.
Next to this the interiors in and the applied art to architecture from the
period 1940-1965 belong to the research area.

General introduction
In this time period the National Government will change from position from
more total control to less dominant and will hand over more power to lower
governors. In society a rise and downfall of organized groups and big families
will be experienced, just as the increase of participation by inhabitants. The
ideas of the CIAM will be further development and will result in a model called
the Wijkgedachte, which suits the number approach and production on mass
scale. The main elements which can be derived from this time is a clear echelon or hierarchy in scale levels on three aspects:
• City elements themselves
• Traffic elements
• Green elements.

Policies, research by surveys and
society

dustrialisatiebeleid8, which would focus on spreading industrial activities over
the country, but resulted in industrial growth in mainly the West of The Netherlands and created an even bigger demand for new housing in this region,
called De Randstad, which includes the ring of cities of Den Haag, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam and Utrecht and its inner green space. In 1962 the growth of
inhabitants of The Netherlands was estimated on reaching 20 million in the
year 2000. Therefore in 1965 a new law was instituted, called the Wet op
de Ruimtelijke Ordening9, including Bestemmingsplannen10 indicating what on
which locations should be developed and more regional scale urban plans and
visions for development. This law is a good example for the up-rise of Integral
Planning, especially on local level. Within Stadsgewesten11 the city and all its
components got destined by structurally defining all urban space for the functions working, living and recreation. The Stadsgewesten would become the
new spatial basis units for National Spatial Planning. Integral Planning led to
the new structural plans and visions, which indicated the future development
of cities in total, so not just with a focus on its separate parts. To redevelop,
rebuild and to expand cities at the same time was a new issue and demanded
structural visions, including different plan and design concepts, like the12:
• Wijkgedachte13 as the social-spatial concept for existing and new city
districts (see further)
• Evolution from mono-functionality to a socially inspired integration of
functions; living, maintenance and green in new dwelling areas
• Economic-spatial concepts of Cityvorming14 for city centres and industrial
zones along the city edges
• Preservation of cultural historical valuable city hearts, mainly because of
economical reasons, like tourism
• Linked traffic and public transport networks between the old and new
city parts and for the city and its environment; the economic centre should
also be accessible from the region.
In 1966, the Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening15 was instituted, in which the
huge demand for decentralization was pointed out and let to the Kernenbeleid
to promote economic prosperity and dwelling expansions in predefined cities, so called clustered dispersal. For the preservation of monumental buildings in the old city centres, which were most often demolished till 1965, the
Monumentenwet17 was instituted in 1961. In 1954 agricultural production and
landscape plans on mass scales were promoted and made possible by the
Ruilverkavelingswet18 of Staatsbosbeheer19, but still the economical benefit for
agriculture was the first goal, not the landscape and its appearances.
The post-war policy model for cooperation, called the ‘Poldermodel’ was quite
successful. Economic prosperity and its spreading over the country boosted,
especially between 1962 and 1965 when prosperity bolted and expansion,
scale enlargement and huge aspirations came up20.

Policies in general
After World War II spatial planning and public housing was extremely centralized by the National Government and was mainly based on the idealistic
perception that the society could be managed in detail, the Maakbare samenleving4. First enemy of the National Government was the huge demand
for housing. Next to boosting up the economy this was the main goal for the
National Government and they had the leading task for rebuilding The Netherlands, this included:
• Formulating a yearly building plan, which indicated how many houses
each municipality had to build in that year
• Granting of subsidiaries determined by quality norms and guidelines
• Stimulation of systematic building techniques.
In WW II, during the occupation by the Germans, the Nationaal Planbureau5
was erected to define a clear development plan for the whole of the Netherlands. In 1950 the Wederopbouwwet6 was instituted to regulate the big expansion plans in the cities. In 1960 this resulted in the Eerste Nota Ruimtelijke
Ordening7, an exploration en elaboration of the national development patterns
between 1960 and 1980. The main focus was on the equally spreading of living and working over the whole country. The mean to reach this was the In-

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.8: From concentration to deconcentration to bundled deconcentration
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1. De Wederopbouw Period in English: The Reconstruction Period
2. The RACM; De Rijksdienst voor Archeologie, Cultuurlandschappen en Monumenten in English: The
National Institute for Archaeology, Cultural Landscapes and Monuments
3. From www.racm.nl, visited on 18/4/07
4. De maakbare samenleving freely translated into English as: The makeable/controllable society
5. Het Nationaal Planbureau in English: The National Spatial Planning Agency
6. De Wederopbouwwet in English: The Reconstruction Act
7. Eerste Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening in English: First National Policy Document on Spatial Planning
8. Industrialisatiebeleid in English: Industrialization Policy
9. Wet op de Ruimtelijke Ordening in English: Spatial Planning Act
10. Bestemmingsplannen freely translated into English as: Local Land-use Plans
11. Stadsgewesten in English: Urban regions
12. van der Cammen and De Klerk, 2003, p.176
13. Wijkgedachte in English: Community Thought
14. Cityvorming in English: City Development
15. Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening in English: Second National Policy Document on Spatial Planning
16. Kernenbeleid in English: Nucleus Policy
17. Monumentenwet in English: The Monument Act
18. Ruilverkavelingswet in English: Land Reallocation Law
19. Staatsbosbeheer in English: State Forest Management
20. Schuyt, Taverne and van Voorst, 2000, p.379-403
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Research and surveys
After WW II the first expansion plans were made, which was mandatory if municipalities wanted to expand and to get rights for the huge subsidies, granted
by the National Government . Also the Wet op de Ruimtelijke Ordening from
1965 demanded big surveys and researches before development could start.
The Community Thought-Housing Unit was interesting as a clear unit for research, including items like:
• Distances from the houses to green, streets and amenities, even managed by law in the Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening
• Investigate the possible choices new inhabitants could make
• Economical and societal benefits.
Research on expected population compositions categorized in social classes
and age lead to numbers of dwellings divided in different price classes, sizes
and shapes. Economical feasibility could also be checked, next to research for
desired and possible developments in traffic, demography and employment.
Planning and design based on research kept the idealistic perception that the
society could be made or managed alive. The continuation of the pre-war AUP
of Amsterdam is one of the major examples.

Society in general
Year

Total

Per 1000 inhabitants

1950

139.000

13,8

1960

522.000

45,5

1970

2.465.000

189,1

1980

4.5151.000

319,1

Figure I.1: The number of cars in the Netherlands, 1950-198021
The general developments in society resulted in the huge demand for new
housing and the enormous growth of the population and their prosperity, resulting in a growth of the population from four million inhabitants in 1945 to
13 million inhabitants in 1970. These two developments were guided by the
National Government and lead to the rise and fall of the Welvaartsstaat22,
including a lot of welfare instruments, like social security laws and subsidies
to improve living conditions or the possibility to make complaints and adaptations to planning process (participation). Critics on the Welfare State were
always present:
• After the war; it would be too expensive
• During the ‘60’s; it had failed to achieve its goals like the raise of prosperity would bring equality in being and economics among people
• After 1973; international recession and oil crisis and national delays in
payments made finances no longer available.

In the ‘60’s the revolt against the National Government got stronger and took
a flight. In The Netherlands this was instituted by the PROVO-movement,
caused by several reasons as the25:
• Creation of new interpretations and chances for justice and equality
• New ways of demonstrating, like open riots in Amsterdam, caused a lot
of concern
• Rise of the media made sure everybody could be simultaneous informed
• Triangle between law, renewal initiators and spectators was always
present in ruling agencies and interacted always in a different way at each
other.
In the early ‘60’s The Netherlands were behind the rest of the modern world,
after the ‘60’s The Netherlands were leading. Explanations for this are most
often the rise of prosperity and the Verzuiling26 .
Also developments in art (CoBrA-movement), recreational sports, literature,
television broadcasts, public libraries and the interest in theatre, music and
dance were significant.
Period

Growth (x1000)

Births

Mortality

Birth Surplus

Immigration

Emigration

Migration
Surplus

1945-1949

161

249

90

159

55

55

0

1950-1954

131

229

78

151

45

57

-12

1955-1959

147

235

84

151

52

59

-7

1960-1964

159

247

92

155

58

51

7

1965-1969

149

242

102

140

71

60

11

1970-1974

128

212

111

101

89

61

28

1975-1979

99

176

113

63

98

60

38

Figure I.2: Growth of te population growth in The Netherlands between 1945 and 197924

In the ‘50’s people were still moving to the Randstad for work and income
and the fear was that the rest of The Netherlands would ‘dry up’. From the
‘60’s to the ‘70’s this was vice versa and meant a change in urbanity from
concentrated to de-concentrated. The suburbanization of The Netherlands was
the expression of prosperity and increased mobility by the use of cars. The
location people wanted to live was now mainly determined by consumption
aspects instead of production aspects.
In society itself people were strictly organized in Zuilen23, mainly based on religion but also on political preferences. From the early ‘60’s this was diminishing as secularization started. But life in a society with Zuilen was quite pleasant, instead of what people think today and in the ‘free’ years of the ’60’s. in
the ‘50’s people were comparing their living conditions mainly with those from
the WW II conditions, so now they had freedom, prosperity and friendships.
People got a more luxurious life with the up come of the car and innovations
like fridges, televisions, radio’s, laundry machines etc.
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References and translations:
21. CBS en J.C. van Ours, Gezinsconsumptie in Nederland, 1951-1980 (Rotterdam 1985) from Schuyt,
Taverne and van der Voorst
22. Welvaartsstaat in English: Welfare State
23. Zuilen freely translated into English as: Pillars, groups of people belonging to the same religion and
or political ambitions
24. CBS from Schuyt, Taverne and van der Voorst
25. Schuyt, Taverne and van Voorst, 2000, p.379-403
26. Verzuiling freely translated into English as: Pillarization, the forming of groups of people belonging
to the same religion and or political ambitions
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Design, town planning and landscape
architecture
CIAM
The CIAM was originally a spontaneous gathering of people who wanted to
achieve a mutual aim. During this period no constitutions were necessary. At
the tenth meeting in Dubrovnic, those present split into two groups with which
the destiny of CIAM seemed to be sealed. At the last meeting in Otterlo, in
1959, the CIAM was dissolved because the views of the members diverged
too much, but their impact on town planning was now present. As mentioned
before the CIAM movement was the initiator for the Modern Town Planning,
characterized by minimalist and functional designs with socialistic goals, like
enhancing relationships between inhabitants. By using modern building techniques and materials without any concealing decorations, they wanted to
provide good possibilities for human activities in their buildings. They were
searching for efficient dwelling types in rational parcelling systems and during
their seminars of the CIAM they exchanged their ideas with foreign members.
Off course there were minor differences about insights about architecture and
town planning, and even explicit controversies, but never the less their general point of view regarding the building demand was clear. They placed the
new human, the bright future, the functional, universal architecture with new
techniques and materials opposite to the god fearing human, the trusted liaisons, the regional own craft-like architecture of the traditionalists. Next to
Cor van Eesteren and L. Stam-Beese, Ir. J.B. Bakema was a huge stimulator
at the CIAM-projects. In his own office and later together in cooperation with
the architect Ir. J.H. van den Broek in the Van den Broek & Bakema office, he
would always find people to work on the design technical research.
Pendrecht Rotterdam, Plan Phase 1948-1953, Construction Phase
1954-1965, designed mainly by Lotte Stam-Beese
Lotte Stam-Beese says about the position of Pendrecht as a new expansion
of Rotterdam27:
The district Pendrecht as a part of the General Expansion Plan of Rotterdam-South is meant as a city part28 of Rotterdam; it is not meant as
a garden village or a commuter settlement, not as an island, in which
man can distract themselves from the turbulent life of the city;
Pendrecht counts on the urban population or the city inhabitant.

The planning process for Pendrecht was followed along two tracks:
• Official municipal track to define the final expansion plan
• Alternative track by the architects group, the ‘De Opbouw’, of which Lotte
Stam-Beese was a member, who chose Pendrecht as a study object for the
7th CIAM congress in Bergamo, Italy.
Later, these studies on Pendrecht lead to some new urban planning elements,
like the Wooneenheid29 based on a grid plan and the Woonpad30 to reach
dwellings without a street. This housing unit was repeated in numerous times
to create a structure for the district. In Bergamo at one of the CIAM-meetings this housing unit was mirrored in the plan to create a neutral spatial
structure, a grid, by which the district was not too obvious separated into
separate neighbourhoods, but became a coherent entity. This grid approach
was also answering the demands by the systematic way of building, while
building blocks along a line provided a clear and functional path for the building crane.
Lotte Stam-Beese about the housing unit31:
Repetition of certain elements and data always has a risk to lead to
monotony and unity; also in Pendrecht where by consistent repetition
of the dwelling elements this risk was present; the now yet constructed
parts make it evident, that the unity of a unit can be varied in such a
way from out ‘life itself’ that the monotony just works on in such a way,
that it provides a certain tranquillity, the tranquillity to ‘feel-safe’ within
the known conditions; repetition is only dangerous, when the repeated
element in itself is tedious; in this vision the repetition of just singlefamily houses is for example definitely monotonous and less vivid.
This housing unit formed the town planning building stone, the basis for the
bigger whole, the district, this has lead tot the introduction of town planning
by Stempels32, which were used all over the world in town planning till the late
‘70’s (see further).
Although Stam-Beese denies it (see above), Pendrecht was originally planned
according to the Garden City Thoughts, so with a lot of space and green. Next
to that it was planned according to the Community Thought (see further) or
Neighbouring Unit. The housing unit, as the basis for the city plan, consists
of repeatable units with different living forms for different life phases of the
inhabitants:
• Two strips of three or four storey houses for small families
• Two low-rise strips for big families
• One strip for the elderly
• All grouped around a communal garden.

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.9: Aerial photograph of Pendrecht

Illustration I.1.10: Wooneenheid
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Blijstra, 1965, p.219
Stadsdeel in English: City part
Wooneenheid in English: Housing unit
Woonpad in English: Dwelling path
Blijstra, 1965, p.220
Stempel in English: Stamp, fixed units
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This was accompanied by a strong social thought, at first the goal was not to
search for an incidental esthetical solution, but a structure of a societal constellation itself as form giving element. Form follows social function. People could
live their whole life in one unit, just varying in houses. Freedom to choose for
every individual was the starting point. In Pendrecht the architectonic areas
of the different neighbourhoods were assigned to the housing corporations of
the different ‘zuilen’ of the Dutch society. This is visible in the small variations
in the architecture; bricks and gabled roofs characterise the Catholic commissioning company, glass and flat roofs the socialistic way of building.
Pendrecht also provides a good amenity level; in comparison to the past Lotte
Stam-Beese made a Structuurplan Voorzieningen33, which resulted in a central district shopping centre around a square (Plein 1953). At first this centre
was emphasized by high-rise towers, but later planning phases resulted in a
division of high-rise buildings across the district.
Pendrecht exist of four neighbourhoods, each one containing between 800 and
1200 dwellings. By mirroring the housing units a consequent variation of playing streets and traffic streets is designed. The traffic streets lay in between the
four storey high blocks and are accentuated by groups of trees, like Craetegus
or other small species. The playing streets lay in between three storey high
blocks are accentuated by a double row of trees like Aesculus, Platanus and
Acer. This resulted in traffic poor zones and slow traffic routes, which was getting a design assignment in the time the number of cars was rising. By this
way the rising car traffic would not bother individual human development.
Between 1949 and 1951 Stam-Beese worked together with Wim Boer on the
general planting plan for the whole district to enhance its interior coherence.
This cooperation ended in 1951, when Boer left Rotterdam, but the main
item which remained in the plan of 1953 were the rows of five Populus nigra
‘Italica’, which were planted parallel to the low-rise blocks in the communal
garden, softening the transition to the nearby located high-rise buildings. By
the consequent application of these green screens in every housing unit a new
connection in the green design became apparent. Another major component
of the green design were the communal gardens. These were mainly meant
for the use by inhabitants in the adjacent dwellings and provided the ‘small
recreational needs’. From the dwelling people could watch their children playing outside. A huge richness in design elements varying from different playing
instruments to benches, squares, rose perks and planting borders give meaning to the several spaces. Further difference in colour between low-rise brick
buildings and lighter at right angles planned concrete high-rise buildings was
applied. The whole district was planned as an ongoing green, open field, with
architectural elements placed in it, accentuated by planting, so the direct living environment and the green run over in each other and the way of parcelling was well-considered for this vision. As she mentioned herself34:

Illustration I.1.12: Left living street, right playing street

Public space is a rhythm of open and more enclosed spaces; the image of the district is not a count of units, but a systematic variation of
spaces, traffic streets, architectoni profiles and planting; on the basis
of a grid in which living streets, traffic streets, boulevards and green
strips, high-rise buildings at the edges and in the centre, the district
gets structured and creates a connection between the district and the
surrounding landscape.
Further she mentions the hierarchies and design elements for green35:
By no means planting should be seen as ‘green furnishing’ or as an
inferior guidance of the architectonical urban planned elements in the
plan; the creation of an ongoing space, as the urban plan shows, should
be the starting point for the planting plan; by choosing tree species a

References and translation:

Illustration I.1.11: Division of public and private
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Illustration I.1.13: Green Plan from de Boer of 1951

33. Structuurplan Voorzieningen in English: Structural Plan for Amenities
34. Damen and Devolder, 1993, p.61
35. Damen and Devolder, 1993, p.59
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clear difference is wished for the trees for the playing streets between
the three storey high blocks and the trees for the East-West running
boulevard.
By private green, at first the communal inner gardens in between three
and four storey high buildings are meant, with their amenities like as
sand boxes, paved playgrounds, etc; the private gardens at the front of
the storey-houses can most often be ground floor ‘own’ gardens, which
can be constructed and maintained by the inhabitants each separately
or together as communal gardens; to maintain the openness of these
private gardens, the fencing should be low, like a green hedge or as
low brick walls; on the contrary, the fencing of the front gardens at
the north side of the lower blocks in the strip-like parcelling should be
higher, creating a sheltered place at the at those sides situated side
spaces; this to provide some freedom to the inhabitants and next to
that it prevents that a possible messy aspect of this side gets too obvious; but here also the fencing of the at the south side projected communal gardens should not be too high.
The enclosure of the dwelling, as the opponent to the openness of the communal and public space, was in architectonical ways hard to meet with the ideals of ‘light, air and space’. The dwellings got huge amounts of glass making
the separation between the ‘life in the dwelling and life in the outdoor space’
smaller. Boer and Stam-Beese solved this issue by planning big trees, the
Populus screens, in the communal gardens preventing people to look inside
each others houses.
Pendrecht and its influence
The Community Thought as a sociological model was rather fast out-dated,
yet as a spatial model it was used for a long time. The housing units of Pendrecht appeared totally not to function as forming a society, which was the
main ideal behind them. The same was the case with the stair houses, communal gardens, walkways and all the other types of spaces, which should
promote meeting getting into contact with each other.
In the plan Pendrecht, which was produced by well-considered urban planning
considerations, can also further characteristics or elements be found, which
distinguish it from earlier urban planning projects. In Pendrecht a conscious
mix of storey buildings and low single family houses took place, and the desire
for a strong centre36.
The ‘playing streets’ never fulfilled their goal, while a child, also a more grownup child, doesn’t feel the difference between places where it does and where it
does not have to pay attention to traffic when these two places are laying next
to each other. Furthermore the ‘playing streets’ got used as parking zones,
while the lack of parking places, resulted in a joining of these streets to the
parking areas.
Most ‘family’ meant built houses are now occupied by two persons. Ageing of
the population is mainly caused by the original one-sided orientation of demography and the resulting stability of the districts, the original inhabitants
got collectively older. Spatial downfall is experienced by the inhabitants for
example by the replacement of the rose perks by grass. Single storey elderly
housing are nowadays too small. The huge amount of portico storey houses,
cheaper too fill full the housing demand are not wished anymore. Houses are
not bigger than others in comparison to that they were at construction time.
Less social control and rise of unsafe feelings are coming up in the ‘80’s and
‘90’s.

Modern Town Planning
After World War II three different directions in architectural thoughts were
leading, the:
• Traditionalists of the Delftse School
• Moderate Modernist of the Group ’32
• Modernists of Modernism.
From 1945 the regional planning was coming up as mentioned before. Originally small settlements were situated at short distances from each other. New
expansions between historical cores resulted in urbanization in between the
cores. Three ways in urbanization were applied, almost similar to the thoughts
above:
• Parcelling of territories along existing roads, additions of dwellings/blocks
to the existing structure
• Use of pre-war expansion plans, often based on the organically dwelling
district in an open architectonic area concept, to give place to post-war
dwelling production. This means a continuation of the existing structure
and a fluent transition, like the AUP in Amsterdam with for example Slotervaart
• Community Thought, a huge scale expansion by means of big units of
a size like small cities or large villages together with their own central
and dispersed amenity complexes and green (parks strips) or red edges
(building strips) like the Southern Garden Cities in Rotterdam, for example
Pendrecht and Zuidwijk.
In the beginning municipalities were quite repellent to the new town planning
concepts, including flat roofs, strip-like parcelling and dwelling paths. Often
a mix of modern and traditional concepts were applied, but the huge amount
of subsidies granted by the National Government, was teasing the Municipalities to use more modern concepts and building techniques and dwelling types
as proposed by the National Government in their national policies. Sometimes modern building techniques were applied, but still with old materials like
bricks and natural stone. After the war houses got more spacious, fitted out
with practical kitchens and showers etc. In striving for cheap housing types,
the focus was mainly on the building price and not on the living costs. Also
rational production in prefabricated house construction required other town
planning concepts. Not the environment, but the placing of the building crane
at construction time, supervised by an efficiency supervisor, was guiding. This
led to adapted parcelling and normalised block lengths, resulting in ‘abuse’
of the originally meant town planning plans. Designers often forgot to think
about the best layout for sewer systems and street lengths, making costs for
construction to rise above budget when construction started. This resulted
again in lowering the costs by adding more storey buildings, which did not
need as much ground floor surface in relation to the benefits as a contrast to
relative expensive low-rise buildings.
Community Thought
Planners and town planners were looking for a remedy for the city failing
as connecting factor in the social-cultural society life and how to apprehend
this in the newly to build districts. They found the solution in the theoretical
framework of the Community Thought. This was worked out on a lower town
planning level in the application of the Neighbourhood Unit. This was developed by Clarence Perry (1872-1944), an American educationist and planner,
who wrote in 1929 the study Neighbourhood and Community Planning for the
Regional Plan of New York about the social connections in traffic unsafe dwelling areas, while in those days America had already a car density, which we
would only reach in the early ‘70’s. The Community Thought, an arrangement
principle based on community forming, was a major aspect for designing new
dwelling areas and led to the Gelede Stad37 approach, a spatial and social arrangement based on the hierarchy dwelling – neighbourhood – district – city
part – city – city region. Each unit contained a fixed number of inhabitants and
connected amenities. For example the physical size of a district was determined by the surface that one primary school could serve. In France the size
was sometimes determined by the physical size of the religious community of
a church, also utilized in the South of The Netherlands, like in Eindhoven. A
district is a separate unit, the community determines the borders.
When the Community Thought was used for the development of post-war expansion districts, then not just a spatial-functional approach, but also a social-
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36. Blijstra, 1965, p.220
37. Gelede stad in English: Jointed city
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Illustration I.1.14: Neighbourhood unit by Perry

In designing the post-war city often a difference is made between the main
structure of the city and the buildings in the separate parts, made possible by
the concept of zoning. Zoning made it possible to assign numbers of dwellings
per amount of surface to several city parts. The city structure was not based
anymore on street plans with building blocks, like the layout with symmetrical
streets (as the Plan Zuid Amsterdam by Berlage). Now the structure is derived
by a framework of inner spaces and large functionally determined faces, with
the housing unit as the design element in them. Most often the framework
forms a spatial unifying system. This system takes care of the echelon of the
post-war layout and the connection between the post-war city and its surrounding city landscape, also by new traffic arteries from the landscape to the
city centres. Echelon makes a city transparent, open and understandable. The
main goal was providing an identity to separate districts with which the inhabitants could identify themselves. Human scale is important, so not too big. The
new dwelling district became the social-spatial basic unit in the model of the
pre-war concentric city concept which was already ruling before 1940.
The AUP was one of the first examples of this approach in which the districts
were connected to the city but functioned already quite independent. Later in
the more Gelede Stad approach was apprehended in which the districts were
not connecting to the city structure, but really functioned as interior orien-

societal approach was implemented. The changed position of the town planner
from form to function involved also a change of the role of space and space
experience in the town planning design, like functional experience, socio-cultural experience, space experiences and esthetical experiences. By changes in
society and use of space the structure of the post-war dwellings areas is not
that clear anymore as before. In the early post-war dwelling areas where the
human scale was leading, the recognisability is higher than in the later ones,
in which just putting away houses was leading.
The study group Bos from Rotterdam published in 1946 their research results
(including Plan Zuidwijk for Rotterdam, see below) of the Community Thought
in De Stad der Toekomst, de Toekomst der Stad38. Its ideal was39:
After the war people from different social classes, of all age categories,
would and could live together, preferably organized per neighbourhood,
with their own district and neighbourhood centres, own district and
neighbourhood parks and a variety of living forms. There would be less
place for employment, that’s how the Community Thought wanted it.

Illustration I.1.16: From Concentric city to Organic city to Community Thought

This was the leading concept for the post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands. In 1947 W.F. Geyl published this also in the report De Gelede Stad, as
mentioned above.

Illustration I.1.17: Organic city concept from city to city part to district

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.15: De Wijkgedachte by Commissie Bos
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Illustration I.1.18: Community Thought concept from city to city part to district

38. De Stad der Toekomst, de Toekomst der Stad in English:The city of the future, the future of the
city
39. De Boer and Lambert, 1987, p.29
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tated, independent islands, with a core consisting of a ‘red’ shopping centre
or a ‘green park’ and a firm ‘green buffering’ edge or ‘red’ edge consisting of
high-rise flats in a green setting. In Amsterdam man was first quite repellent
to the Community Thought and worked on according to the pre-war expansion
plan in contrast to Rotterdam. But after all four districts with district centres
were designed around the Sloterplas, more a fill in of the city a green core,
which actually forced a creation of new dwelling districts with centres and
green edges.
The open way of building differs fundamentally on two points from the enclosed way of building:
• The structure of the built-up area is not falling together with the structure of the property owners
• Difference in the assigning the architectonical unit; this was no longer
the separate house, but a compilation of houses in housing units.
In the report De Stad der Toekomst, de Toekomst der Stad, the district Zuidwijk in Rotterdam was given as the first example to work out the Community
Thought. Several items according to their hand book got clear, like the:
• Dwelling surrounds the smallest intimate circle around the individual
• Neighbourhood is still totally personal
• District is still jus at a size that a inhabitant can experience it as understandable, clarifying and familiar
• City part has more on a organizing meaning
• City in total overrules all of this and is more interesting as a non-familiar
environment.
Still things changed when the process of planning and construction started;
compare the two maps of the Bos report and final constructed plan.

Illustration I.1.20: Parcelling typologies as can be found in Amsterdam, chronologically
succeeding from left up till right below:
Plan Zuid, 1921
Bos en Lommer, 1938
Frankendael, 1947
Overtoomse Veld, 1956
Lelylaan Slotervaart, 1959
Molenwijk, 1966
Bijlmermeer, 1968

Illustration I.1.19: Zuidwijk Rotterdam before (up) and after construction (below)

Post-war dwelling areas can be classified into typologies of parcelling, models
for access and disclosure and town planning prototypes, next to their separation between public, private and collective space.
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Traffic
As mentioned before, the rise of car use was a big issue in the new town planning projects and traffic was approached in strict hierarchies through scales.
New terms like corner radiuses, access and exit strips, overview corners, tangents, radials, ring ways and parking norms were introduced. Parking strips
at low-rise buildings, parking yards at storey buildings and parking squares at
high-rise buildings. In the early ‘60’s a lot of districts where planned in a way,
that the car is saint and could come everywhere. These plans were characterized by high-rise buildings and a lot of storey buildings, wide traffic arteries
designed as parkways or lanes with big trees and grass plains, roundabouts
in a strict layout with consequent repeated design units and big green elements to provide the districts with an urban allure, like in Kanaleneiland in
Utrecht. Urban street plans became urban car urban street plans, designed
with profiles and focuses on the transitions from dwellings to the street as
started in Pendrecht with the private, public and collective spaces in it. A lot of
cars came into the streets, more streets were needed and its costs were paid
by even more storey buildings, leading to unsafe experiences by inhabitants.
This process started people making to flee to the expanding villages, the first
suburbanisation of The Netherlands. Later in the ‘60’s and towards the 70’s
the separation between slow and fast traffic was introduced.

Illustration I.1.22: Hierarchy approach in traffic, left Kanaleneiland in Utrecht, right Angelslo and Emmerhout in Emmen

reach the district centre without passing any car roads. Another redefinition of
the street took place, not just with a focus on the car, but also as a meeting
place and playing ground, situated in planting. Another design element coming up in the late ‘60’s to reduce speed in streets are speed humps, for the
first time apprehended in Delft.

Illustration I.1.21: Hierarchy approach in traffic

Man could break through the street patterns with traffic free zones for slow
traffic, but also superior car way networks on a higher level, like in the Bijlmermeer in Amsterdam, independent from ongoing pedestrian and cycle
connections through stretched park like areas. With systems of dead ending
neighbourhood streets and living streets could designers realise quite large
pedestrian and cyclist zones. Streets with turning points at the end, cul-desacs, living streets ended in a way that zones were created free of motorised
traffic, suitable for placing primary schools and kindergarten, sports and playing fields, pedestrian and cyclist paths. This approach together with green
zones between housing zones was chosen in Angelso in Emmen (1960, Ir. N.A.
de Boer and A.J.M. de Jong). But these approaches, like the cul-de-sac and
dwelling paths were not always appreciated by the inhabitants, like for example in Slotermeer, Amsterdam. People without children found them boring
and the distance to their car was not big, they wanted overviews. The major
renewal was the Woonerf40 invented in Emmerhout, Emmen (1965-1970). The
street had lost its yard function by the busy traffic. Also they found out in Angelso, that social contacts were mainly started in the green zones and not on
the therefore living paths in front of the houses. The living yard was designed
as a combined living and residential area in which traffic got a subordinate position. Emmerhout became a district for the pedestrian, for children who could
safely get to school and back home, while playing, and their parents could
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High-rise buildings
In the pre-war period there were less high-rise buildings applied and when
used then they were mainly monumental, like the Wolkenkrabber of Berlage
in Amsterdam. It was then still to expensive, but by granting subsidies and
new techniques, building vertically became more profitable. It was a mean
for marking and recognition, so they got most often situated along the main
access routes or in the district centres. This last reason was for the short distances to the stores and to provide a higher density of people as a basis for
the stores. In 1961 the long expected report of the Comity High-rise/Low-rise
came out. This was promoting high-rise building, based on foreign research
and experiences. The rising ground prices and need for housing and promotion by the National Government resulted in an increase of high-rise buildings, also in small settlements, but mainly at the edges or in the centre of a
district. In 1967, almost 75% of all newly built dwellings where built in six or
more storey high buildings. The biggest project in The Netherlands with highrise buildings was the Bijlmermeer in Amsterdam. Here just huge blocks of
honeycomb shaped flats were placed in a green setting with independent traffic systems, as mentioned above. Among other things the negative medical
effects of high-rise buildings resulted in a huge resistance against them and
an abrupt ending of mass building them. As form giving statement the discussion had already ended in the late ‘50’s.

Translation:
Illustration I.1.23: Aerial photograph of Bijlmermeer in Amsterdam

40. Woonerf in English: Living yard/Courtyard
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Amenities
Before the war the concept of rows of stores along the access roads to the
city centre came up, but these roads were quite narrow. After the war this
totally changed into stores at just one side of the traffic streets, like in Zuidwijk in Rotterdam, or major shopping squares, like in Pendrecht in Rotterdam
or Woensel in Eindhoven and independent shopping malls along the central
district artery. These district centres were also built up according to the Community Thought, functioning as a core in the district, so spaciously set up with
important buildings in green or exactly compact other one roof, like in Pendrecht in Rotterdam and Woensel in Eindhoven. Next to that smaller neighbourhood centres were placed over the district, but later in the ‘60’s most of
them were not viable anymore. Mainly this was caused while they could not
compete against the bigger district centres, so they disappeared or service
companies replaced them. Only the ones in bigger districts or with enough
users could survive as competition against the big shopping malls.
Downfall of the concept of the Community Thought
The spontaneous meeting of people and forming societies was already early
criticised. In the beginning this was not justified, while there were a lot of
young mothers with children living in the new districts and the districts were
so new, that there was no knowledge yet about these processes. But later the
analysis showed that the assumption of getting a harmonious, integrated society on district level was a bit overdone. The district got a social heterogeneous
society, but not a real basis for a firm district community. Apparently a lot of
districts did indeed were so characteristic that the inhabitants could identify
themselves with it, but this was another result of the new districts.
The collectivistic ideals of the town planners and architects did not meet the
wishes of the inhabitants. The idea to plan dwelling areas to organize social
relationships did not fit to the societal developments. Social life rose out of
the physical boundaries of the districts by raised mobility. The Community
Thought lost therefore its ideological meaning, but remained useful as mathematical model to calculate the relationships between the number of inhabitants and the needed amenities necessary for them. This was actually already
clear in the Pendrecht case.

Illustration I.1.24: Tabula rasa at construction

Illustration I.1.25: Planting Plan Walcheren

Respect for the Landscape and Landscape Architecture
Main structures
In the ‘50’s, ‘60’s and early ‘70’s, the Dutch landscape went through a huge
transformation by 50.000 ha a year in Land Reallocation Projects. This should
contribute to a rational, large scale production, which was the focus in the
European Mansholt Plan for boosting the European agriculture. Heath lands
got ploughed, hedge rows perished and streams were normalised, later in
the ‘60’s this was also done for social interests, like open-air recreation. This
resulted in the so called Tabula Rasa Approach. All landscape elements were
taken out and the surface was equalized to provide a clean surface for new
modern development approaches and designs. This process took also place in
the expansions of the cities and most often in the west on the former polder
areas, like in the AUP and Pendrecht but most obvious in the Bijlmermeer,
where six meters of sand were deposited on the former polder. All this wiping
out of the original landscape was a common practice and heavily supported by
the National Government by granting subsidies. Some exceptions and transitions to more landscape based designs were also designed, like the:
• Reconstruction Plan for Walcheren by Nico de Jonge, in which the goal
was not to restore the former estate landscape after the German inundation, but to update it
• Implementation of the former island Schokland in the newly developed
North East Polder by J.T.P. Bijhouwer, as an landscape island, whose form
falls out in the new strict lines of the polder.
So landscape architecture is not always approaching the landscape with a
tabula rasa approach, like the town planners and architects are used to apprehend in this period, but this process was most common on the higher sand
grounds in the east and south.
The role of landscape architecture gets more and more undisputed after WW
II, just making planting plans is not the case anymore, while the idea of the
outdoor space was rising. Freedom of movement, space, healthy living and
mental and physical exploration are the keywords for design, deriving from
the melting of green and town planning in older pre-war Garden City Movement and American Park systems but now in a modern way and no more in
the former landscape style. Landscape architects are getting more and more
integrated into town planning projects to work out the green structures, so no
longer producing separate green plans, like Boer did with Stam-Beese for Pendrecht. This process was started already in the AUP of Amsterdam, in which
the spatial essence of the design was determined by three network systems
of roads, parks and town canals. Later buildings were placed in the fields created by the networks, so it became a town plan that fixed the outdoor space in
the expansion districts at a structural level. Thorough function analyses, new
construction methods and pure colour and compartment divisions are leading
to the final form.
Sober simplicity was goal in design, no nature or romantic illusions, the definition of space changed, horizons and space image came up. Openness, clarity
and structures in a vision to functionality, like insolation and its place in the
city structure, was the number one reason for design. Ornaments, nationalism and traditional monumentality are not preferred any longer, also in architecture as by the American Frank Lloyd Wright41, who was highly influential
on the European (landscape) architecture. Some famous functionalistic town
planners who also worked on the green amenities in urban areas are W. van
Tijen, Van den Broek & Bakema, C. van Eesteren, W.M. Dudok and C.A.I.
Stam-Beese. A small group of landscape architects were significant in The
Netherlands, like N. de Jonge, J.T.P. Bijhouwer, Mien Ruys, D.F. Tersteeg, H.
Warnau and W.C.J. Boer.
In this period, but already started before the war with the regional plans,
the bigger scale levels and their interactions are the study areas, like in the
reallocation projects for agriculture and regional plans, but also in the urban
spheres. The transition from traditional to modern landscape architecture and
town planning is characterized by the transition from basic concentric model
to the model of the ‘green finger system or lobate model’ in which nature enters the city via green lobes or a system in which green belts between city dis-
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tricts are constructed, like started by the organically city approach and in the
Zuiderpark in Rotterdam. This model, supported by the Community Thought
and based on the organically constructed city, is called the Open City, with
big traffic arteries and veined with a lot of green with assortments choices
for ‘real nature’ so native plant species (compare nature sublime approach
in landscape style) in the living environments and in general the rare use of
exotic species. The cities are dealt with in hierarchies for traffic and dwelling
areas, according to the Community Thought, but this also the case for their
internal green structures and interactions to the surrounding landscape, like
proposed by W.F. Geyl in 1947 in his Gelede Stad approach42:
• Living green directly around the dwelling block or flat, sometimes with
amenities like a sand box and benches, later called the collective green,
the communal gardens, like in Pendrecht
• Neighbourhood green per group of dwelling units or flats with amenities
like sand boxes, benches and playing devices
• District green existing of small parks or green belts with playing- and
walking amenities
• City part green existing of medium size parks with playing-, walking- and
sport amenities
• City region parks existing of big parks with big scale recreational amenities.

Except for the last two scale levels, green element designs are usually anonymous developed by departments ‘green departments’ of municipal town planning services in a straight line, in a style adapting to the architecture and filled
in with an accessible grass field, pavement, bushes, trees and some single
used flower- or rose perks. Distances to green hierarchical elements and sizes
are organized per green element from functional planning of green in the
Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening in 1966.

Scale level

Surface amount (ha)

Walking distance

m2/inhabitant

Dwelling Green

-

200

4

Neighbourhood park

1

400

4

District park

6-10

800

8

City part park

30-60

1600

16

City park

200-400

3200

32

Total
Figure I.3: Hierarchy of green elements in a city

64
43

Recreational parks don’t have a clear design language, like the smaller scale
green elements, but are more characterised by a transition from modern strict
lines and older landscape-style curbed lines. A major change however was
the internal focus, in comparison to the landscape-style based link to the surrounding landscape by viewing lines. For the bigger green elements a system
of some slow growing trees and many fast growing native (and sometimes
exotic) trees was used to get green in a fast way, the so-called Blijver/Wijkersysteem44, which we will be clarified later.

Illustration I.1.26: Hierarchy of green elements in a city

Parks
Next to the bigger scale recreational city parks, the introduction of two new
types of parks suits the green finger model, like a45:
• Network of green strips or park zones through the urban area, like the
Gijsbrecht van Aemstelpark, Amsterdam, 1958 by Wim Boer
• Guiding park design along the major auto ways, like the guiding green
along the eastern part of the A10, the Cornelis Lelylaan in Slotervaart and
the Kennedylaan in Eindhoven.
The green strips along the auto ways emphasize the autonomous position of
the traffic function in the urban plan and therefore support the desirable separation of functions in the new city. Both the new park types contribute to the
division of built up fields. They make compartments in the dwelling areas by

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.27: Green hierarchy in Schiebroek, Rotterdam
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Illustration I.1.28: Gijsbrecht van Aemstelpark

42.
43.
44.
45.

Backer, 1995, part North, p.59-60
Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening from Hoekstra, de Josselin de Jong and Meyer, p.43
Blijver/Wijkersysteem freely translated into English as: Stayer/leaver System
de Josselin de Jong in Hoekstra, de Josselin de Jong and Meyer et al , 2006, p.157-165
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separately distinguishable neighbourhoods and strengthen the living neighbourhoods as autonomous functioning living units, so their major goal was to
create some distance between the different city parts, as well as in the green
strip itself. That’s how they provided possibilities for a free stroll or car ride
in the green outdoor space. The green structure or network was born, with
its origin in the parkway approach from America. A good example of adapting
the landscape to the urban environment is the Gijsbrecht van Aemstelpark in
Buitenveldert 1958-1962. This is a long park strip, seen as a row of adjacent
compartments with water as the ongoing element, with three islands in it,
which joins up with the surrounding urban planned structure. A similar approach of compartments can be found in the Henri Dunantpark in Eindhoven.
The most clear continuing connection in the Gijsbrecht van Aemstelpark is the
east-west running Van Nijenrodeweg. This road is in the design emphasized
by five to seven rows of Platanus to emphasize the length direction of the park
and application of native tree species inside the park design. Some parks in
(between) neighbourhoods functioned also as cores, but then as green cores,
in comparison to the ‘red’ amenity cores.

separate building blocks
• Ensemble type; in the ‘60’s a scale enlargement took place caused by the
up come of high-rise flats; the portico -storey dwellings disappeared and were
replaced by high rise hallway flats, resulting in clusters of low-rise dwellings and high-rise flats at the edges, see also ‘t Hool Eindhoven; creation of
ensembles with a system of park like inner spaces to avoid watching inside
each other’s houses; green had no longer a central place, but was placed in
between the high-rise and low-rise buildings; for design of the outdoor space
there were two approaches, the low-rise with living streets and paths guided
by green and the spaces around the high-rise flats for separation with the
low-rise areas and parking, see Amsterdam West also, like the hook parcelling
with high-rise flats
• Park type; like Bijlmermeer with a strict separation between high-rise in the
centre with amenities and independent low-rise areas around it; huge inner
spaces between high-rise clusters with park like designs, amenities, parking
possibilities and separate traffic solutions; this is the most extreme form of
separating traffic, living and recreation.

The urban/living field
As mentioned in Pendrecht the urban, green field filled with housing units was
introduced. Goal of these dwelling units was to provide a living environment
in which ‘solidarity and privacy of the household in the own dwelling and the
solidarity to be in touch with the community’ could coexist and interact next to
each other. Building strips from north to south were most convenient to guarantee enough light entrance in the dwellings, in which the distance between
the strips was determined by the working of the shade in the winter months.
So in general the living fields are based on an orthogonal structure, initiated
by Lotte Stam-Beese. Four types of fields can be distinguished in post war
dwelling areas, the46:
• Street type; town planning layout is determined by the street structures
with building strips with open corners direct along the streets; hierarchy of
streets functions as a framework characterised by nice street profiles with
trees and grass strips; the communal inner gardens are most often public
and are additions to the streets; private gardens adjacent directly to the
street are filled in with grass and solitary trees and the gardens in semiopen have the same design, but a more enclosed atmosphere
• Stamp type; applied by housing unit, consisting of low rise and middle
rise buildings like portico-storey dwellings portico storey dwellings and
hallway flats; open space is designed as a whole including traffic solutions and communal gardens; the open space is leading and man tries
to keep this open as much as possible; the communal gardens exist of
straight-lined paths and a green part; the rest was grass and rigid bush
faces; these districts are characterized by scarcely use of lane planting by
trees, most often short rows of trees are connecting to the rhythm of the

Within these urban fields a separation between public, private and collective
space were assigned and transitions from dwellings to the streets, like started
in Pendrecht. To clarify this we need to describe these three types of spaces:

Illustration I.1.30: Public, Private, Collective Space in Bakhuizen van den Brinkhof, Slotervaart in Amsterdam (up) and Pendrecht in Rotterdam (below), see also I.1.19

Public space; the democratic space in which free non-binding interactions
happen; as a location where indeed physical meetings can take place:
A general, non-normative definition can be: public spaces in cities are
the places which fall outside of borders and control of individuals or
groups, lay in between private spaces and which are used for a great
diversity of, and often overlapping, functional and symbolic activities.47
Private space; the opponent of public space; People need a place for their
privacy; In the past this was easy to realise by physical barriers, like doors,
walls and by distance in place and time:
By owning a private territory, an owner can regulate his/her social interactions and determine whether he/she is alone or with others, in
time as well as in place.48

Illustration I.1.29: Parcelling types from left top to right below, street, stamp, ensemble
and park type

Collective space; rise of term in post-war town planning; a collective space is
a communal space, owned or in use by a specific group of people and can be
perceived as a territory; the users make space their own by which they create
a sort of power over the space; for strangers such a space is not free accessi-
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ble; they are tolerated. A collective space stands and falls with the perception
of a group of people; form and design can signify this collective aspect, like
colours or materials; collective atmosphere can take place at several scale
levels, from a room to the district park; a neighbourhood can be seen as the
transition from the private world to the public world, by creating semi-private
or semi-public spaces:
The space in a neighbourhood creates some distance to the hectic of
the city and facilitates an interpersonal exchange in an impersonal city;
these collective spaces are not primarily assigned for everybody and
therefore not as public as city centres.49
Collective spaces are the result from the search by designers to integrate
the landscape and city to provide sun, air and light into living environment.
Community forming was later an ideal, promoted by the Community Thought.
Within the collective gardens there are different approaches varying per
designer’s focus, like the more town planning approach with a lot of stone
elements as Lotte Stam-Beese was doing. Mien Ruys uses far more green
elements in her designs, with a lot of rectangular shapes, but with more differentiation in filling them in. A functionalistic architectonical approach, char-

Illustration I.1.32: Communal spaces by Mien Ruys in Frankendael, Watergraafsmeer

green type Bosplantsoen51. In the urban version it originates with three year
old plants, consisting of bushes and bush like trees (tree formers, like Craetegus, Carpinus betulus), which at construction time are 0,6 or 1,0 meter
high, planted at regular intervals (1-2 meter), and the ground plain is kept
‘black’ in the first three years. In combination with these bushes young trees
are planted (about 8 years old, 2-4 meter high and 8-20 cm trunk outline). At
construction the trees are planted at their definite location.52

Illustration I.1.31: Communal spaces by Mien Ruys compare with I.1.12

Illustration I.1.33: Planting scheme according to the Wijker/Blijver system

acterised by a continuation of modern architecture into the garden, by which
the landscape functions as a floor, like Lotte Stam-Beese is placed opposite
a natural/landscape approach, as Mien Ruys uses, characterized by faces of
water grass and pavement, with separate plant blocks and multi coloured
plant fields, like apprehended in the Watergraafsmeer in Amsterdam. But still
her modernistic designs were also based on the ongoing atmosphere from
the house into the garden or as transitions from the house to the garden and
landscape, especially for houses in the rural areas.

In general there are more non architectonic surfaces, than architectonic surfaces in post war dwelling areas, especially when high-rise buildings are there,
while then almost al green is communal. Communal space designs were approached in three layers. Most significant are all the grass plains with single or
grouped trees, which were cheap and easy to maintain. In the urban fields the
building blocks had to create and border spaces together with the planting, as
initiated in Pendrecht. Among other things this could be achieved by rows of
trees and faces with massive plantings. Most often trees of the first category
were used, which in size related good to the architecture. Planting was functional and served no longer as ‘watching’ green. Space had to be designed for
activities, which adapt to the different age categories of the inhabitants, but
in the beginning this resulted in two problems:
• Often garden architects were integrated too late in the design process,
town planners made also the planting structure, garden architects had to
fill in the last fields, but they preferred to get the planting structures at
an equal position as the building structure, like Boer and Stam-Beese in
Pendrecht
• From the own discipline; the open ongoing space could not be dealt with
as enclosed small gardens, scale enlargement and generalisation had tot
take place, no more focus on just the small details.

Green and planting approaches
As mentioned before a lot of green elements were planned according to the
Blijver/Wijkersysteem. This is a planting method, in which the distance between trees and bushes is regulated depending on the size of the plants, and
by which during their growth regularly plants or the´leaver’ trees are taken
out (thinning processes) to make place for the growing space of the´stayer’
trees. Trees are planted in same height categories. This approach is derived
from the forest management but a ‘stayer’ method was also developed by experience in the municipalities of Amsterdam, Doetinchem, Eindhoven, Nuenen
and Oss50. In the 60’s and 70’s the Blijver/Wijkersysteem is also implemented
for the bigger urban green elements or strips, most often in the form of the
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Landscape architects, like Bijhouwer, Wim Boer, Mien Ruys and Hans Warnau
had to deal with this, but then also had the problem of working through several maintenance and construction departments to realise the proposed design/structure. They had to look for an useful scale adapting to the buildings
and therefore had to find a suitable form language to distinguish several functions and the big city scale. They used two scale levels, the city/district level
and the neighbourhood scale, so form language as structuring element and as
design for the public/outdoor space.
In both cases planting served as an isolation material and as a connecting
mean, to create transitions between the different parts of the district. For
example roads, districts, sport complexes and allotment gardens are isolated
from each other by densely planted green strips, serving as noise barriers
and as semi transparent visual ‘fences’ for the town planning elements as
strips of grass and trees. As a connection between architecture, infrastructure
and open spaces, planting existed of grass and water gardens with separate
elements like trees or groups of trees and rows, clusters of low bushes and
perks53.
Some important visions of landscape architects in those days are54:
• W.C.J. Boer focused on the direct relation between the dwellings and the
communal gardens, otherwise they were useless in his opinion
• Focuses on the transition from the dwelling to the street by visual connections; Mien Ruys, who likes hedges as transitions, for example said;
‘why planning green and plant strips at the entrances at the northern and
eastern sides of building blocks, while no sun and less space leads to bad
maintenance and no involvement by the inhabitants, so then pave them is
her vision’; with W.C.J. Boer she also focused on large scale and compact
structures to avoid small scale village green and private gardens
• Avoid any reference to the ‘untamed‘ nature, this symbolised wilderness
and neglect, but adapt the nature for urban spheres, so big and multipliable, showing the seasons and not just as an architectonical mean
• J.T.P. Bijhouwer adapted his designs to the context/landscape of Rotterdam, the river landscape, so soberness with local colour elements and
the use of native in surrounding landscape existing species, avoiding ‘evergreens’ and apprehend mainly one species for perks and big scale green
elements;
o Variation in first, second and third classes of trees
		
- First size trees higher than 15 meters
		
- Second class trees between 10 and 15 meters high
		
- Third class trees between 6 and 10 meters high
o General species could be Salix species, but not Salix alba ’Tristis’
only as massive element all along water ways, Alnus vulgaris and
Craetegus species; also useful are Fraxinus excelsior, Platanus aceri
folia, Ulmus campestris, Populus to be planted as quick as possible,

Illustration I.1.35: Layers for private, grass, functions and total in Ommoord in Rotterdam

but then preferable Populus x canescens or Populus nigra, not Popu lus alba or Populus nigra ‘Italica’
o For streets and yards; Tilia species, Sorbus aria etc and Acer spe		
cies
o For squares, Aesculus hippocastanum
o For hedges, bush species, like the wild Ligustrum vulgare, Acer 		
campestre, Carpinus betulus, Craetegus laevigata and sometimes 		
Ilex aquifolium
o For long bush masses, preferably single species, like green leaved
Cornus species, Sambucus species, Viburnum lantana, Lonicera spe		
cies or Cotoneaster species.
A lot of ideas and plans were never realised, and the green structures in the
districts and neighbourhoods are still designed mainly by town planners and
architects, then fill in by garden architects or gardeners, no total view was realised and resulted in variation in forms and differences in quality. Next to that
later adaptations and changed perceptions for maintenance have strengthened the frittered image.
References:
Illustration I.1.34: Layered approach for planting in outdoor spaces as in Rotterdam
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Some further major design principles and processes are55:
• Depth of private gardens depended on their location, small at living
paths and deep (till 9m) at major roads, also depending on the insolation
• Hedges for private garden bordering and as a transition between the
neighbourhood and communal garden
• Scale enlargement:
1. Started with garden like, small trees and ornamental bushes
2. To more space forming, many big trees, consistent placing of bushes
and trees against the buildings
3. To almost independent green, spaces which are formed completely by
bushes and trees
Originated by reducing inside views and increasing the view on the green,
resulted in planting bigger and bigger trees and on the other side this is
caused by the scale enlargement of the communal gardens by the up come
of high-rise buildings and separation to low-rise buildings
• Softening of the buildings by (see I.34 and I.35 again):
o Bushes to hide the ground floors with store rooms and to indicate
the transition from the building block to the public or collective garden
o Trees on the heads of the facades of buildings to make them less
prominent and to provide more enclosure to the open gardens
• Asymmetry and variation of green along the streets, depending on its
sideways located architectural types
• Equality of trees and buildings, like trees sticking out above the dwellings
or a row of trees across low-rise buildings
• Pronunciation of the sides of buildings by planting of trees
• New playgrounds, like one of the more than 700 playgrounds in Amsterdam designed by Aldo van Eyck, but also outside Amsterdam, almost
every playground had one of his tumbling bars
• Street furniture: After the war mass-production of street elements came
up, like the famous Friso Kramer street light armature, the famous 30 by
30 cm square concrete tiles and national identical elements like bus stops;
by the rise of the car new elements came into the streets, like special
fences, indicators etc
• Architectonical objects, like kiosks, the rise of prefab bridges after the
war (Slotervaart etc!) and identical electrical support houses and city
heating units.

Transition to post-modern landscape architecture
In the late ‘60’s the phenomena of the Heemtuin56 to getting people back to
nature, just like Kinderboerderijen57. This was mainly initiated by Louis Le
Roy, who promoted ecology in his designs, resulting in planting assortments
choices going to the direction of low maintenance green and even poisonous
free side road planting and later nature gardens, like the Jac P. Thijsse park
in Amsterdam.
Some characteristics from the ’60-’70 to nowadays green designs are58:
• Rather designing structures (models) than shapes/forms, when shapes/
forms are applied, then they prefer to apply round or amorfe forms or geometrical forms which can be connected as a structure without hierarchy
(like the honey comb shapes)
• In new and old parks focus is on education with herbal gardens, child
farms, and plates with plant names;
• Large, by car accessible, recreational areas, provide the need for ‘nature’
outside the dwelling concentrations
• Some fads are:
o Railway sleepers, originally introduced by Mien Ruys
o Perkoenpaal, originally introduced by Aldo van Eyck
o Ground level differences of for example building debris, originally
introduced by Louis Le Roy
o Erratic boulders, originally introduced by visual artists
• Instead of placing statues in the outdoor space are visual artists starting
to intervene in the landscape (Land-art) and are artists applied to get rid
of the anonymity of dwelling areas environmental design
• Large recreational areas are constructed in the functionalistic landscape
style in which more an more elements from the existing/present landscape
are influencing the design and in which the experience of nature is getting
a leading role.
As mentioned in the beginning the tabula rasa approach was generally applied
in planning new districts and neighbourhoods, but already some landscape
architects were focusing on the giving context of the landscape. The first
dwelling areas in The Netherlands, in which the landscape context was applied
in the town planning schemes was in Emmen. The original vegetation, height
differences and structures were spared as much as possible and apprehended
for the spatial layout of the plan and to create a varied built-up of the environment with green as the connecting element, which suited well in the Green,
Open City approach which was leading for the whole city development in Emmen (see case Emmen).

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.36: Variety of standard materials, such Johan Friso armature, 30x30
concrete tiles, Aldo van Eijck playgrounds and prefab bridges
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Illustration I.1.37: Jac P. Thijssepark in Amsterdam

55. Veenstra in Bet et al, 2005, p.259-265, Boomlegenda Stadsdeelkantoor Slotervaart Amsterdam,
Backer, 1995, part North, p.63, www.classic.archined.nl, July 15, 2002, visited 14.8.07, de Josselin de
Jong et al, 2005, p.193-197
56. Heemtuin in English: Garden with native plants
57. Kinderboerderij in English: Child farm
58. Backer, 1995, part North, p.64-65
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Conclusion
As we saw, The Netherlands and the urban landscape went through major
changes. The National Government looses it’s number-like approach and
power to lower scale stakeholders. The demand for housing shifted towards
more houses for smaller families and bigger senior housing, while this class
of people is increasing in size by ageing. Next to this the rise of the use of the
car is getting a dominant factor.
The rise of the Community Thought resulted in clear hierarchies in green, traffic and city scale levels with a clear echelon and zoning. Often the Community
Thought resulted in integral design approaches for green as well as town
planning elements as in Pendrecht, but this is not always clear and executed.
In traffic the rise of radials and tangential streets with high-rise edges for
separating the living fields and providing access hierarchies from city scale
till slow traffic routes are further developed. These are attached to green
structures, depending on their city scale level, from city region till dwelling.
The tabula rasa approach is left in a later phase, but the ongoing green image goal is leading for a long time. This resulted in thinking about the transitions between private, public and communal spaces, namely their small scale
boundaries buy fencing, but also on the higher scale edges of the districts and
neighbourhood themselves by green belts or interior green zones. Therefore
and because of the mass production, simple materials such as concrete tiles,
grass en the Friso Kramer armatures were applied and characteristic for the
post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands.
The Community Thought as a social model was fast out-dated, but remained
the spatial model for town planning and landscape architecture for a long
while and therefore makes the urge of knowing its principles on all scale levels
necessary for the nowadays restructuring of the post-war dwelling areas.

I. Historical framework, The post-war period from 1945 till 1973
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1.3. The period after 1973
Introduction
I will give a general overview of the policies after 1973 in general in The
Netherlands and with a overview of policies, laws and visions concerning cultural history and for restructuring post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands,
which are hot issues at this moment, noticeable by the many articles in the
news (for instance see appendix I.1 and further).
Society and policies are getting or focusing more on individuals than collectives and this also concerns the town planning and urban landscape. This
results in new design, town planning and landscape approaches and more
stakeholders and market parties. Nature and sense of place are leading more
and more.

Policies and Society
Policies in general
After 1973 a lot of things changed in society and economy. The ongoing optimism of the ‘60’s with a lot of subsidies granted by the National Government
made place for planning dealing with uncertainties and less funding by the
National Government. This resulted in succeeding new national policy documents, like the Derde (1974), Vierde (1988) and Vierde Extra (VINEX) (1993)
and the Vijfde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening (2001). These are all on the basis of
the present Wet op de Ruimtelijke Ordening (WRO) from 1965 but since then
it is reconsidered already a lot of times. As a result the law became rather
complex. Since 1999 has been worked on a nieuwe Wet ruimtelijke ordening
(Wro)1. This new Wro has been published in November 2006 in the National
Government magazine. The Wro provides in shorter and faster procedures
and has the starting point of responsibilities that lie at the correct level and
are more focused on construction. According to the expectations, the Wro will
become effective on the first of July 20082.
Since the ‘60’s there were three succeeding philosophies dominated the approach existing cities3:
• Cityvorming4
Main point of interest was to strengthen the central (inner) city as economical centre of the urban region; out-of-date districts were redeveloped
and replaced by new typologies; resistance caused by occupants against
large-scale demolition and construction of new housing resulted in a new
approach called Stadsvernieuwing
• Stadsvernieuwing5
This is defined as; a systematic effort on town planning as well as on
social, economical, cultural and environmental areas, focused on conservation, reconstruction, improvement, reclassification or redevelopment of
architectonic areas in the municipal territory; strengthening of the urban
living function got primacy on economic functions of the inner-city; a disadvantageous consequence was the process of dragging out higher incomes, suburbanisation and an increase of commuter traffic; in this policy
was still a large government intervention; just halfway the 1980’s the
market got more freedom
• Stedelijke Vernieuwing6
The Stedelijke Vernieuwing policy emphasized on competition and improvement of individual prosperity; focus was on improvement of the market forces and international competitive position of The Netherlands; the
Beleid voor stadsvernieuwing in de toekomst7 of 1992 was related only to
pre-war districts, a point of view concerning the post-war districts would
just be discussed in 1997.
Policies and visions resulting from the Stedelijke Vernieuwing approach regarding post-war dwelling areas will be deepened in the town planning and
policies chapters below.
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Policies and institutes dealing with Cultural History
and Restructuring
Grote Steden Beleid (GSB), 19958
This policy aims at realization of powerful cities which are safe, and which
satisfies in every aspect to the always higher demands that occupants, companies, institutions, visitors and recreants demand from a city. So an economically vital city, with high-quality establishment locations and a strong
social cohesion, which offers work possibilities for people who look for work.
In short, a city which offers chances to its citizens and is safe and pleasant
to stay. It is a special policy for the 30 largest cities in The Netherlands. The
goals are9:
• Improving objective and subjective security
• Improving spatial quality in the living environment
• Improving social quality in the living environment
• Binding middle and higher income groups to cities
• Increasing economic strength of cities.
This policy was based on three pillars, the physical, economical and social pillars. But later one extra is added or better said separated, namely the safety
pillar, which was first integrated in the social pillar10. The GSB obliges municipalities to work on an integral base in restructuring processes. Social projects
have to be integrated11.
Nota Stedelijke Vernieuwing, 199712
Urban renewal distinguishes itself from city renewal by its broad focus (next
to dwelling improvement also investments in social and economical measurements), but also while it’s does not just focus on renewal of dwellings, but also
on districts as unities and as its referential framework. Next to this it focuses
on the outdoor space, investing in management as well as maintenance13.
The policy focuses too on restructuring the ’45 till ’70-period districts, which
compose two out of seven million dwellings in The Netherlands. It deals with
the run-out of financially strong inhabitants in the districts:
A differentiated composition of population and housing stock are necessary for a healthy future of a city; where in certain districts one-sidedness dominates or threatens a raise in quality of living and working
environments can be guided by increasing variety in the housing market
[….]14.
Revitalisation of the cities is worked in nine general, national goalst:
1. Enlargement in variation and differentiation of living environments
2. Housing of specific population groups, which suffer from difficulties in
finding suitable housing
3. Fight involuntary segregation
4. Improvement of the surrounding quality
5. Careful, sustainable and intensive use of space
6. Conservation of cultural historical values
7. Improvement of physical conditions for economical activity
8. Improvement of environment quality
9. Strengthening of social infrastructure.
Nota Belvedere, Beleidsnota over de relatie cultuurhistorie en ruimtelijke inrichting, 199916
Cultural-historical qualities can give an unique character to spatial developments and in this way offer a counterweight to the increasing uniformity of
our living environment. They contribute to the identity which people get from
an area or a place. Considered like this, they act as an inspiration source and
quality pulse for spatial assignments such as changing water management,
town renewal and reconstruction of the rural area. The cultural-historical heritage can be availed at spatial developments. These provide a new spatial
carrier, fitted for a new function, or give an economic pulse for conservation of
heritage. This thinking and working method is called Preservation by development. The policy got its seizure in 1999, by a policy initiative of the four ministries of Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap; Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke
Ordening en Milieu (VROM); Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij; and Verkeer en Waterstaat17. It is an act which is meant to get policy makers, market
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Illustration I.1.38: Cultural historical map of The Netherlands from Nota Belvedere

parties, cultural-historical and spatial occupational groups on new ideas. It is
no law, no legislation, but a source of inspiration for provincial and local policy,
for specific assignments and spatial plans18.
The Investeringsbudget Stedelijke Vernieuwing (ISV), 200019
The ISV forms next to the social, economical pillar and the later added safety
pillar, the physical pillar of the GSB. This budget is meant as a stimulator for
restructuring. It is not totally covering the costs, but just to motivate the municipalities to start with restructuring on an integral base, so as recognition
of their for the approach20. Once every five years municipalities can apply for
funding for urban renewal from the ISV. This budget, just as the Innovation
Programme Urban Renewal (IPSV), is based on the Nota Stedelijke Vernieuwing.
The first period of the Investment budget Urban Renewal (ISV1) ran from 2000
up to 2004. On the first of January 2005 the second period took off (ISV2).
ISV2 is a component of the Grotestedenbeleid, the policy special for the thirty
large cities. These cities get money directly from the National Government.
The ISV2 applies to the remaining municipalities. This funding is divided by
the provinces. Later an ISV3 procedure will follow. Both the ISV and Nota Belvedere, focus on recognisability and identity of the living environment21.
The Innovatie Programma Stedelijke Vernieuwing (IPSV), 2001-2004,
until 200922 (funding see appendix I.2c)
The IPSV is part of the ISV and based on the Nota Stedelijke Vernieuwing.
Urban renewal asks for new solutions. Sometimes it concerns large projects
with impact on the complete city, sometimes for small initiatives with a refreshing treatment by people who are directly concerned. New solutions can
ensure acceleration and a jump in quality in the urban renewal. In the period
2001-2004 the IPSV has tried to promote the acceleration and jump in quality.
Although in 2004, the last round for financial support for projects has taken
place, the IPSV still fulfils the task of exchanging and publishing of knowledge
and learning experiences gained in the projects until 200924.
Het Actieprogramma Herstructurering (2002), the ‘56-wijken aanpak’
(2003) and the 40 wijken van Minister Vogelaar (from 2007)25
From 2003 on there is a bigger focus by the National Government on problems
and restructuring processes of post war dwelling areas in The Netherlands.
Because of too little speed in the execution of the Grotestedenbeleid and the
ISV, the ministry of VROM with Minister Kamp instituted the Actieprogramma
Herstructurering including the 56-wijken aanpak of 2003. This is a coherent
measure package that, besides generic measures for the urban area in The
Netherlands, also contains specific measures for a restricted group of districts.
The most important criterion was the seriousness and accumulation of the so-
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cial problems in consistency with the restructuring task. It concerns problem
districts with in any case social problems and problems with the architectonic
environment, or districts, where in the short run is fear for such problems,
without specific interventions, will arise. Furthermore municipalities, corporations and other involved parties are expected to reach specific performance
appointments in the autumn of 2003 or at the latest in 2004, leading to the
implementation of plans before 201026. It deals also with solving the problems. The most identified problem in the 56 districts is a one-sided housing
stock of bad quality with segregation as a consequence. Moreover a worsening
facility level plays a role. Many districts are experienced as unsafe. Next to
that the districts face an (future) ageing of the population, high unemployment and immigrant problems27.
By the end of March 2007 the new cabinet chooses for more focus by the
selection of 40 districts in 18 municipalities. The National Government puts in
extra resources to get to Prachtwijken28 within eight up to ten years and many
municipalities want to be on the list to get extra funding, like Amersfoort (see
article in attachment I.1). The topics living, working, learning and growing up,
security and integration are thereby the issue29. This ‘40-wijkenaanpak’ (list
in attachment I.2a) with the program Van probleemwijk naar prachtwijk30 follows up the 56-wijkenaanpak, after an in between selection of 140 districts.
The districts are selected on 18 redefined criteria and different amounts of
ISV-subsidy per city is given by the National Government (see appendices
I.2b and c)31.
Nota Ruimte, 200432
The Nota Ruimte contains the vision of the cabinet on spatial development
of The Netherlands and spatial contribution to a strong economy, a safe and
liveable society and an attractive country. It creates space for development
judging by the motto ‘decentralise what is possible, centralise what must’ and
moves the emphasis of putting spatial restrictions to stimulating desired developments. The note supports area-specific development, it focusses on user,
future and experiental values33.
Although large planned town extensions seem to belong to the past after the
construction of the post-war district and nowadays VINEX-districts, the Nota
Ruimte sketches a picture in which urban networks will develop themselves
further and transitions zones between city and countryside will deal with the
urban need for space34.
Cultuurimpuls ISV2, 2005-2009
The Cultuurimpuls ISV2 has, within the performance field of environmental
quality, the aim of ‘improving the quality of the living environment, by the
integrated exploiting and securing of cultural qualities in the practice of the
urban renewal’. By cultural qualities they mean property cultural heritage
(monuments, town planning structures, town and village images, archaeology), physical culture supplies (among other things stages and work shops)
and design qualities (architecture, landscape architecture, art in the public
space)35.
Extra
Next to the department of VROM and institutions like KEI, Kenniscentrum Stedelijke Vernieuwing36, some other organizations focus on restructuring postwar dwelling areas, such as37:
• KCGS, Kenniscentrum grote steden
• SEV, Stichting Experimenten Volkshuisvesting
• SBR, Stichting Bouwresearch
• Aedes, Koepel van woningcorporaties
• NEPROM and NVB, Koepels van projectontwikkelaars en bouwbedrijven.
Next to the Belvedere and RACM institutes some organizations which focus
extra on cultural history and restructuring are38:
• Stimuleringsfonds voor Architectuur (SfA)
• Architectuur Lokaal
• Stichting Kunst en Openbare Ruimte (SKOR)
• DOCOMOMO, DOcumentation and COnservation of buildings, sites and
neighbourhoods of the MOdern Movement
• Stichting van na de Oorlog
• Transurban.
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At last I mention the KICH39, which is a cooperation between the RACM, the
Ministry of LNV/Directie Kennis (former EC-LNV) and Alterra in association with
the project office Belvedere and the Ministry of VROM. It’s motto is ‘Space for
Cultural History’ and makes cultural historical information good accessible by
accessing and linking, bundling and stacking of information from all partners
in a communal database40.

Society
Society in general
Some events that influenced the post-modern times are41:
• Two oil crises in 1973 and 1979 with a major influence on the Dutch and
World economy
• The increase of individual prosperity started to compete directly with
collective amenities
• Just as in the ‘30’s economic and demographic developments reinforced
each other, the number of people rose and the labour amount of labour
declined.
In general Dutch society was influenced by some major developments, such
as42:
• Between 1973 and 1985 the population of The Netherlands went from 13
to 14.5 million inhabitants, mainly by a drop in birth rate
• A striking increase of single person households in The Netherlands of
17% to 26%; for that changing construction programs were necessary
• More divorces in The Netherlands
• New demands on the housing market such as single elderly people with
a high service level, young people and divorced people
• The Netherlands became an immigration country.
The upcoming of single housing was even further enhanced by the introduction of individual rent subsidy, which also resulted in rising housing prices.
Since the ‘70’s citizens were more and more active in dealing with policies
regarding public housing and spatial planning, the right for participation was
legally obliged to them. But also without this legal obligation it got very clear
that listening to the voices of occupants could substantially improve the quality of building and renewal projects43. It is therefore important to take current
occupants into account. A distinction must be made in policy and plan forming
in the short run (here the wishes and demands of the occupants are the main
point) and vision forming in the long run. Occupants parties have become
more and more a significant parties in spatial development. From the ‘70’s on,
the creation of a basis, the increase of involvement and use of experience by
occupants got more important44.
1973 marks the moment of the in the ‘60’s initiated large-scale ‘reconstruction
of the Netherlands’ came to a crisis. Bureaucratic and not seldom authoritarian decision-making in diverse areas such as the Delta works, construction of
new, industrial harbour areas, extension of the highway network, but also the
physical reconstruction of both inner cities by Cityvorming and rationalization
of the countryside by reallocation projects, lost its self-evidence and societal
acceptation. The time of uncertainty comes45.
Four major changes after 1973 versus the modern times46:
1. Economical globalization:
Scale enlargement in economy and expansion to a global economy, including
information and communication means, has created a total new situation; the
valley of the long depression, of which man feared it would still last for a long
time, was left in the middle of the ‘90’s under the influence of the new globalization and optimism about the new times is unmistakably visible
2. Creolisation:
From a social aspect society has drastically changed of composition, as such
that in a lot of places in The Netherlands immigrant groups and people with
another ethnic origin make up a substantial part of the population
3. Mass individualisation:
From a cultural aspect, a process of mass individualisation takes place, in
which very many individuals, especially young people, want to live and can
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choose their own way of life, who are less and less bound to fixed moral, social
and geographical borders and fixed orders. Standardised courses of life and
behaviour patterns become rare
4. Jurisdiction of social relations:
A narrow coherent cultural change with individualisation is jurisdiction of social relations; the process in which legally laid down rights and duties become
determinative for the way people treat each other (for example smoke prohibition). By purchase of other social control resources as religion and in extension to this a relatively safely ‘verzuild’ existence of small-scale links in education and school, now crime increases, particularly among young people.
The post-modern culture in all its diversity and multicoloured aspect is in
advance, without breaking entirely with the values of the modern culture.
They live more or less peacefully beside each other, at least they endure each
other.
Society and demography in post-war dwelling areas in the Netherlands
Nowadays people rather buy a house than to rent a house. This was opposite
in the past. To rent is nowadays associated with social delay, and this most
obvious in the post-war dwelling areas, where more poor, or lower social (minority) groups are gathering. The cheaper dwelling capacity in the post-war
dwelling areas is conquered by lower classes, resulting in a rise of social problems. There is a gap between too many elderly (original) on one side versus
young natives and large quantities of foreign immigrants47.
A good example are the Western Garden Cities in Amsterdam from the AUP.
For a long time it was seen as an amiable living environment. Many of the
pioneers from the ‘50’s stayed there and created a specially steady and homogeneous demography. In the last 10 years this situation has changed dramatically by obsolescence and big scale departure to the new city districts
around the Western Garden Cities (the ‘white’ emigration). Large parts of the
Western Garden Cities got social-economically behind by the one-sided and
cheap dwelling stock. Major problem is the friction between the changed demography and social-cultural codes with which the public spaces in the ‘50’s
were designed. The idea of communality has vanished in the new population.
In the past green belonged to everybody now to nobody. Next to this there
is a practical problem of the fact that local governments and corporations are
providing less and less money for maintenance of the plentiful public space.
Decay, delayed maintenance, safety problems, pollution and noise problems
are the results48. But unfortunately this happens almost in all post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands.
The district considered as social and spatial entity is outdated. Nowadays
people are less and less physically bound to fixed living place49. Rise of prosperity, multicultural society, growing individualism, rising mobility, modern
communication and transport means led to another community feeling, a loss
of neighbourhood use, and people staying inside. The new townspeople or
network city people, like young starter families but also students move more
and more, preferably with the comfort of the car, which now are often two per
family50.
This process of less physical movement can be described as the ‘obesity’problem:
• Nowadays people use the car really for everything
• New and longer distances to amenities in comparison to the old days
• People do not perform so much physical exercise; by design of the living
environment this should be provoked, for instance by exciting paths or
playing grounds
• Develop a good programme for the outdoor space which promotes people to move.
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Design, Town Planning and Landscape
Architecture
Post-modern Town Planning
General
Chronological town planning went from traditionalism, to Community Thought
and weakening of the influence of the modern movement, to the 70’s and 80’s
Vlekkenplannen51 with district plans layouts characterised as Bloemkoolwijken52. The comeback of enclosed building block and symmetrical patterns in
the 80’s and ‘90’s and nowadays is remarkable, just as the return of traditionalism, but accompanied by influences of ‘Het Nieuwe Bouwen’53.
Last decades Dutch cities have strongly grown. The rebuilding districts of ‘50’s
and ’60’s, new housing estates of ‘70’s and ‘80’s and VINEX-districts of the
‘90’s and present. In spite of striving towards a Compact City, many parts of
the rural area have been changed in urban areas54.

be noticed and from the ‘80’s also the post-war dwelling areas are up-dated,
suiting the Compact City approach.
After World War II, construction and expansion was executed in good teamwork between municipalities and housing corporations with the National Government as main sponsor. In the course of the ‘70’s and ‘80’s the government
took care of less and less tasks and left them more to market working processes, therefore corporations were privatised.
From the Compact City to the Network City58
The concept of the Compact City has arisen as a result of several problems in,
around and outside the urban areas, among other things were apprehension
for deterioration, loss of the urban basis, a continuing separation of functions
in cities, spreading of urbanization and increasing mobility. In the first place
the concept was developed at municipal level (in this case the municipalities
Amsterdam and Rotterdam) and later has found its way up59. In 1985, the
Rijksplanologische Dienst (RPD)60 defines the core of this concept as follows:
The (more than formerly) desire to concentrate functions (live, work,
supplies) in a city61.
Linked with this concept are among other things like: build in high densities,
emphasis on public transport, reduction of mobility, maintain city and countryside as spatially distinguishable entities. In the Vijfde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening and the preceding Startnota Ruimtelijke Ordening a new urban concept is
introduced: the Network City. This focuses on urbanised zones, which adopt
the form of a network of larger and smaller compact cities, each with an own
character and profile within the urban network. The network city is considered
as a logical step in the process of urban scale enlargement. Development of
network cities goes accompanied by larger travel distances and increasing
mobility; accessibility is the key word. Priority is quality improvement of public
transport. With reference to the term network city the Vijfde Nota Ruimtelijke
Ordening introduces among other things the Brede Scholen62, schools with
many types of education and amenities and the concept Zorgknooppunten63,
“where education, (child day care) relief, health care and free time amenities
are offered. Also socio-cultural amenities such as libraries and commercial
functions, like shops and teleworker centres can be a component of them.”64

Illustration I.1.39: Bloemkoolwijk Rivierenland in Heerhugowaard

The rationalized overview and transparency of the functional city was not suiting the increasing complexity and changeability of societal life55. People were
escaping from the cities and many plans were not finished by sudden lacks of
money and disappearance of subsidies.
The architect/town planner developed himself as an organizer of social relations within the restored unity of architecture and town planning. Aim of this
integration was to provide identity to the architectonic environment. Thus
design in service of human development got primacy above the organisation
of functions on a basis of statistic analysis and research. From 1970 this new
way of thinking found broad acceptance. Urbanity was no longer connected
with the city as commercial focal point, but with the city centre as a forum or
meeting place56. Also the traffic policy had to contribute to the forum function.
It was radically renewed and organized in traffic circulation plans with ingredients like the construction of pedestrian zones, closing city centres for ongoing
traffic, reduction of traffic spaces for cars and institution of rights of way for
public transport and slow traffic57. In accordance with the recommendations of
Kevin Lynch in The image of the city (1960) everywhere was tried to create a
recognizable town planning structure which would offer larger possibilities to
provide identity. The rise of densification techniques for the housing construction in former business areas, old premises, city centres, pre-war districts can

I. Historical framework, The period after 1973

So the traditional concentric city has evolved into a network city, resulting in
fewer differences between cities and also between city and the outdoor areas.
Gradually one big urban field emerges consisting of city cores, suburbs, recreational areas and rural areas. This also has an affect on the present outdoor
spaces within existing cities. It gets less and less used, showed by pictures of
the ‘50’s with many playing children between high-rise blocks, where now only
some guy is walking his dog.
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Duurzame Stedenbouw65
Sustainable Urban Design gives a surplus value to the city. Present qualities
such as water, height differences, cultural-historical elements, hedge rows,
waterways and existing buildings should be maintained as much as possible.
These get a new function66.
The Nationaal Pakket Duurzame Stedebouw67 of 1999 says:
Three aspects are important; the under layer ( existing situation), the
plan structure (mutual consistency of elements such as water, green,
traffic, functions and energy) and environment types (dwelling areas,
centres or work areas).68
The approach of sustainable urban design is another way of town planning,
which addresses the given context to functionality for the next 100 years. It
deals with better living conditions for occupants, but now also focuses more
on the benefits for nature and landscape. It is a collection of older ideas like,
gardens orientated on the south for sun and densification within the city, like
in the Compact city approach. From a natural point of view, less environmental dangerous and materials that last for a longer time are applied. Next to

that there is more attention to water management in neighbourhoods and
districts. Some new design issues focussing on water are dealing with the
absorption and retaining water as much as possible instead of direct draining.
Development of and attention to in design are items like, separate sewer systems for rain water, Wadi systems for rain water, more open water surfaces,
more unpaved surfaces, retaining amenities for slower draining and as backup
water for dry periods to maintain ground water levels, roofs that can hold water, like grass roofs and even on a small scale the opening of surfaces of front
and back gardens with ponds69.
The book Duurzame Stedenbouw, Perspectieven en voorbeelden70, is a elaboration of the Nationaal Pakket Duurzame Stedebouw and provides some design examples, even regarding restructuring of post war dwelling areas, like
for Schalkwijk in Haarlem. In the preface is mentioned that knowledge of
visions of occupants is fundamental to guarantee identity, which is again determined by sphere and social cohesion. Also some landscape architects quote
in it, like Simone Diegenbach71:
Sustainable landscape architecture and urban design translate global
environmental problems into actual design solutions; but a design is
only really sustainable if it can still be considered a good design in a
100 year’ time.
Or Anthony Marcelis mentions72:
Design is largely determined by the characteristics of the place, by
societal developments and resident’s wishes; falingl to recognise this
means that one violates what an area has to tell, and then there is no
flexibility for societal developments.
The Duurzaam Veilig Concept73, from 1990
The approach for road partitions in stream or stay functions have changed
from the ‘50’s towards the ‘90’s, see illustrations of the S-curve of Goudappel
and the new Sustainable Safe way. The Sustainable Safe Concept addresses
the problem of lack of safety in the traffic, resulting in large numbers of traffic
victims. In 1997, the Association of Dutch Municipalities, the Union of Water
Boards, the Inter-provincial Consultation and the National Government signed
the covenant Startprogramma Duurzaam Veilig Verkeer. A component of ‘sustainable safe’ is a measure set to enlarge traffic safety, among which is the
institution of 30-km areas inside architectonic areas74. Next to this there is a
focus on the construction of self-explaining street profiles, mini roundabouts
and the separation of bus, taxi and tram ways from other types of traffic,
mainly the slow traffic groups, like cyclists and pedestrians together with safe
zones around schools.

References and translations:

Illustration I.1.41: Wadi’s in Weert
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Illustration I.1.42: Left the approach of 1950 by Goudappel, right according to the
Duurzaam Veilig approach of 1990
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From 1980 till Now
The Landinrichtingswet79 (1985) was instituted, but land use planning was still
regarded as a separate phenomenon, not as an integral framework for planning. In the Vierde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening (1988) the status of Streekplannen was changed into a focus on landscape preservation and development, instead of total transformation. This was accompanied by a new term in
landscape architectural planning, called Genius loci80, signifying the quality of
the given (living) environment and respecting history of every different place,
or to say its total context.
The economical regression at the end of the ‘70’s and booming of economy in
the ‘80’s resulted in a new type of parks, initiated by contests, like the Parc
de la Villette in Paris or in Barcelona. In contrary to the designs of big scale
recreational parks, which were mainly based on the supply of recreation by
means like sports and nature experience, the new urban parks should become
cultural amusement and manifestation locations for modern metropolitan inhabitants.

Illustration I.1.43: Street profiles according to the Duurzaam Veilig approach

In the meanwhile Sustainable Safe is a term in the ‘road safety world’, not only
national, but also international. To the cradle is the original vision Naar een
Duurzaam Veilig wegverkeer75 from 1992 (the ‘purple book’) and the development of this in the Startprogramma Duurzaam Veilig Verkeer. The SWOV76
have brought out this exploration for the coming fifteen years under the title
Door met Duurzaam Veilig77. In 2005 the vision of Sustainable Safe is updated
according to the findings till now, new insights and developments. The updated central principles of Sustainable Safe are78:
• Functionality of roads
• Homogeneity of masses, speed and direction
• Recognisability of the layout and design of roads and predictability of the
way roads are going together with behaviour by road users
• Willingness to forgive to the environment (physical) and to road users in
between (social) is a new item
• Status acknowledgement by the traffic participant is also a new item.

Respect for the Landscape and Landscape Architecture
From 1965 till 1980
The approach of economy placing as the number one goal for planning is left,
caused by experience with negative side effects for environment. In general
there is an upcoming in landscape architecture of:
• Recognisability of the landscape
• Readability of the landscape
• Spatial orientation and variation in soil conditions
• Other types of occupational patterns.

Illustration I.1.44: Parc de la Villette in Paris

Still land reallocation was the main principle for the rural landscape, but a
further application of fitting new projects into the present landscape and its
structures was leading more and more instead of the tabula rasa approach of
the 50’s and 60’s, which led to the same types of images in the urban landscape around the whole country.
The application of given landscape elements, as started in Emmen, was more
leading but should not be exaggerated, while for example former agricultural
water canals are not always the right base for a new district parcelling base.
The landscape should hand out possibilities for experience, in size as well as
by layout. It should not get the character of a laid-out urban park.

Some structural characteristics of park architecture in the ‘80’s and ‘90’s are81:
• Designs are strongly architectural orientated with geometrical figures and
sometimes even quoting use of elements from recent or less recent garden
and landscape architecture (for example the reintroduction of a patte d’oie,
in the Floriade contest design by Michiel de Ruyter of 1992)
• Instead of focusing on nature experience, the focus is on the cultural expectance patterns (of the ‘metropolis inhabitant’)
• By constructing different design layers or ‘grids’ designs are not static, but
can be experienced in several ways with different routings and different user
possibilities (manifestations)
• Placement of all types of native and exotic trees next to and between each
other
• In parks there is a lot place for (applied) art and much attention to shaping
of benches, bridges, fences etc
• Qualitative good materials, like natural stone, baked bricks and glazed tiles
are apprehended.

Development of the scientific importance of landscape architecture is rising,
resulting in academic theories, for instance by Kevin Lynch, Ian McHarg and
Jane Jacobs.

In 1988 in the Vierde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening the centralized town planning
approach for cities returns in the Compact City approach, which was initiated in
the ‘70’s, but in a different way than in the Green City approach from the ‘60’s,

I. Historical framework, The period after 1973
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the goals are now82:
• Strive to as intensive as possible use of space
• Strive to as less demolition of buildings in urban renewal
• Strive to fill up open holes and places in the urban structure
• Strive to redevelop unused or not anymore used territories.
Nowadays the Compact City approach is still apprehended by many municipalities in The Netherlands, but the newest approach is the Network City approach, based on networks of compact cities and elements. These are also
suiting some new visions and national plans to see The Netherlands as one
entity just as in the pre-war and early post-war period. Like seeing The Netherlands as a palette, as a park landscape, as water as a base design element
or as a city country in which the landscape is THE carrier or framework of
the country and not just thinking from the perspective of cities, resulting in
pulling green into the cities and development of estates. The project of the
Ecologische HoofdStructuur83 is also suiting this vision.
Also a return to the sun, air and light approach of the ‘50’s can be experienced as well in landscape architecture as in town planning by the Duurzame
Stedenbouw approach, but is now more implemented as a vision for wind,
water and nature and with respect for the Genius loci of places, like the redesign of the river dikes by H+N+S landscape architecture Agency; how can the
river dikes be heightened in existing landscape? In general there is a fear for
bigger scale levels, in surface amounts as well as in time (towards the future
and the processes of social, design and nature issues).

Conclusion
As we saw society is ageing further and more single family households are
desired, resulting in a friction in the housing market and creating new or bigger demands, which are not always present in the post-war dwelling areas.
The National Government decentralizes even more and is more guiding than
leading in laws and policies for cities, the urban landscape, cultural history
and restructuring.
Next to the compact city approach with densification, we notice the rise of
the network city in town planning with its demands for routes (slow and fast),
more public transport and occupants who have less binding with their living
environment, while they move a lot around mainly by car. Next to this new approaches for districts and the urban landscape are dominant such as the sustainable approaches regarding water, traffic, nature and building methods.
For the landscape and its relation to the city we have more respect to the
context, the original ideas and development of areas. This is now dealt with
by means of Cultural History with its ‘conservation by development’ approach,
also in restructuring, although we will see this has a very broad meaning for
different stakeholders.
A retreating National Government, many stakeholders with own desires and
working of the market system demands clarity. Therefore visions and guidelines are getting more important for the short run and even more on the long
run, also in restructuring post-war dwelling areas with respect to their history,
including its value and meaning for occupants.

Reference and translation:
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1.4 Summary Chapter 1
When I summarize the historical research from part I then I do this from the perspective of policies, society, town planning and landscape architecture. These findings can be summarized in schemes, although exceptions on this are always present and as I made
clear all levels are always linked to each other and will therefore overlap.

The pre-war period before 1945

The post-war period from 1945 till 1973

The period after 1973

Focus in General

Focus in General

Focus in General

Production for economy was dominant, although the approach for sun, light
and fresh air is coming up

Health issues for people are coming up. Sun, light and fresh air approaches are
placed in frameworks for living, working, recreation and traffic with less respect to
history, but in new visions for echelon through scales in cities, traffic, green and
functions

Health for humans are still dominant, but nature and its rights are more respected. Sun, light and fresh air are approached form their given context and
its history and what to do with our legacy

Policies

Policies

Policies

National Government and visions
The rise of approaches in visions and numbers sometimes in cooperation with
big scale businesses as Philips, harbours

National Government and visions
A National Government who wants to dictate everything for total control in numbers and researches

National Government and visions
A National Government with less control and a more leading role, mainly
caused by a lack of money and concerning what top do with our legacy

Society

Society

Society

People and orientation
Working people directly linked to their working environment and surroundings
with direct communication

People and orientation
Working people for the rebuilding of The Netherlands together with their families
accompanied by a rise of travelling and communication although nearby; diversity
in society by ‘Verzuiling’ and early immigration, but still accompanied by a general
collective feeling although often per groups

People and orientation
People, like single person families and many elderly living more independent
from their living environment in networks with many means for travelling and
communication; further diversity in society by more immigrations, ageing and
individuality per human being and smaller groups

Town Planning

Town Planning

Town Planning

Garden City Thoughts, Concentric cities with a rise of early CIAM ideas and
organic city approaches, characterized by symmetries and old basic shapes
with enclosed building blocks or small scale elements

Workout of CIAM accompanied by Open Green cities as a transition from concentric
cities with radials and tangents and the top of the organic City, resulting in the
Community Thought and its downfall, characterized by hierarchies in green, traffic,
functions (living, working, amenities) and scales; units and stamps in geometrical
settings by rectangles and straight corners in open strip parcelling in big scales

Compact city and network city (transportation city) approaches accompanied
by Sustainable tactics, characterized by a return to more curbed shapes and
respect to history

Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Big scale
Garden city with symmetries with small scale green elements or English landscape Style approach based on the given landscape and with more curbed
smooth shapes

Big scale
The rise of the Tabula Rasa Approach within cities and Land Reallocation in the rural
landscapes on a mass scale. Straight geometrical shapes for openness and clarity

Big scale
Return to the given contexts with less quantity of green, but well-considered
in context and history resulting back to older smoother landscape shapes

Small scale
Small private spaces, small public spaces only bigger in Volksparken or connecting landscape

Small scale
Larger private spaces, larger public spaces and many collective spaces as a transition, the landscape is often separated from the city

Small scale
Private green is leading, public and collective green is loosing too densification of architecture, the surrounding landscape has to better integrated into
the city

Maintenance and management
Often private by owners or small municipality departments

Maintenance and management
All is taken care of by the departments in a municipality in an (often) integral way
from small to large scale, from street and elements underground till total green in
cities

Maintenance and management
Downfall of integral approaches caused by privatized departments in the municipalities and the rise of many stakeholders and the issue to direct them in
one direction

In the next Chapter 2 I will focus more on Cultural History and Restructuring, with their meanings, approaches or definitions and more focused on the post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands.

I. Historical framework, Summary Chapter 1
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework
2.1 Cultural Historical Value
Introduction
In general, nowadays the term Cultural History is used whether appropriate or
not. Therefore it is necessary for this research to define a more clear definition regarding post-war dwelling areas and then with a broader perspective
to the urban field, the urban landscape from the perspective of landscape
architecture and some town planning, instead of the almost standard view on
just architectonical elements, so mainly buildings, as got clear in this many
documents and interviews I dealt with for this research and this chapter.

Definitions
Personal Definition
In my perspective, Cultural History and its value deals not just with buildings
or architectonical elements, it also deals with the changed use and perception
of areas by occupants, developments in society and demography in districts
and neighbourhoods. The identity of a place is determined by the given context (location) and the spatial structure (ideas), the utilization and at last
time, both as historic time or everyday change.
The changes of urban, architectural and social space of the post-war
dwelling areas in relation to their history could be understood as the
cultural history of such a place and its value to people.
So this means, that I focus more on the landscape, with items such as changed
designs and added elements (also and mainly architectural ones) in districts
and neighbourhoods, the natural process of growth of green elements, like
trees and their effect on the surroundings and interiors of houses, like shade
working and changes in owners and maintenance or management budgets.
Landscape and the field of work of the landscape architect is often seen as
a passive mean in the contrary to the architecture, which is seen as active.
But while in architecture and town planning incidental adjustments can happen very fast in time, like new buildings and changed infrastructure, does not
mean that landscape is passive, since trees and green elements can also be
intervened with and have an active process of growing. The urban landscape/
fabric is actually the most active floor or framework, as a social, hygienic and
aesthetic setting and as an experiential space for the architectural elements
(buildings) in which architectonic and town planning activities are just points
in a longer time scale.

Other definitions
I will give some definitions as they were apprehended by several institutes
and literature sources, which will clarify that there is still a major focus on architecture in dealing with the cultural history in general and with the attention
to post-war dwelling areas. From the ‘70’s Jacob Burckhardt helped founding
cultural history as a discipline.
RACM
Most of the post-war dwelling districts could undergo a drastic transformation
and it is important for the RACM to keep the cultural-historical values intact.
Therefore at the end of 2000 a brochure, De naoorlogse wijk in historisch
perspectief1, instituted in association with the ministries of VROM and OCW
and published and spread by the Association of Netherlands Municipalities.
In the brochure attention is given to analysing a post-war district in components such as boundaries, infrastructure, green and water structure, functionality and landmarks. Summarized their historical analysis deals with socialeconomical background, spatial development, positioning of the district in a
bigger context, status quo and building year, commissioning authority, town
planner(s) and/or architects2. Later this brochure is succeeded with practical
examples in De naoorlogse wijk in historisch perspectief: de praktijk.
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In the report Cultuurhistorie, een vergeten aspect? Onderzoek naar de mate
van inpassing van cultuurhistorie van naoorlogse wijken in herstructureringsplannen bij de G26 from 2002, which is a internship report of Geesje Philippi,
executed at the RACM, in the project team Wederopbouw, defines cultural
history as3:
Cultural-Historical Value is considered as a particular expression of cultural, socio-economic, technical and/or mental developments; in districts and neighbourhoods it deals particularly with architecture and
town planning, significant representatives of the oeuvre of a designer, architectural stream, a town planning conception or a construction
way.
The definition starts with a broad focus, but dealing with districts it moves
again to architecture and some town planning and its work outs, while in the
documents De naoorlogse wijk in historisch perspectief and the De naoorlogse
wijk in historisch perspectief: de praktijk of the project team Wederopbouw,
the importance of the green structure is mentioned, but no real examples for
application in design are given.
Peter Burke
In his book What is cultural history? from 2004, he defines cultural history
as a hardly determinable term and offers an accessible guide to the past,
present and future of cultural history. In his introduction he mentions a difference between the internal and external approach. By the internal approach
he means4:
The cultural historian gets to parts of the history that other historians
cannot reach; emphasis on whole ‘cultures’ offers a remedy for the current fragmentation of the discipline into specialists on history of population, diplomacy, women, ideas, business, warfare and so on.
About the external approach he says5:
It connects the rise of cultural history to a wider ‘cultural turn’ in political science, geography, economics, psychology, anthropology and ‘cultural studies’; there has been a shift in these disciplines, at least among
a minority of scholars, from the assumption of unchanging rationality
(the rational choice theory of voting or consumption, for instance), to
an increasing interest in the values held by particular groups in particular places and particular periods.
Especially the last sentence deals with the aspect that my research is focussing on, namely values held by particular groups in particular places and particular periods. He further distinguishes several types of cultural history, such
as the cultural history of politics, the cultural history of violence, the cultural
history of emotions and the cultural history perception6. The last is again of
importance to this subject of post-war dwelling areas, especially from the
occupant’s, but also the designer’s point of view. Finally he mentions in his
conclusion that cultural history is a mean to understand our total history7:
All the same, I have not argued here and do not in fact believe that
cultural history is the best form of history; it is simply a necessary part
of the collective historical enterprise; like its neighbours – economic history, political history, intellectual history, social history and so on – this
approach to the past makes an indispensable contribution to our view of
history as a whole, ‘total history’ as the French used to call it.
Nu of nooit voor de naoorlogse wijken8
In 2003 Paul Meurs from the Urban Fabric BV wrote this report as a intermediate survey for restructuring post-war dwelling areas for a final report for the
project office Belvedere. Next to restructuring issues he mentions that cultural
historical quality of districts has to do with social meaning, for example for
(old-) occupants. The post-war districts form the setting against which the
welfare state got figure and later the multicultural society arose. Also he signi-

References and translations:
1. De naoorlogse wijk in historisch perspectief in English: The post-war district in a historical perspective
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fies that Belvedere, together with others, can work on development of knowledge, communication and awareness for the cultural historical assignment, an
assignment with which still little experience exists.
The impact of belvedere
In 2007, a WUR report is written about the impact of Belvedere by de Boer et
al. Even though it’s more a planning document, it provides some definitions
and explanations about the meaning of identity to people, such as9:
By the elaboration of identity it concerns value and meaning of an area
for its occupants and users; areas can be component of one’s identity,
or rather: someone can borrow its identity from an area; there are very
many physical structures which can play a role in one’s identity.
With that identity comes appreciation; for instance, cultural historians
attach much value to characteristic water mills, although they are no
longer functional; those water mills are part of a tale which the cultural
historian knows; however not everyone knows that tale just as well; for
this reason the appreciation for an area can differ per person; speaking
about the identity of an area, is thus in fact not correct, while it deals
with the meaning which one person or a certain group of people grants
to an area; in this way line of thinking cultural history does not necessarily has to contribute to the identity of an area.
Identity remains a theoretically hard to grasp concept; Kristof van Assche writes in his PhD-thesis of 2004 about the role, which plays history
and can play in spatial planning and design; identity is thereby an important term, because it offers a handle at in mapping the meaning and
appreciation for the history of a certain place; the diagram below can
clarify this as a free interpretation from van Assche (2004:210).
An important remark is that knowledge of the cultural history of a place is
registered in each planning or design project, but then the main question is:
Who decides what counts as cultural history, so most often who is the main
stakeholder?
Furthermore a restructuring approach for east European post-war dwelling
districts called ‘Happy’ is mentioned. It gives an image of post-war cities, but
does not involve suffering and sadness that history has brought to the city.
This is a new approach, a new, non static look on the case. Nevertheless this
new approach resulted in some worries for some elderly, survivors of the war.
They could not understand how one could separate elements, such as postwar cities and war sorrow, which for them are inextricable bound up with each
other10.
Just as mentioned by Meurs, awareness of cultural history by occupants is often a (side) goal in Belvedere projects, but it is reasonable that occupants are
more aware of cultural history than before, which is evident after for instance
the enormous interest and fast sold out of a book about the history of the city
of Woerden11.
But in the construction phase of Belvedere projects there are still often a problems in bureaucracy, like the legal binding in bestemmingsplannen12.

Images of the Place

Cultural History and its value of town
planning and architecture of post-war
dwelling areas in The Netherlands
General
As mentioned in the RACM chapter their focus is more on qualities and problems with the dwelling stock and town planning schemes and less on the urban field, with a large quantity of outdoor spaces. But while the main financial
sources are captured in the present dwelling stock and their owners, this is a
major item to take into account, also to raise funds for the renewal and preservation of the outdoor spaces. I will now report some issues addressing more
the qualities and problems in the fields of architecture and town planning.
As mentioned before the ideal of placing small, but equally composite village
communities in the big city as the base for the planning of big expansion districts is overtaken by the reality of a multicultural society.
The concentric idea of the city no longer suits the network city. The city centre
stands no longer automatically at the top. The post-war districts originally
formed the edge of the city, but lay now most often inside the cities territories
with new consequences. By program the post-war city of 1945-1970 is outdated and worn out. The district was intended for families with two children in
which the mother stayed home, while the father worked on a bicycle/moped
distance and the rest of the district was adapted to this. Nowadays people
don’t live like this anymore. The programmed basis of the post-war city, the
‘separation of functions’ disappears with the existence of the network city. On
one hand there is a filtering and concentration of functions noticeable at a
regional level, on the other hand a mixing of functions a at local level .
In construction times districts had a large spatial air, but they were not always
worked out in a good way. Among other things this is caused by the fact that
main structuring elements, such as traffic networks have not been executed
according to the plans. Next to this the framework of the districts got illegible
by later additives, like addition of buildings to park strips or additions of less
desired programmes. Also districts were built based on two major plans for
design, the structural plan and the building plan, but in the nowadays practice
these are not so self-evident.
In the RACM report De typologie van de vroeg-naoorlogse woonwijk14, of
2004, some positive characteristics are given15:
• 60% of the early post-war the houses has been realised as single-family
houses

Images of History

References and translation:

Identity of the Group
Personal Identity
Illustration I.2.1: Meaning and appreciation of people for identity
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Illustration I.2.2: Wrong non-suiting town planning typologies in Eindhoven, De Tempel
(left), good renewal of given elements, such as sewer elements in Amsterdam, Slotervaart (right)

9. de Boer et al, 2007, p.10
10. de Boer et al, 2007, p.26
11. de Boer et al, 2007, p.48
12. de Boer et al, 2007, p.51
13. Hereijgers and van Velzen, 2001, p.86
14. De typologie van de vroeg-naoorlogse woonwijk in English: The typology of the early post-war
districts
15. Blom, Jansen and van der Heide, 2004, p.3
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• In comparison with for example the VINEX-districts are they have much
more (semi-) public green
• The location of the districts is favourable: they are well situated in relation to the centre and main roads network and have (generally) good
public transport
• The diversity of houses is well, although they are relatively small
• The houses have a good price/quality ratio for renters
• The human scale perspective was the starting point for the town planners and architects.
Later built districts have a more one-sided dwelling stock, fast building led
to dwellings of bad quality and now dwellings are too small and not easy to
adapt, also with a vision to the upcoming phenomenon of combining working
and living at the same place. The oldest districts are not designed for the car
so the need for parking is high. The monotony of serial building ways don’t
suit the nowadays demand for individuality16 and most higher incomes leave
the districts, while most houses are for social rental housing for lower classes.
The quantitative demand has changed into a qualitative demand.
The city road system was originally aimed at the city centre in a radial way.
Main spaces of the post-war city are the traffic spaces and have therefore
little quality for pleasure or staying there, so an impression of rush remains
for the visitor. There is, however, a good accessibility from the region and the
centre which offers possibilities, but also signifies the need for tangential connections17.
The hierarchy in the traffic network within the districts, with three levels,
namely a neighbourhood or district ring, 2nd and 3rd level streets is hard to
distinguish. Too much of the same elements were used, side roads are too
wide and crossings over dimensioned. Next to this the applied materials are
the same all over the areas and clear guiding plantings are missing. On a
smaller scale level the slow traffic routes are insufficient, they lack inside
district18. The main roads function as a barrier especially for slow traffic users, like cyclists and pedestrians. Next to this a lot of pavement is used in the
districts resulting sometimes in water management problems, while nowadays
water has to be kept as much as possible within the districts, according to the
Sustainable Urban Design approach, and it is not allowed to dump it as soon
as possible, which was the case in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s. This leads to recovering
old waterways and other design solutions. Still in my opinion just recovering
old waterways is not a good solution, while often this is impossible in the strict
geometrical organized post-war dwelling areas.
The post-war city was originally built by a strongly ruling government, the
corporations acted as willing executers. This situation has changed. Involved
stakeholders are still in search of their position and the ground has been

Illustration I.2.4: Grey appearance of streets by over-pavement as in Eindhoven, Woenselse Heide

divided. Municipalities are not yet used to step aside and to hand over their
power. Besides old stakeholders new ones have arisen. In the network city the
number like basis for the program of the post-war city is unsettled. An univocal image of society and planning index numbers are no longer suiting with reality. Programs move to regional scale levels19. A process of scale enlargement
by the corporations is noticeable and many corporations merge or cooperate
with each other, which again exceeds the scale of the region20. They became
private businesses operating as project developers, which are only interested
in building houses for the sake of making money.
Participation gets even more importance, occupants and city residents say
and intervene more and this can enhance the social cohesion, like in the Lijnbaanhoven in Rotterdam (see below), but can also slow down the restructuring projects, like the Stichting Stadsbomen in Eindhoven fights for every tree
which has to be cut down.
Within the districts the rising multiplicity of architectonical objects in the
streets leads also to a lot of pollution. Literarily as a collection place of street
rubbish and as places to post posters against walls, and figuratively because
many objects reduce the openness of public spaces and cause possible unsafe
situations21. Also the underground system of cables and drainages, with internet cables, waste deposit boxes has to be kept free to be reachable22.

Examples

Illustration I.2.3: Wageningen, Rooseveltweg; wrong digging up of old waterways not
suiting the post-war geometrical layout and not even at its former location
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One city which has already dealt a lot with the cultural history of their post-war
dwelling areas is the city of Utrecht, with for instance the famous car urban
street plan as in Kanaleneiland. For ten districts they did a cultural historical
research and spatial analysis as a base for the urban renewal. The research
has been conducted between May 2004 and June 2006 by Marinke Steenhuis
from Steenhuis Stedenbouw/Landschap, a famous cultural historical researcher, and Paul Meurs, who was mentioned above, from the Urban Fabric BV and
was instituted by the cultural-historical branch of the department Stedenbouw
en Monumenten of the municipal service Dienst Stadsontwikkeling. They also
mention that knowledge concerning the underlying ‘layer’ of the city can be
inspiring and here and there leading for the design of a new layer. This is also
mentioned in the article in Locomotion (see appendix I.3). The emphasis in
the research, to be also found in the district reports lay on town planning layout and spatial consistency23.
The map indicates the appreciation for the spatial structure in its present situation. It shows the present consistency between the main structure, secondary structure, building fields, town planning details and undamaged state of
the elements altogether. The appreciation for buildings is connected to their
meaning for the spatial, town planning quality. Where possible special architecture (jewels) is indicated, for which extra research has to be done24.
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Illustration I.2.5: Cultural historical appreciation map for town planning and outdoor spaces in Kanaleneiland, Utrecht

Another example, which focuses more on architecture, is the preservation
of the famous Vissenkommen25 in the district of Pendrecht Rotterdam. Pendrecht, as mentioned before, was one of the first districts in The Netherlands
built according to the Community Thought and Modernist town planning visions. The four ‘50’s portico blocks at the Stellendamstraat/Dirkstraat in Pendrecht have a big cultural-historical value as a school example of post-war
town planning and architecture. The complex thanks its name ‘Fish Bowls’ to
the shape of the characteristic windows at the head side of the flats at the
Slinge. The so-called protico flats have been restored in their old glory with
much respect to their specific characteristics. They were nominated for the
National Renovation Award26.

Illustration I.2.7: Western Garden Cities are swallowed by later city expansions

On a larger scale level I mention the Western Garden Cities of Amsterdam
again. In 1960 the pre-war concept of the AUP already was actually not useful
anymore. By explosive growth of the national airport Schiphol and housing
projects in the Haarlemmermeer, the west of Amsterdam has become one big
urban field with a rich palette of town fragments of which the Garden Cities
area is one of them. The proposed orientation on the city centre on one side
and the surrounding landscape on the other side is out-dated. The city is now
everywhere and the surrounding landscape has largely disappeared. Although
surround municipalities gain profit from this expansion, the Western Garden
Cities receive no stimulating influence from it27.
Now a restructuring process has started with the name Parkstad, focusing on
the green network and the qualities of this city part, but this will be deepened
out in the following restructuring chapter and the case Amsterdam.

References and translation:

Illustration I.2.6: Renovated ‘Fish bowls’ in Pendrecht, Rotterdam
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25. Vissenkommen in English: Fish bowls
26. From www.kei-centrum.nl, visited on 21/10/07
27. Veldhuis in Hoekstra , de Josselin de Jong and Meyer et al, 2006, p.234
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Cultural History and its value of the
landscape of post-war dwelling areas
in The Netherlands
General
A rise of a historical approach, also on the green heritage, so how to deal with
the cultural landscape, can be notified as in the Nota Belvedere got clear that
preservation by development is HOT now, don’t just preserve or transform.
The importance of the landscape and its history is well described by David Lowenthal in the book the Landscape of symbols, of 2003, in which he says28:
Landscape is our basic heritage. It is all-embracing and relevant to
everyone; most of what we learn and do impinges on it; landscape is
where we make our homes, do our work live our lives.

successful as they used to be. Their original over dimensioning of open space,
leading to huge areas of park and infrastructural zones, is not successful anymore. These spaces are not or hardly used, create awkward social spaces
and are often planned in such a new way that new functions do not match
original plans and ideas, resulting in loss of quality of design and meaning.
The original use proposed in Dutch post war dwelling areas does not match
anymore the present day expectations of use of these areas. In the past 50
years a lot of incidental solutions to separate problems were made, but no
structural adjustments. This has most often disrupted the original structure of
the areas. Corporations used to deal with management of small scale green
between the building blocks, the municipality of large scale green and green
along the public roads. Public green used to belong to everybody and together
with the occupants it was kept clean and proper. Changed ownerships of public, collective and private spaces has led to vagueness and a lack of money
for maintaining green areas, so most of them are derelict and look messy and
with the same image by the use of the same materials and for instance the
downfall of a good maintenance of the blijver/wijker systeem. Some former
communal or public space is privatised by inhabitants resulting in a multiplicity in forms and changed transitions from street to dwelling. Neighbourhood
centres, especially the small ones, are not functional anymore. In the past the

Furthermore I mention the book De openbare stadstuin. De Omsluiting en
Ontsluiting van de Openbare Stadstuin29, of 2002, in which some influential
landscape architects, landscape historians, social planners and town planners
are interviewed, about issues regarding outdoor spaces and the importance
of the landscape in post-war dwelling areas. Like Ken Worpole, an influential
author dealing with urban and social policies, says about post-war developments30:
Cities changed in social demography, ethnicity, life styles and growing
individualization, so rationally planned approach is no longer useful;
mass produced landscape is no longer suitable for a diverse and multicultural society and now quality and context are even more important;
that’s why we in planning and maintaining green spaces should look
for local, place determined solutions, with respect to the needs and
demands of the people who will use these spaces and whom have to
live there all year.

Figure I.4a: Surface amount of public space per inhabitant in time33

Or as Erik de Jong, garden and landscape architectural historian, mentions31:
Green should be dealt with as cultural heritage/policy and should be
taken into consideration by town planners, which is most often still not
the case, just as it was in the past; still architects and town planners
have little interest for landscape architecture, which is a typical modern
approach, but strange for The Netherlands, while this actually is an
urban landscape in total; this is also the case for local governments to
involve themselves with maintenance, preservation and development of
public green and parks.

Figure I.4b: Use of private and public space per inhabitant34

The landscape architects Frank de Josselin de Jong en Eric Luijten hid the
point by some general changes, such as32:
Since the rebuilding period, when a lot of housing within green settings
was constructed, a lot of old city parks have lost their visitors; together
with the change in dwelling densities from five people in a two room
apartment in the ‘60’s to the nowadays two people living in a five room
apartment decreased the number of users; the split of municipalities
into city part offices, so every city quarter office deal with a smaller
part of the city, resulting in same solutions, designs and functions all
over the city instead of well-considered diffusion of diversity of green
elements from a higher city total scale level, because all offices want
all types of green in their quarter, resulting in same divisions between
surfaces of meadows, open water and forest public green everywhere
across the city.

Nowadays, plans of post war dwelling areas in The Netherlands are not as
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Figure I.4c: Costs per square meter of public spaces for pavement and green faces35

districts were suburbs and their facility level was based on this fact, but nowadays with their more independent position and size this has to be changed.
These changes together with the changed internal demography have lead to a
pauperization of Dutch post war dwelling areas.
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General processes which are happening in the outdoor spaces are things like,
no hanging places for youngsters, so they gather at undesired places, wide
grey streets are also not inviting for contact, unsafe situations for children to
play when parents are up in ten-storey flats, without any overview. The problem of burglars at backsides of building blocks led to enclosure of portico yards
or problem with porticos and dwellings located on the first floor having no
interaction with garden36. Most often the original bushes and trees have grown
so high that even the overview from low-storey buildings on the communal
gardens is taken away or accesses from the flats to public green sides are totally missing. Foreigners use green spaces for small contact, but also fear big
groups of men37. General unsafe places are coming up, even at public facilities, resulting in private guards for instance at the train station of Amsterdam
Lelylaan, as was reported on the national news on the 13th of June 2007.

Illustration I.2.9: Overgrown paths by lack in maintenance as in the Henri Dunantpark
in Eindhoven; Replacement with wrong tree species as here in the Bisschop Bekkerslaan
in Eindhoven, the old Ulmus trees are randomly replaced by Quercus palustris

Examples
A remarkable issue regarding the cultural history of post-war dwelling areas
was the foreseeing view of Wim Boer, who also worked on Pendrecht together
with Stam-Beese. He gave together with the construction of districts in Rotterdam advices for future renovation in the ‘70’s. Advices like picking up the
‘own characteristics’ of a territory, provides more ‘identity’ to a design and
strengthens recognisability of an area, while the characteristic landscape and
historical features will be strengthened. This gives the design continuity and
this continuity, so the visual and recognisable link to the past, is one of the
aspects which make a spatial environment interesting and can provide or
maintain liveability39.

Illustration I.2.8: Vandalism at sitting places as in Vlokhoven, Eindhoven; Incidental
non-suiting architecture as in Woenselse Heide, Eindhoven; privatising collective spaces
as in Kronehoef, Eindhoven

Nio mentions furthermore that the societal function of parks and green elements is to let people meet and to become more open to each other versus
the function in the past, when the same groups came together40. Now one
should provide observation locations, like in the redesign of the Lijnbaanhoven, in Rotterdam, which are inner courts where the use is very diverse,
like lunch spots for the shopping audience till hiding places for homeless people or functioning as important ongoing routes. Inhabitants helped to solve
problems with rubbish and drug users and the biggest improvement is the
increased visibility and safety41.

Some short comings regarding green elements are symptoms like, trees
planted in wide green strips have nicely grown-up and, but many trees in
streets are still small and not full-grown. Especially when these are renewed,
it is done incidentally resulting very often in replacement by trees of a total
different species and messy street images instead of clear street profiles suitable for recognition. People just created shortcuts through collective green
for faster and more direct routes. But still the presence of the outdoor spaces
and green image is highly valuated by the surrounding inhabitants and every
change is highly criticised. So preservation of these green areas is wished, but
the cost to maintain them is the key issue or problem38.
The Community Thought, the hierarchical structure in living blocks, as a mirror
of the total city population composition living within districts and neighbourhoods and green structures with hierarchies in a succession of block green
– neighbourhood park – district park – and city part park has changed into
a network city, in which people use the whole urban field and the population
composition of the neighbourhoods functions less and less as a mirror of the
total city population composition. But this does not mean that this system
can’t be updated to suit the network and compact city of today.
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Illustration I.2.10: New design approach for one of the Lijnbaanhoven in cooperation
with inhabitants
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Another example is the Spinozapark in the district Lombardijen in Rotterdam. In the ‘50’s the district was designed according the to the Community
Thought principles with a hierarchy in green elements with every element
meant for a specific group of people to achieve a general community feeling.
In the Spinozapark, the youth was main goal in design. But the real use of
the park differs fundamentally from the original objectives. The park is actually a green barrier, just used for passing through as the shortest route from
the neighbourhoods to the facilities and not as the original vision as a resting
place. This is not caused by design failures, but mainly by changed users and
society. Furthermore here also small green elements, like bushes and annual
plants are taken out by the lack of money for maintenance42. Piet Oudolf has
made a redesign for the park, with four main spatially connected parts, like
the sports and playing meadow, the tree meadow, the Betula forest and the
park meadow, see illustration, connected by a new path system.

Conclusion
In general it got clear that the term Cultural History and its value have a broad
meaning for different people. Burke deals with it in a broad way from a societal point of view, in contrast to most stakeholders approaching it from the
perspective of town planning and architecture.
In town planning one sees the former edges of the city are now swallowed
resulting in loss functions survival and no clear connection to the surrounding
landscape. The original designs and concepts are often not clear anymore and
the total needs an up-date for new use and image. Often incidental changes
are made, but without a vision to the original ideas or focusing on the urban
landscape, the setting in which all events take place. Funding for updating the
landscape setting should be found in the dwellings stock of the corporations.
Small events happening are privatizing space by occupants, a lot of waste on
the streets and a lack of maintenance, mainly in planting schemes, such as
small bushes preventing overview, badly grown tress or the Wijker/Blijver
system which needs to be updated to provide space for bigger trees. Still the
large amount of green is appreciated by the inhabitants and here are chances
for restructuring such as creating routes to the green areas and water management design principles, such as wadi’s and so as means to make area more
attractive to stay there. Therefore my vision of Cultural History and it’s value
is more broad and integral than most other ones and focuses on the setting of
the landscape as a framework and its original design concepts as changes for
preservation by development.
The changes of urban, architectural and social space of the post-war
dwelling areas in relation to their history could be understood as the
cultural history of such a place and its value to people.

Illustration I.2.11: New design for the Spinozapark in Rotterdam by Piet Oudolf

Reference:
42. Nio in Devolder et al, 2002, p.161
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More than just a facelift

2.2 Restructuring post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands
Introduction
To signify the importance of the landscape, landscape architecture and thus
the necessity that the urban landscape has to be dealt with from a broad perspective, I quote again David Lowenthal in the book Landscape of Symbols1:
Landscape is everyone’s concern, yet it’s also no one’s; those who make
it their main focus are few and infernally occupied; most landscape
architects are busy shaping scenes, not discussing them; yet to do this
well they must command an awesome sweep: art, architecture, engineering, botany, maybe magic and alchemy too; and they must keep
alert to public needs for both the familiar and the novel.
This chapter together with the cultural historical value is a major item for my
thesis. This chapter will focuses on the theories and approaches for restructuring together with problems and chances for restructuring, such as cooperation, forming an integral vision and the big dilemma about demolishment or
not. The conclusions and findings, such as the problems and qualities from
chapter 1, the cultural history chapter with this chapter 2.2 and the following
chapter 3 with the cases will form the conclusion, issues, inspiration points
and basis for my design approach in Eindhoven in chapter 4.

Approaches
Introduction
General approaches in restructuring post-war dwellings areas in The Netherlands through a vision of Cultural History are:
• Preservation/Renovation
• Demolition
• Transformation/Innovation.
Below I will give some clarifications how these general terms can be applied
and some different methods and visions, which can be a base for my approach
vision.

The WUR/VROM Approach
In 2004 the ministry of VROM assigned the bureaus Van Empelen van Aalderen Landschapsarchitecten en S.V. Khandekar Stedenbouwkundigen to perform a research to the meaning of public space in post-war dwelling districts
as a base for the 56-wijkenaanpak, called Tussen Park en Stad; Openbare
ruimte als basis voor herstructurering van naoorlogse woonwijken2. Later Mr.
ir. J. Janse from VROM assigned the chair group Landscape Architecture of
WUR to adapt the results from this report to some exemplary districts. This
report was finished in 2005, under guidance of F. de Josselin de Jong and
van der Knaap as the result of the Atelier Landschapsarchitectuur naoorlogse
woonwijken3. I will give the general items of which I think they are useful for
my thesis and will refer to some elements mentioned in the post-war chapter,
the Dutch description from the report can be found in appendix I.4. In the
example subchapter some workouts will be given and in the approach chapter,
I will specify more how I think I can use them.
By extensive research on multiple different post-war dwelling areas in The
Netherlands, four uniform characteristics were found as we saw in chapter 1.2
and which is clarified in appendix I.4, namely the4:
• Core; an urban (red) core, often a shopping mall or a green core (district
park)
• Edge; an urban edge with prominent high-rise buildings or a green edge
as a buffer
• (internal) Network; a road network (open city street, rue à dedans,
parkway) or a green/blue network of park strips, verges of roads and
waterways
• Living fields; the street type, the stamp type, the ensemble type or the
park type (as mentioned before).

For these four structural elements they give three different ways of dealing
with them, resulting in 81 models (3x3x3x3)5:
• Redesign; no change in the structural element, but design solutions
within the existing structure, additions and demolishment is possible as
long as the structure remains; for example; a green core remains a green
core
• Transformation; a change within the structural element, for example a
green core becomes a urban core; it is a big change in the image of the
element and more possibilities are imaginable, like a living field with street
types can be transformed into a stamp, ensemble or park type
• Replacement; the structural element will be replaced by another one or
the adjacent one.
These four structural elements and the three possible approaches for each
of them are instituted to solve seven major problems concluded from the
researches and which I mentioned also in some way in the cultural history
chapter6:
External connection:
• Is important when a district is not yet totally soaked up by the expanding city
• Visual connections as well as slow traffic possibilities tot the region
• When capsulated in a green frame then an invisible city part is behind
it.
The use of public space:
• Major green areas, such as strips and green edge; public space around
dwellings and major paved ‘overhoeken’ with an extreme big scale size.
• Quality problem; monotonous plantings, no differentiation, but this is
wished by the heterogeneous population;
• No accesses from flats to public green sides
• No functions on wide paving and streets, is often no use.
Internal accessibility:
• A lack of visible hierarchy of roads and internal district slow traffic routes
are missing or unclear, while the districts have often dead-end streets and
isolated neighbourhoods
• The neighbourhood line should clearly connect all the different living
fields
• Barriers by parkways and major roads.
Orientation:
• By repetition of the same dwelling types and an uniform design of the
public space makes it hard to orientate yourself
• Improvement is possible by adding recognition points at strategic places,
while now amenities, like shopping centres and schools are often hidden
somewhere behind.
Social Safety:
• No places for youngsters, so they gather at undesired places.
• Wide grey streets are also not inviting for contact.
• Unsafe for children to play when parents are in high flats.
Amenities:
• Major shopping centre have now frequently an upper district scale level
of importance, smaller amenities have disappeared or influence the public
space
• Business estates are sometimes integrated
• A general lack of amenities for young people.
Traffic:
• Parking problems, or actually not when districts were designed in later
times
• Speeding and too many cars in street images, when districts were designed when the car influence was clear.
Some conclusions made from this approach which are useful or influential
on my approach are things like, the focus on structural elements and vision
forming. They start at a structural scale level, not yet on design and details,
but choice making for the base of design. Next to this it starts from the status quo of districts and can be clarifying for outsiders, so other stakeholders,
which is essential for an integral approach. Based on the valuation of the
three approaches on each structural element, in perspective to the seven issues, results in a matrix with design solutions, but valuating each aspect is
a time-taking and difficult job, while some aspects can contradict with each
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other, like enhancing the external accessibility for cars leads almost always
in barriers for the slow traffic users. This is even worse when a district is too
hybrid to determine the structural elements in a strict way and many models
don’t focus on the district’s location in the urban field and the connection to
the surrounding landscape7.

RACM
As mentioned before the RACM also developed a working method regarding
post-war dwelling areas in the brochure ‘De naoorlogse woonwijk in historisch
perspectief’ and in the following practical brochure. The method is split up
in three phases, namely the historical analysis, mapping the historical factor
and after that the choice whether historical factors will be implemented and
translated into improvement of districts. The analyses contributes to offering
insights in the actual problems and possibilities for improvements in districts,
but it does not offer ready to use solutions for urban renewal8. The first booklet mentions some issues which can be taken into account next to the mapped
analysis results, such as9:
• Densification; a trend, but this results often in a damage to the green
structure and open spaces, like squares
• Water; this is clearly a issue coming up and can link the past and the
present
• Living buildings and special buildings; these had original an own place,
but when the function is changed then this is a change of the original
structure
• Landmarks; maintaining them can enhance the recognisability.
In the meeting I had with Anita Blom of the RACM it got clear that the influence of the landscape is often lacking. She worked a lot on the issue of restructuring post-war dwelling areas and wrote several reports articles about
this issue, like the report Herstructurering naoorlogse woonwijken: het belang
van (cultuur)historische waarden in wijken uit de periode 1945-196510, of
1999. A distinction can be made in the scale of interventions, varying from
a big measure handling the main structure, to a mediocre measure in block
level, till a small measure on dwelling level11. Further she proposes some restructuring measures12:
• Demolishment of cheap dwellings
• Replacement of dwellings in a (middle)expensive category
• Upgrading of dwellings in an expensive category
• Joining of dwellings
• Sales of social rental houses.
Important is the conclusion, that on the research on restructuring plans it got
clear, that plans which were based on a town planning and historical analysis
offered better possibilities for redevelopment and can count on a broad foundation13.

safety, liveability, health, amenities and economical vitality.
They classify an approach dealing with items such as, energy, traffic, green,
water, the use of space and life span lengthening and thereby give explanations how these items were tackled for 12 districts in the book. Everything is
dealt with on district scale level, however I think it is remarkable, that while
reporting sustainable nowhere cultural history is summed, even not to in the
existing qualities. They give some advices for traffic, for instance high quality
public transport connections along tangents, 30-km/h zones and slow traffic
users as basis for design16. For water it are issues like, retaining, showing and
providing space for water next to sewer or rain water uncoupling projects17. In
the end is focused on planning the process for restructuring within municipalities, but on a planning level.

Inspirations for restructuring
In the books from a series started in 2002 with Heeling et al, Het ontwerp
van de stadsplattegrond18 and later in 2006 Meyer et al, Het ontwerp van de
openbare ruimte19, of which I quoted before some more design tactics can be
derived to apprehend in restructuring designs and projects.
For instance, how can a street broaden up in the ‘50’s/’60’s or designed in
those days, now be transformed into a more small-scale experience for users
by changing edges and the creation of a rhythm of enclosed spaces20.
The dimensioning of street profiles depends on the use of the public space,
use of the underlying ground and the needed width to provide enough sun and
light to the adjacent buildings, regarding the width of the street profile as well
as the placement of architectonical elements and trees and their freedom to
grow normally21. An idea is to place trees in special tree sand compartments
of more than 25 cubic meters22.
Public space should be divided in a green system, a water system, a traffic
system and the underlying ground system with networks23. Often there is a
lack of an integral vision to deal with the green system, divided into use, function in city total etc and the continuity of green routes and elements are not
seldom broken24. In the traffic system, the cyclist network has to be divided
in slow and fast traffic with their own recognisable layout, minimum widths
and safety zones. Three types of cyclist networks, the neighbourhood network
with in between distances of 100-150 meters, the district network with in
between distances of 200-300 meters and the city network with in between
distances of 400-600 meters25. Some information about bus stops is given, so
at every 300 meter, 2,55 meter wide and a 0,25 meter safety zone, with the
lanes preferably as separate bus lanes26. Concerning the underlying (ground)
system with networks and architectonical elements, then strips with high voltage electric wires above ground can not be used for buildings within 50 meters
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In 2000, Anneloes Hellendoorn, who worked also on the brochure De naoorlogse woonwijk in historisch perspectief wrote the book called Wederopbouw
herboren: een verkenning naar de fysieke ontwikkelingsmogelijkheden van
vroeg naoorlogse wijken op basis van de bestaande stedenbouwkundige
structuur14. She mentions that the new VINEX-districts cause a run out of the
post-war dwelling areas and gives more handouts what is possible to do with
architecture, for instance ‘optoppen’ (‘topping up’; adding new storeys on top
of the buildings), ‘aftoppen‘ (‘topping down’; deleting storeys from the top of
the buildings), ‘uitplinten’ (‘extending the ground floor level storey), vertically
or horizontally joining houses, ‘aankoppen’ (adding building heads) or ‘aandikken’ (thickening building sides).

Sustainable tactics
In the book Steeds anders: duurzame herstructurering van naoorlogse wijken15 from 2000 by Gert Kelfkens, some focuses are indicated how the principles from the Duurzame Stedenbouw en Concept Duurzaam Veilig can be
apprehended in restructuring to provide continuity in the design and plans of
the post-war dwelling areas. It is also emphasizes on existing qualities, the
demand for an integral approach and off course sustainable means also social
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Illustration I.2.12: Street design with traffic functionality as the main goal (left) versus
an approach when outdoor space is leading in design (right)
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from each site. Possibilities are utility ducts, bundling of transport cables undergrounds and integration of service buildings into dwellings or offices.
Furthermore the books gives some handouts about how hierarchy in streets
can be applied by pedestrian as goal in the design approach, such as a maximum of five minute walk to centre and how parking can be designed in street
plans to make the former hierarchy up-to date27. The best way to make this
clear to stakeholders is by cross-sections and profiles.
The design and materialization of the public space should depend on its function, by possible variation in colours, signifying the importance of areas. Cohesion in the choice of materials can support the spatial organization of the
urban plan, for orientation and indicating the time periods in the city development28. For referring to the cultural history I think, the 30x30 cm concrete
tiles for pavement, unique in world, good for mass-production and use after
the war, should be maintained as well as some street furniture like, the famous mass-produced Friso Kramer armature29.
About the use of colours in post war dwelling areas regarding architecture Els
Bet and Heide Hinterthür say in the book Van Pendrecht tot Ommoord, geschiedenis en toekomst van de naoorlogse wijken in Rotterdam30, from 2005,
that by changing original materials and colours façade images become scanty

of the city parks, they mainly visit the outer city landscape areas34. Mainly the
cycling tours and short walks are popular. Therefore the shortest route through
the city to the outer city areas is chosen35. A green network connecting all the
city parks and the outer city areas is therefore not useful, but still parks are
designed in the expansion districts. But in my opinion the shortest route to
the outer city regions can go through the green elements and can enhance the
(former) hierarchy, liveability and recognisability in post-war dwelling areas.
Except for routes also meeting places are wished. These could be designed as
small gardens, compact and specially designed and maintained, as a goal for
a cycling trip. These could be along the routes, but also hidden in the city and
maintained by private people and taken out when not really used36.
Michael van Gessel mentions in his interview with Marianne Bax and Zanne
Schors, that the use of the same and original materials creates unity and for
him green as seeing green is good enough and37, while this actually contradicts with the original vision Stam-Beese had for Pendrecht.

and town planned spaces can fall apart. New colours and materials lead to
a rubbish image instead of variety, while there is too much focus on single
building blocks, instead of total stamp structure and relation to other buildings
blocks and outdoor space31.

In 2006, the Stichting Natuur en Milieu, for whom Kelfkens also worked, made
a brochure, called Groen en compacte stad: hoe doe je dat?38, about how one
can deal with the concept of the Compact City but with a focus on the outdoor space, indicating that this approach is still hot, also in the vision of the
nowadays broader network city, which consist of multiple compact cities or
city parts. They give examples and handouts for town councillors and inhabitants. The report is built up in three parts, namely Making space for green,
Doing more with green and What can you do? The first two chapters provide
strategies and tips.
In ‘Making space for green’ they give three strategies to create as much space
as possible in the urban environment for public parks, public gardens, trees
and other green elements, and to build nevertheless sufficient houses and
companies39:
1. Spare green by building in higher densities, with tips such as make sure
ground floor storeys are high enough to be flexible for multiple functions
2. Combine green with other functions, with tips such as development areas in
total at once, so with amenities and companies, to guarantee financial feasibility, also for the green
3. Choose for green structures and small scale neighbourhood green, with tips
such as combine create long stretched green strips with nice housing, for example in post-war dwelling areas, this can mean building in the green zones;
or develop ‘groups of friends’ from occupants to maintain parks etc.
In ‘Doing more with green’ they again give three strategies to make public
parks, public gardens, trees and other green elements as valuable as possible
for as many people as people an for nature40:
1. Provide green with more functions.
2. Seize the chances for water storage and ecology, with a tip, such as, make
space for water in the city and combine this with green.
3. Provide nice green throughout the entire city, like parks at not to big distances, public gardens, ongoing green and water strips, or just a monumental
tree; for instance by taking different (cultural) backgrounds and different ages
of green users into account in the layout of green and do not forget the older
youth; or a garden with an assortment of native plants, eventually even vegetables and small animals, can be a large and contribution and enrichment of
the urban green.

De Josselin de Jong indicates in his article, De openbare ruimte in de netwerkstad published in the magazine Groen (60, 7/8), that by the reduction of funds
in the municipalities the outdoor spaces are now maintained at the lowest
extensive level and reached their boundary in lowering costs32. In the modern
post-war city the total amount of public space per inhabitant is the highest,
even more than in recent districts. But when we add private and public spaces
in recent districts the average use of space is far out the highest, but still the
large quantities of public space in the post-war dwelling areas create the highest maintenance costs. The earlier mentioned extensive use of public spaces
asks for a new approach for these areas in the new network city. When a shop
has to few clients it will close, so why should we not do the same with the
city parks, especially ones in post-war dwelling areas of which user quantity
numbers are most often unknown33.
Furthermore he says, that by research of the use of parks within and outside
the city is found out that especially inhabitants of the suburbs make less use

When I return to the division of public and private and the typical post-war
collective spaces, they make up a large part in restructuring post-war districts. A division of these three spaces can also be determined by owner status
and accessibility41. Collective spaces in a post-war dwelling area can, when fitted with different designs, contribute to the recognisability of a place. But the
two main problems are maintenance and clear boundaries, fences, especially
standard and enclosed ones like walls, create a rupture in the ongoing green
field experience. But minor differentiations in public gardens are needed42.
Green elements can be closed down, temporarily open (semi-public, semiprivate), or remaining public, but many landscape architects have totally different ideas about this. Michael van Gessel thinks enclosing spaces by heavy
fences is the way, as he did in the Zuidwest Kwadrant in Amsterdam, while
then the occupants feel themselves the safest as they mention and it clarifies
the division for maintenance, while Wouter Veldhuis is against fencing and
wants to keep up the ongoing green field image as much as possible43. It is

Illustration I.2.13: The built-up of the outdoor space
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Illustration I.2.14: Heavy fencing as transitions between public and private spaces by
Michael van Gessel in the Zuidwestkwadrant, Osdorp, Amsterdam

Illustration I.2.15: Small design elements such as concrete stairs or baskets for trees as
sitting edges

possible to create a suitable stratification in public space, semi-public space,
semi-private space and private space with preservation of the town planning
structure44.
Nio also mentions in De Openbare Stadstuin, that weaker boundaries stimulate societal and cultural exchanges in the city as a collection of public domains that differ from each other by intensity of use and atmosphere. Ways
of fencing, transparent to closed have also a different experience on different
users45. In design one should choose between possibilities to let people meet
each other, but also places where they can avoid each other. Next to partly
applying themes and programming for public spaces, it is the assignment to
search for conditions for flexible and simultaneous use by different groups.
Parks can be even semi-public spaces46.

The outdoor space in post-war dwelling areas were designed by small means
to give a as strongly as possible spatial effect. In focus of the light perception,
trees and bushes species were selected on their shape, transparency or mass
of their crowns, colour, inflorescence and final size. Buildings and trees were
placed in space as coulisses for perspective working. Trees were planted in
rows, groups or solitaires again to guarantee shadow working trees and different light perceptions49. In Ommoord, mainly high-rise dwelling district in
Rotterdam a high-rise planting plan was implemented, like tree roofs at parking places to hide the cars and flats higher than the trees but therefore only
showing the upper floors50.

Bax and Schors again propose some further important design choices for recognition of collective spaces, with the importance of the focus on small details47:
• Dwellings should be at ground level with a view on the garden, this is a
problem with post-war blocks with most often garages at ground level
• Good sight lines to the collective gardens and doors which open onto the
gardens, also for safety
• Give a reason to go into the gardens for long term as well as short term
use, like playing grounds
• Resting places at edges of fields, like walls or facades for overview
• Standing places for resting
• Trees in baskets for sitting edges
• Overview from entrances of flats by glass instead of stone walls.
Some important design choices for communality experiences of collective
spaces48:
• Boundaries between public and collective space, not just by fencing or
so
• Enhances own feeling of inhabitants and the inviting feeling of passerby’s
• Small interventions, like height differences, hedges, ditches, slopes,
stairs and material differences can be applied to amplify transitions between public and collective spaces
• Division of homogenous neighbourhoods in heterogeneous districts,
combine these neighbourhoods characteristics with specific amenities for
enhancing community feelings
• Provide people also with private places which are more important in this
individual society
• Maintenance by inhabitants or groups.
Also adding art works in the living environment gives more meaning and identification for occupants with their living environment.

50

These planting design elements can be an inspiration and advice in restructuring and therefore emphasize on the need to plant adult trees, to restore
the desired image as soon as possible. The incremental costs are negligible
compared to the other costs of the design of the public space51. This is also the
approach in the PhD report De Integrale Beplantingsmethode developed by
Frits Ruyten in 2006. This method is developed as a reaction on the Blijver/wijker system. Integral indicates the attention to the use, architectonical value,
natural development and maintenance as a basis for a sustainable planting
system. Relatively large plants are planted at their definite position and inter
between distances, estimated by the maximum final size, making thinning
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Illustration I.2.16: Planting scheme according to the Wijker/Blijver system (top) versus
the Integral Planting Method (below)
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Cooperation and stakeholders

Illustration I.2.17: Planting phases according to the Wijker/Blijver system (top) versus
the Integral Planting Method (below)

unnecessary. Trees of 12 to 15 years old, about seven meters high and three
meter wide and Bushes are around six years old, two till four meters high
and 1,5 till two meters wide are used. Maintenance involves only twice a year
mowing the ground floor covering planting. Some advantages in comparison
to the wijker/blijver method are52:
• While the necessary space is taken into account, the plants can grow
to their natural final shape, they don’t grow up in competition with other
plants
• Attention is put to the final image and the architectonical composition;
while the process of thinning is not necessary, the final composition is
guarded
• Less maintenance results in less inconvenience for occupants
• Immediately after construction a park forest exists, what can be used for
playing, walking the dog etc
• The wished end image is quickly reached, while with the wijker/blijver
system this takes at least 10 to 15 years.
The last point is wishful in post-war dwelling areas, while they are already
green after 30 to 50 years and when especially trees along flats would be
replaced by new small ones, the whole image of the district is gone for at
least 20 years. Without any doubt there is one added value in comparison to
the wijker/blijver system, namely the fact that areas in which the Integrale
Beplantingsmethode was applied the feeling of safety is much higher by the
users, mainly caused by the more open structure53. Next to this it can be applied together with architectural renovation or sewer renewal projects.
The division of street and public spaces trees in first size, second size and third
size trees is a good mean for differentiation streets, communal gardens and
green elements, which can again contribute to the recognisability and orientation within districts.

Since the participation of inhabitants in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s and the distribution
of tasks, ownerships and responsibilities by the National Government and municipalities to other (private) parties, like the housing corporations in the ‘70’s
and ‘80’s, a lot of things changed, which now off course have a great impact
on restructuring projects. Not only while they all have something to say, but
also who is initiating the restructuring projects and former participation meetings are not sufficient anymore. Now there are multiple stakeholders involved
in the post war dwelling areas, such as:
• National Government
• Provinces
• Municipalities
• Housing corporations
• Neighbourhood associations
• Preservation organizations, at local level, like the earlier mentioned
Stichting Stadsbomen in Eindhoven, but also national ones, such as the
RACM
• Businesses
• Amenities, like hospitals, shopping malls, but also smaller scale amenities, such as neighbourhood houses and nursing amenities, primary and
high schools and the upcoming phenomena such as the Zorgknooppunten
and Brede Scholen
• Project developers
• Present and future occupants
• Designers, such as land(scape) architects, town planners or agencies
concerning these fields of work.
The maintenance of the outdoor spaces has been frittered among the municipalities, corporations and other stakeholders. The biggest problem is the
fact that the housing corporations have most of the architecture in their possession, but most of them are not so willing to spend their large stacks of
money on the outdoor spaces and this creates tensions (see appendices I.5a
and b). This is one of the reasons the Actieprogramma Herstructurering, the
‘56-wijkenaanpak’ and the 40 wijken van Minister Vogelaar are now forcing
corporations to work together with inhabitants and municipalities to improve
the living environment. By law corporations are now forces to give a major
financial support in dealing with social safety and living conditions, as well as
on up-dating and maintaining outdoor spaces, but they are not always very
willing to do this. While most money is stacked in architectural objects (read
the corporations, but also private house owners) this can be seen as an alternative ‘red for green-deal’ originated in developing rural areas, in which the
‘red’ (the buildings etc) pay partly for the ‘green’ (living environment).
A major issue in restructuring projects is the enhancement of social cohesion
and recognition by the occupants. Therefore this is a major stakeholder group
to take into account, while based on their free will, maintenance costs can be
drastically lowered and the image of the outdoor spaces heavily improved.
Some issues and advices regarding this issue can be:
• Install a maintenance supervisor in the neighbourhoods to adapt to problems and speaking point for inhabitants as well as the other stakeholders54
• Add green bonus in the rent to raise more funding55
• Use advices from inhabitants for restructuring, as mentioned in the Lijnbaanhoven in Rotterdam
• Give former ‘collective planned’ spaces to private parties to make private
or collective gardens with clear separations between privatized grounds
and the remaining public space; this still respects to the original idea, the
essence of masses in open space, but privatizing too much also results in
a loss of quality of open space56
• Detailed maintenance by inhabitants after providing basic maintenance
by municipality and corporations
• Use the interest of immigrants for own vegetable growing57.
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Forming a vision for an integral
approach
Introduction
In general there is still a major lack of knowledge about the use and experience of green spaces by several user and societal groups, which makes renovation, recovery, redesign and new design difficult to adjust to its historical
meaning as well as to nowadays and future demands58. A problem of a gap
between researchers and designers exist, so how theories and analyses can
be translated into design instruments59. Also ground dispersion and changing
free time use of people are difficult to plan in perspective of 15-20 years, let
alone stand for the next 30, 50 or 100 years.
Integral design assignments are wishful, while the urban peels, characteristics
of city parts, make the historical development of the city plan visible. Furthermore different city parts also have their own problems which need specific
assignments within urban renewal, for instance differences in intensity of use,
differences in dwelling densities, nearness to big facility centres, their location
in relation to major city roads and the demography, because prospering and
decay of it has a great influence on the quality of the built up elements as well
as on the public space60.
The renewal of the post-war city is of strategic importance, because the postwar city can be considered as the ‘quiet reserve’ for urban development. But
till so far the approach for them is rather frittered and aims itself especially at
the scale of a couple building blocks. At a higher scale range one frequently
strands in the process by the piling up of changes in the process61. First of
all, post-war districts thank their quality to the large structure: the spatial
layout, articulation of public space and the green structure. On this scale tuning of the urban renewal is the problem. There is insufficient management.
The municipalities, which should be the suitable agency for this role, do not
have the capacity and expertise (anymore). In other words, the scale of urban
renewal is too small for the scale of the cultural historical task to reinforce
the carriers and within this providing a flexible interpretation62. Again the
task distribution is unclear, while for a consistent policy and execution stakeholders are depending on each other. Old habits by mainly the municipality,
for instance short term thinking, stand opposite to ambitions by for example
project developers, so new cooperation between them should be invented and
stimulated63.
Vision development is of major importance, an idea is necessary concerning
the role and importance of the post-war city. The municipality must take the
lead in vision forming, this is their public task. A total vision is necessary to
prevent that other stakeholders put their visions in pursuing their own interests above the general one. It is the task of the municipality to stimulate
and lead the other stakeholders. There should be reasoned more from the
chances and qualities instead of problems. Thus it becomes easier to integrate
stakeholders on new chances and to organize bonds of cooperation. This can
improve the image of the post-war city64.
Encourage developers to invest in the public area, as a component of offering
a qualitatively high standard living environment. Man should take care that as
a component of the development of a district a vision or district development
plan also a management plan is drawn up65.
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Structural plans
Sometimes municipalities have several structural plans next to each other,
pretending to be integral, but most often they pay more attention to housing construction, business parks and infrastructure instead of on water and
green.
To emphasize on the green and outdoor space one should pay attention to
several items in making structural plans and visions again some handouts are
given in the document Groen en Compacte stad: hoe doe je dat?66:
• Inventory of large scale green. How does this large scale green structure looks now? Who uses it? What are the bottlenecks? What can be improved? What will be the ambition on large scale green?
• The further interpretation for the small scale green is under discussion
when a town planning scheme is developed; however, a standard can be
incorporated for the quantity green in neighbourhoods
• Trees; a policy document of main points must contain an overview of
where trees come along streets and on squares, of which type and which
size.
Some tips are given such as:
• Propose to make a separate green structural plan, by which the green
gets a prominent place in the planning process
• Plead for many different types of green areas, next to nice parks also
rough areas with special nature.

Execution plans
These can be also on a small scale, such as renovation of a park or re-profiling
a road, but also on large scales like neighbourhoods and total districts.
At the restructuring of post-war dwelling areas and redevelopment of former
business areas the program of requirements is the most important document
to be influential with. This program of requirements frequently contains many
judgements concerning the houses to be build, in types and classes, but little
concerning the planning of the public space. Make sure that also the requirements for green amenities and trees are well documented, so make clear
demands for the tree structure and document this in a tree structural plan and
demand the planting of adult trees. Pay attention to the phasing of the execution, most often there is money lacking to execute the entire plan. Determine
what deserves priority and start with that, for instance playing grounds or
sheltered sitting places or a new walking and cycling route67.
The different steps string themselves together to a cyclic and creative process: analysis, diagnosis, orientation, review and design. The input of all people concerned (market parties, government, occupants and specialists) is crucial.
The challenge lays in reinforcing the historical dimension of the modern city.
A new interpretation of the existing spatial and socio-economic structure, related to regional and international developments, can produce a vital contemporary environment. Such an approach offers a window to a world full of
tales and anchor points from the past, enriched with deviations and surprising
solutions68.
By the division of municipalities and so on versus the corporations, the continuation of plans from a master/structural scale level till detail and maintenance
level is very disturbed and often results in a mess or inconsistencies. Municipalities own the major green elements and roads, while the corporations own
the real estate and small green elements. Goal is to clarify the main lines for
all parties involved between these two scale levels. Form a structural plan till
cross-sections, profiles and mowing schedules for the maintenance departments. Also the fixation of cultural historical structures and elements in the
‘bestemmingsplannen’ needs attention.
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Dilemma about demolishment
A major dilemma which is often discussed in restructuring is the aspect of
demolishing houses, flats, building blocks and even entire neighbourhoods.
There are several opinions about this topic in the world of architects, town
planners, landscape architects and off course all the earlier mentioned stakeholders. Articles concerning this topic are very often published in the media
(see appendix I.6).
The main goal to enhance social cohesion in the post-war dwelling areas is to
keep people al long as possible, preferably their whole life living in the same
area, so from childhood, to young family, till the elderly phase in people’s
lives. The longer someone lives at a place, generally man is more concerned
about its living environment. This can work positively in the long run, but
the post-war housing market is too one-sided resulting in people just moving
through the districts, so especially more expensive owner-occupied dwellings
should be build in restructuring to keep inhabitants for a longer time in the
district, instead of more public housing in the social sector, say Bax and Schors
in their thesis69. Although they also refer to Bolt and van Kempen, who say
that too expensive owner-occupied houses lead again to differences and heterogeneity in districts which is dangerous for social cohesion70.

of providing extra value. To assess the current situation it is needed to know
the original intentions of the designers, the way and size their designs were
constructed and the status quo73. De Josselin de Jong goes even further and
questions, that when a lot of houses get demolished, whether the phenomenon of the collective garden has to disappear for the sake of clear separations
between private gardens and public city parks, which get more the character
of the traditional city park74.

Examples
A lot of restructuring projects of post-war dwelling areas have been initiated,
while they make up two out of the since this year seven million dwellings in
The Netherlands. The question about what to do with these districts is rising,
in the bigger municipalities, but as well as in the smaller ones, while they can
be found everywhere. Generally there are a lot of examples possible to mention, but I will just focus on projects in which for instance the WUR/VROM Approach was tried out or made a plan for, where the sustainable development
was carried out, or where some handouts can be given regarding the green
structure, as the basis for my thesis.

Schalkwijk, Haarlem

Illustration I.2.18: Major demolishment is often applied in restructuring

WUR/VROM Approach
The booklet Tussen Park en Stad; Openbare ruimte als basis voor herstructurering van naoorlogse woonwijken gives a lot of examples how to deal with
the WUR/VROM approach on city part level, district level and even on a neighbourhood level, one can apply this approach. I will briefly mention one case,
the city part Schalkwijk in Haarlem, which can be compared with my project
area, the city part of Woensel Noord in Eindhoven.
The city part Schalkwijk in Haarlem is built up according to the Community
Thought. It was also raised with a layer of sand before construction. The four
structural elements the city part consists of are the urban core, the internal
network of parkways, the green edge and the districts. Within these districts
again the structural elements can be found, like in the Boerhave district, with
an internal network of district roads, a district core and living fields75.
On the city part level, there is an urban red core and exists of a nowadays
covered shopping mall and two options for renewal are given, redesigning
and transforming it into an shopping mall with park zones around it and just
transformation into a city centre by densification. For the internal network of
parkways it proposes a redesign for an urban image with park strips or transformation by urbanization into city streets. The green edge, then redesign by
maintaining and improving or partly replacement by buildings76.

This is also mentioned by André Ouwehand. He found out, that demolishing dwellings and replacing them by expensive owner-occupied houses is not
working, at least not for a better image and safety issues, renovation better in
his opinion71. This conclusion is also distracted in the newest VINEX-districts
in which people are selling their expensive houses. Their conclusion is that the
more houses are for sale the more it indicates that there are problems in the
neighbourhood (see appendix I.7a and b). People even want to move back
to Kanaleneiland, which is seen as a ‘problem district’, but they felt safer and
more at home over there than in the new VINEX district of Leidsche Rijn.
In my opinion a variety of housing types has to be offered, so differentiation
is needed within the existing housing supply, in types as well as in rental and
owner-occupied house, but then not too expensive ones. This is proposed also
the conclusion of Henry Meurs, who says, that demolishment is not always the
solution, renovation of existing buildings contributes to the typological diversity and exceptional living environments, for example focused on the elderly,
young people or small households. The possibility to turn out-of-date typologies into particular dwelling shapes must be stimulated with strength72.
About the outdoor space Imke van Hellemondt says, that by the large surfaces
of public space the planting seemed to be ‘thinned’ and devaluated, instead
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Illustration I.2.19a: City part core present situation
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On a district level renewal handouts are given for the internal network of
district roads and the district’s core. Two extremes are given from redesign,
maintaining the road structure and making the core more special, to transformation, by adjusting the road system and changing the core into a (car
free) park. The living fields can be redesigned within the original open space
concept or replaced from stamp type to street type with enclosed building
blocks77.
As we can see in the illustrations the differences between redesign, transformation and replacement are not that clear, while often two renewal principles
are applied at the same time on different structural elements for the city part
as well as the district.

Illustration I.2.20a: City part network approach present and redesign, scheme and
elaboration

Illustration I.2.21b: City part green edge approach redesign/transformation, scheme
and elaboration

Illustration I.2.20b: City part network approach present and transformation, scheme
and elaboration

Illustration I.2.21c: City part green edge approach partial replacement, scheme and
elaboration

City part approaches by WUR/VROM

Illustration I.2.19b: City part core approach redesign/transformation, scheme and
elaboration
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Illustration I.2.21a: City part green edge present situation
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District approaches by WUR/VROM

Illustration I.2.22a: District internal network approach present and redesign, scheme
and elaboration

Illustration I.2.23a: District living fields present situation

Illustration I.2.22b: District internal network approach transformation, scheme and
elaboration

Illustration I.2.23b: District living fields approach redesign/transformation, scheme and
elaboration

Illustration I.2.23c: District living fields approach transformation/partial replacement,
scheme and elaboration
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Sustainable town planning
In the book from Kelfkens and in the book Sustainable Urban Design, the restructuring of Schalkwijk is mentioned, dealing with the real execution of the
renewal, summarized in the execution plan Schalkwijk 2000+. The base is a
dual-network strategy, the ecological shaping of the water and traffic network
is decisive for the spatial design of the district78. Measures on water, nature
and environment themes are79:
Traffic:
• Upgrading and extending slow traffic routes to an attractable traffic network
• Adding a high worthy public transport line
• Bundling of traffic streams and where possible keeping them out of the living areas
• Improving accessibility of the recreation area de Groene Zoom for cyclists
and pedestrians.
Green:
• Improving quality of nature of the recreational area de Groene Zoom
• Coupling green and water structure with the natural transition zones
• Connecting the left over green elements with each other.
Water:
• Installing an enclosed water system by retaining the area’s own water and
not letting in area’s strange, polluted water
• Increasing water retaining capacity.
Use of space:
• Intensifying use of space on the main roads
• Demolishing of 1.000 dwellings, building of 2.000 new houses, 10.000
square meter of stores, and 50.000 square meters of offices.
Life span lengthening:
• Improving the head sides of flats and single family houses, adding of elevators
• When new building is applied then do it in a flexible and changeable way.

Illustration I.2.25: Schalkwijk 2000+: Water network

Illustration I.2.26: Schalkwijk 2000+: Slow traffic routes
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Illustration I.2.27: Schalkwijk 2000+: High worthy public transport lines
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Pendrecht, Rotterdam
When I had a meeting with Joke Klumper, Senior Designer Outdoor Space of
dS+V (Dienst Stedenbouw en Volkshuisvesting) of the municipality of Rotterdam, I discussed the issues regarding the green structure and the restructuring of Pendrecht. She gave me some documents, such as the Werkdocument
‘GROEN’, which is the planning for the green structure in Pendrecht, as a part
of the Structural Vision for Pendrecht. Later in 2004 the Masterplan Pendrecht
was finished. On a higher city scale level the documents Pact op Zuid and
Profilering Zuidelijke Tuinsteden in 2006 are developed. But I will focus on the
Master plan scale level.
Vision for green and the green structure
The vision’s goal is to preserve and strengthen the garden city character of
Pendrecht, by a80:
• Framework for the main green structure
• Tree plan with the re-introduction of the tree screens and a strategy for
the green streets
• Strategy for the development and maintenance of the communal gardens.
The green structure is narrowly linked with the town planning structure. The
green living environment exists from streets, communal gardens and private
gardens. By connection and alternation of these elements the impression of
a ongoing green space arises. The framework (skeleton) provides a structure
by adding certain compartments. The framework is the main green structure
and contains the town canals, the Slinge, public gardens and the edges. The
edges function as an articulation of the living area. The green structure in
Pendrecht is disconnected from the traffic structure, but on the other hand
stands the importance for the green structure of the so-called playing and
traffic streets81.

Illustration I.2.29: Green framework for Pendrecht and edge approaches in design

Tree structure
The trees can divided into the three classes, of which the first two can be
found most in the district and often in the communal gardens. Unfortunately a
lot of the distinctive Populus screens to hide the head sides of the flat blocks
are cut. The abundance of public space offers possibilities for use as informal
meeting and resting places. The communal gardens are maintained by the
corporations or associations of owners. Therefore it is possible that playing
amenities can be added or taken out on own initiative, which is not always
wishful82.
Materials and street furniture
An entity in the use of materials is lacking. By the years several types of clink-

Illustration I.2.30: Main tree structure

ers, concrete street tiles, benches, light armatures, tree aureoles and dustbins have been applied. The design of the outdoor space desperately needs
replacement83.
Water structure
Water is in the town canals and in the edges. It generally concerns everywhere narrow water parties, without perceptible streaming. The water parties
are only partly in connection with each other. Water acts on the one hand as a
structuring element, on the other side as water storage and capture of redundant rain water, but this also needs to be up-dated84.

Illustration I.2.28: Green framework for Pendrecht and edge approaches in design

Communal gardens
Appointing the communal gardens is necessary to distinguish future types of
gardens in town planning adaptations. They are divided in public courtyards,
living gardens, network gardens, relax gardens, playing ground gardens, town
canal gardens, enclosed gardens, nature gardens and squares. The communal
gardens get green designs and by depth have to be able to accommodate
trees of the first (minimum depth approximately 25 meters). The existing
trees are preserved as much as possible. By day all gardens, with exception
of the private gardens, are accessible as much as possible, but the gardens
must get a private character and by the design of the garden must be clear
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Illustration I.2.31: Communal garden typologies

Illustration I.2.33: Ways of enclosure

that these belong to the adjacent occupants. Relations between the gardens
can be reinforced by means of internal walking routes through the stamps.
Maintenance must be taken along as a point of interesting the plan forming
and redesign. Enclosure is possible in several ways, such as visual marking
by low hedges or fences, hedges with a gate or high hedges around the yard
boundaries for the adjacent occupants in which exclusively green is used (ligustrum hedges)85.
All of this is summarized in a map with wishful images, compare this map to
the original green structure of Boer of 1951.
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Illustration I.2.32: Desired end state for the outdoor spaces
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Illustration I.2.34: Old green plan by de Boer of 1951
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Conclusion
In this chapter I found a lot of inspirations about restructuring post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands, of which some are useful and some points where
I disagree with, as mentioned in the text.
The WUR/VROM approach provides good advices on a structural scale level
and indicates some problems such as the barriers of streets, which I will also
deal with in Eindhoven. A disadvantage in the approach is the lack of focussing on adjacent scale levels and the surrounding city landscape. Furthermore
sometime several renewal principles are applied at the same time on a structural element, weakening the basic approach in clear distinguishable models.
The RACM focuses mainly on architecture and less on the abundant present
landscape and the sustainable tactics of Kelfkens surprisingly don’t mention
anything about Cultural History, although this is a main point regarding sustainable restructuring, thus respecting the context.
Some further elements for inspiration are items such as the:
• System approach in outdoor spaces for green traffic and water, suiting
the original hierarchies in post-war planning also on city scale levels
• Advices concerning separate bus lanes and cyclist routes in green networks, mainly within city parts or districts and connecting to the outer
landscape
• Importance of providing cross-sections and profiles for signifying my
ideas to distinguish several different streets and as means to let other
stakeholders understand my ideas
• Use of colours in materials for highlighting places for orientation
• Green strips with functions, amenities or water management solutions
• Ways for bordering public, private and collective spaces for recognition,
by fencing, hedges or small design measures such as height differences,
of which I will focus on planting means and to maintain the ongoing green
image, characteristic for post-war areas
• Importance of updating the Wijker/Blijver system and the use of more
adult trees in replacement as indicated by Ruyten
• Funding for green by an urban version of ‘red for green’ system and
more funding from other stakeholders for which a vision for communication is essential, accompanied by structural plans, such as water plans,
tree plans, mowing schemes for again communicating, but then mainly
with maintenance institutes, while often bad maintenance can be seen in
districts and results mainly by bad management from above
• The dilemma about demolishment of which I think the creation/updating
of homogeneous neighbourhoods in heterogeneous districts is better than
just differentiating everywhere within neighbourhoods, remember the
post-war dwelling areas are the ‘quiet reserve’ for housing in many cities.
As Lowenthal mentioned in the introduction, the urban landscape is the setting of our living environment and concerns actually everyone with different
demands and needs. In my opinion the differences between tactics of preservation, renovation and transformation are not so clear as one thinks. I favour
preservation by development, while just preservation is a dream, because
preserving old ideas is impossible, while they were adapted and changed after
50 years in layout, use and perception by users, which refers again more to
my vision of Cultural History. This seems for the approach for restructuring.
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Chapter 3 Case Studies
3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will deepen out the restructuring process in two different
landscape contexts. As my main case area I have chosen Amsterdam in the
west with a large scale layout on a tabula rasa on the former polders and Emmen in the east with more respect to the underlying higher sand ground layer.
For Amsterdam I will focus more on the approaches towards a city part level
till the detail scale level, in Emmen I will focus more on district and neighbourhood level and additions to the case of Amsterdam, which together will serve
as inspirations for the guidelines for my approach in Eindhoven, just as my
visits to the cities I referred to in the previous chapters.

Illustration I.3.1: Map of the Netherlands with cities, which I specially visited for my
thesis
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3.1 Case Amsterdam and Slotervaart
Introduction
In the previous chapters, the AUP of Amsterdam and developments in the
Western garden Cities in Amsterdam have been addressed. While it is a large
city part, I will focus on the development, changes and restructuring of the
spatial essence of the design. Then I will deepen out the district of Slotervaart,
in which the main goal was to build as much and fast as possible and which is
very often in the media in the last weeks, mainly by societal problems.
The Western Garden Cities were based on the Functional City of CIAM and
determined by the three network systems of roads, parks and town canals on
a structural level, which compose the structure wherein later buildings were
placed in the fields created by the networks, as is seen clearly in the planning
map of 1934 and the bird’s eye perspective by the green lines and red fields.
The districts were not seen as social units and had therefore no social criteria
for their size1.
The district is not the same as a community and just a part of the city, their
social development was unknown, indicating that the Community Thought
was not leading here, especially in the beginning2.
Illustration I.3.3: Aerial photograph of the Sloterplas and impressions in summer, autumn and winter, all year empty

Illustration I.3.2: The AUP of 1934 and bird’s eye perspective on the western expansion

Location and original planning
In 1922 the city of Amsterdam swallows nine neighbouring municipalities including Sloten3. From 1917 and later under the leading of C.P. van Eesteren
from the from 1929 newly instituted Dienst Stadsontwikkeling and in cooperation with L.S.P. Scheffer and T.K. van Lohuizen, the AUP of 1934, the expansion plan for the whole city, was approved in 1935.
The centre of the city part, the restored Sloterplas (dredged till 30 meters
deep) and its surroundings, were designed by Hans Warnau between 1935
and 1955 and functioned as the sand supply to change the former polder in
a tabula rasa to construct the new city part on top of it. Such a Sloterplas is
very attractive, but it’s surprising how less the designers used this. As a start
a huge ‘business area’ was projected at the east side of the Sloterplas, which
was entirely confiscated by a water purification installation, which is now replaced by new housing construction. A park, swimming pool, sail centre and
small harbour are present. That was, however, the least one could do. An
integration of city and water was never really realised4. Whether it is summer,
autumn or winter, it is always an empty, unreachable centre of the plan without any social or political value, it is space for space, emptiness for emptiness,
centre for the centre5.
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Illustration I.3.4: Plan of the Amsterdamse Bos and photograph from the ‘60’s

In reply to the shortage of houses after WW II the municipality of Amsterdam
wanted to produce 50,000 new houses between 1949 and 19596. The garden
cities, actually a misleading name, were realised within the framework of the
AUP. The plan provided radial extensions of the city with some large green
lobes in between, such as the Amsterdamse Bos. In a S-curve succession
four districts with district centres were designed around the Sloterplas, which
functions more as a fill-in in the city part, a green core and actually forced the
creation of new dwelling districts with centres and green edges. Successively
they were:
• Slotermeer (1951)
• Geuzenveld (1953)
• Slotervaart (1954)
• Osdorp (1957).
Afterwards Buitenveldert (1958) followed and formed together with Amstelveen the southern lobe of the Amsterdam agglomeration7. In Slotermeer
a green setup and Garden City Thoughts were still dominant, but in later districts like Slotervaart just construction of houses for workers was dominant.
The choice for concentrating lower income groups in the western expansion
was the result of the expected locations for the working areas; like the harbours and the connected industries in the north. The west was just meant
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Hellinga, 2005, p.24
Hellinga, 2005, p.41
van der Cammen and de Klerk, 2003, p.113
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Veldhuis in Hoekstra, de Josselin de Jong and Meyer et al, 2006, p.231
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de Boer and Lambert, 1985, p.50 and from meeting with Anita Blom of the RACM on 12.08.06
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Illustration I.3.5: Dwelling building numbers for West as planned in 1953 and aerial
picture of Slotervaart towards the Sloterplas

for the worker’s class, without employment amenities and just for living. Distances between working and living fields, but also between the old city centre
to the furthest point in the area were determined by cycling distances, with
routes in green zones and resting places along the routes8. The AUP was
executed after the war, but not structurally adapted to new developments.
After the war the car came up and this was not really taken into account, for
example by planning parking places in the streets. By origin it was a cyclist
and tram based plan, however the work out plans for public transport were
neither sufficient9. Amsterdam West, called Nieuw West, was not suiting the
spatial layout of the pre-war period, but the main street patterns/lines, like
the Postjesweg, are connecting to the ones of the old city part within the A10
ring10. This can be seen in the map of 1953, in which the A10 was not yet
planned as a highway (the north south street located to the east of the parallel railway). Furthermore a connection to the surrounding landscape was to
be preserved11.

Illustration I.3.6: Hook/yard parcelling types as can be found in Amsterdam West

The AUP was and is always emphasised as being a CIAM plan. Indeed open
strip parcelling is applied, but rationalism has conducted more to mass forms
than to a liberating living environment. In later phases car traffic got a higher
priority above human development chances. Measured to the criteria of the
Community Thought the districts have been organised rather badly. Attractive and well organised district centres, as well as good planned stops for the
public transport are lacking12. After the open strip parcelling, the Amsterdam
south-eastern district the Watergraafsmeer initiated hook based parcelling;
it was applied to the maximum for the whole AUP and in West, resulting in
several stamp and ensemble types.
Trees were never coupled to the function of parking and its design, but more
as single elements connected to the surrounding architecture and street profiles (see further), as was also done in Pendrecht. Prefab concrete bridges
were used, such as in Slotervaart.

Illustration I.3.7: Prefab concrete bridges as here in Slotervaart

Between 1952 and 2006 many people established themselves in West. Now
approximately 130,000 people live there. That is 15% of the total population
of Amsterdam and more than the inhabitant number of medium cities such as
Arnhem, Amersfoort or Leiden13.
References:
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11. Veldhuis in Hoekstra, de Josselin de Jong and Meyer et al, 2006, p.234
12. de Boer and Lambert, 1985, p.50
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Cultural History and its value
Intro
In this part I will deepen out some changes and additions on the higher scale
level of the AUP and in special the Western Garden Cities and later more on
the district of Slotervaart. The changes resulting from restructuring projects
will be clarified in the restructuring chapter.

Big scale AUP and the total Western Garden Cities
As seen in the aerial pictures Amsterdam has grown a lot in 75 years. The
number of inhabitants went from 838.000 in 1950 to a maximum from around
961.000 in 1980 and a drop again to 743.104 inhabitants per 1st of January
200714. The maps successively indicate the size and dimensions of Amsterdam
from 1949, 1961, 1969, 1988 and 2006, showing that the Western Garden
Cities were developed according to the AUP till 1980, but gradually are swallowed by their surroundings and the addition of new housing areas outside
the plan on former market-gardening districts like in the Sloter-/Riekerpolder, called Nieuw Sloten, in De Eendracht called Geuzenveld West or in the
Middelveldsche Akerpolder/Sloten, called De Aker, which were mainly built to
keep the middle class, the average inhabitants in the city15. Also the Cornelis
Lelylaan is not developed by the original ideas, while new housing areas of
Osdorp have occupied the original reservation strip for its extension (see arrow in I.3.11)

Illustration I.3.9: Maps of Amsterdam of 1949, 1961, 1969, 1988 and 2006

Figure I.5: Number of inhabitants of Amsterdam16

As mentioned in the earlier chapters a lot of things changed in society, the city
part, its demography and use. Most obvious is the ‘white escape’, the huge
immigration of foreigners, initiated by the people from Suriname and later in
the 70’s and ‘80’s by the Turkish and Moroccans17 (Amsterdam has now 177
nationalities, which is the most of all cities in the world), an one-sided housing stock and lower occupant densities, in relative small houses of which most
only have a ground surface of around 60 square meters. For the outdoor space
bigger new houses (often twice as big) demand more space, just as the norms
for parking, a demand for ground fixed dwellings have led to a huge privatising of public space18.
The AUP of 1935 was revised twice, in 1958 for the north and in 1965 for the
south(east) including the Bijlmermeer project19. The hook parcelling initiated
in Watergraafsmeer and communal gardens with separate plant blocks and
multi coloured plant fields designed by Mien Ruys also went through a change.
In multiple aspects the basics of the AUP are changed in the design of the
Western Garden Cities, such as lower densities and roads which are executed
in different levels or transformed into highways, such as the A10 West20. In my
meeting with Eric van der Kooij of the Dienst Ruimtelijke Ontwikkeling, who
was the secretary of the Quality team of Bureau Parkstad, we discussed the
cultural historical approach. He worked on a Cultural Historical Value Map accompanied by a report, called the Parels van Nieuw West, in which items were
taken into account such as reasons, guidelines onto stamp level and criteria
to asses important buildings. These were not estimated on building technical
issues, but on esthetical level with classes for appreciation, such as looks of
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facades. For the outdoor space this was much more difficult, but he mentioned
he preferred the areas in which low-rise dwellings were built. He furthermore
pointed out that preservation is not the first assignment, but development for
the future with respect to original, basic concepts, with items like the hierarchy of the networks and the ongoing green image, and to up-date this to the
nowadays demands.

Small scale in the district of Slotervaart
In 2005 Maili Blauw wrote the book De stad is nooit af21 about the existence and development of the city part Slotervaart from the AUP till the urban
renewal, which provide a nice overview of the developments in the area. I
also had a meeting with Patrick Tramper, who is a designer working in the
Stadsdeelkantoor Slotervaart concerned with the green elements and public
spaces in the district of Slotervaart. On the 1st of January 2007, in Slotervaart
lived 44.570 inhabitants out of the 743.104 for the total city on 11,14 square
kilometre surface with 9,43 square kilometre of land, resulting in a population density of 4652 inhabitants per square kilometre22. By texts and illustrations, I will clarify some important elements with cultural historical value and
significance for the city part, based on literature, meetings and my own field
analyses.
In 1952 the City of Amsterdam started with raising of land in the northern
part and digging a new 30 meter wide canal as replacement for the centuries old canal from Sloten to Amsterdam, called the Slotervaart, of which the
name for the city part is derived from23. In Slotervaart was also started with
building more expensive houses in the shape of small neighbourhoods with

Illustration I.3.13:Old map with Slotervaart and rowing track of Amsterdamse Bos
(left), present Slotervaart towards the east (right)

Illustration I.3.10: Old sketches for
communal gardens of Mien Ruys in
Frankendael, changes see photographes

Illustration I.3.11: Photograph Nieuw
Sloten and later expansions of Amsterdam West capture the Garden Cities,

References and translation:
Illustration I.3.12: Cultural historical map focusing on architecture, called Parels of
Nieuw West
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Illustration I.3.14: The city part of Slotervaart, 2006

21. De stad is nooit af in English: The city is never finished
22. From www.os.amsterdam.nl/tabel/7780/, visited on 13/11/07
23. Blauw, 2005, p.33
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villa’s24 (point 1 in the map). Especially people living here were repellent to
social control and here and in low-rise dwelling areas the oldest inhabitants
can still be found25. In 1984 the City of Amsterdam wanted to gain the permission to organize the Olympic Games of 1992 and assigned to develop the new
neighbourhood of Nieuw Sloten as the Olympic Village26 (I.3.11 and point 2 in
the map). In the ‘90’s the Plan Oostoever (point 3 in the map) for the former
water sewer plant was executed with re-using old elements and re-introduction of enclosed building blocks which historically don’t suit the original open
parcelling types, but more the nowadays demand for privatised areas.
During construction time generally many fast growing Populus were planted
directly on the sand layer as done all over the Netherlands to get fast high
elements in the districts. Next to this in West a lot of Ulmus, Populus and Tilia
species were planted. After 50 years many did not really grow normally, especially the Tilia ones planted in the pavement. Most of the trees were chopped
because of old age or diseases (Ulmus) and often not replaced or when done
by other species27. Nowadays more effort is put into the development possibilities for the trees by planting them in special sand and adding nutrition.

Some significant and cultural historical important elements for the architectonic elements as well as the outdoor space are, like the:
• Public space around the ground fixed building blocks, called the Bakhuizen van den Brinkhof, which functions as wedges in a transition to the park
zone of the Sloterplas; the layout is planned with two rows of houses in a
triangular shape with the front doors along the living street and the back
gardens of the opposing row connecting to communal spaces, no dense
fences are used to give a fluent transition from the private to the collective
spaces with only grass and a single tree28; this all to provide overview on
the public spaces as a social control mean (see map point 1, I.3.18 and
I.1.30)
• Flats along the Commeniusstraat, next to the Cornelis Lelylaan with their
inner yards are built according to the fast building Airey-system. These
are four, seven or twelve storey high living flats, positioned from north to
south for good light inside the apartments and amenities on the ground
floors of the northern heads29 (see map point 2 and I.3.19)
• ‘Zaagtand’-dwellings30, characterised by their low-rise saw tooth like
layout orientated around inner yards as experimental building method in
contrast to the repetition mass-production method (see map point 3 and
I.3.20)
• Smaller neighbourhood centres and single stores on the heads of building trips, which are slowly vanishing or not really functioning anymore as
they were originally planned, for example along the Johan Huizingalaan
in the north and the Staalmanplein in the south (see map points 4 and 5
and I.3.21)
• Inner yards at the Anton Waldorpstraat and Charles Leickertstraat with
the old playing grounds by Aldo van Eyck (see map point 6 and I.3.22).

Illustration I.3.15: Plan map for Oostoever of 1990, aerial photograph of 2000 and
renewal of the given sewer plant into new housing

References and translation:

Illustration I.3.16: Wrong or badly grown trees in streets
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Illustration I.3.17: Slotervaart and points for extra attention
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Zaagtand in English: Saw tooth
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Illustration I.3.18: Bakhuizen van den Brinkhof past 1961 and present

Illustration I.3.21: Smaller amenities along the Huizingalaan or centres, like here at the
Staalmanplein past 1960 and present

Illustration I.3.19: Flats along the Commeniusstraat past 1960 and 1963 and present

Illustration I.3.22: Inner yards at the Anton Waldorpstraat past 1961 and 1968 and
present

From my own field analysis and the meeting with Patrick Tramper some social
changes and problems can be analysed. In the area there is a number of cars
for which originally no space was designed for. Other things are a lot of mess
on the streets and signs of vandalism such as broken glass, graffiti or even
tortured trees and so on. General unsafe places are coming up, even at public
amenities, resulting for instance in private guards at the train station of Amsterdam Lelylaan, as was reported on the national news on the 13th of June
2007. Street signs to tell everyone what to do and what not to do and lost
transitions from public to private gardens are common. But as many people
think, vandalism is not from these days and happened also in the ‘50’s and
‘60’s already31.

Illustration I.3.20: Zaagtand-dwellings in Anton Petershof past 1958 and 1961 and
present
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Groups of mainly Moroccan kids that hang around coming from large families
with small incomes and small living houses are gathering in the streets. Management and maintenance of outdoor spaces is worse than in former days,
and depends largely on the motivation of maintenance teams, what can be
noticed when one moves through the district. Frequently management is not
integral and therefore seems to be different everywhere. Satellite dishes are
seen all over the facades of the buildings, while in fact the Stadsdeelkantoor
wants to join them on the roofs of flats, but one should be careful with this in

Reference:
31. Hellinga, 2005, p.53
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regard to the integration of immigrants, so whether it is desirable or not is an
important issue.
This last issue is hard to deal with while the immigrant population feels often
threatened by native occupants and the forces of the law. The district of Slotervaart is often in the news, such as with the murder on a school on the 11th
of October 2007, a murder of a Muslim in the police office of Slotervaart on
the 15th of October 2007 and major riots caused by these events, resulting
in burned down cars and violence. The municipality was fearing for the same
kind of riots such as in the suburbs of Paris from some years ago, as said on
the news on the 26th of October 2007. A surprising reaction on this was the
news on the 27th of October 2007, that two mothers, one native and one
immigrant, went on the streets in a peace demonstration to report that the
district is not as bad as everybody says.

Illustration I.3.24: Traces of vandalism to trees, here the bark is totally removed

Illustration I.3.25: Lost transitions between public and private by fencing

Illustration I.3.23: Traces of vandalism to architecture and street furniture
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Restructuring
Intro
The restructuring of the Western garden Cities and Slotervaart is a hot issue
in the media. The city part is on the 56-wijkenaanpak list and the newer 40wijken list of Vogelaar. A lot of information can be gathered, but I will focus
on some clear information from the book Onrust in Park en Stad, stedelijke
vernieuwing in de Amsterdamse Westelijke Tuinsteden32 from 2005 by Helma
Hellinga, a sociologist from the UvA and the meetings I had with Eric van der
Kooij from the Central city and the former (Quality Team of) Bureau Parkstad
to work on the Spatial Policy Framework and the resulting Quality Framework
ParkStad. He wrote the brochure Stedelijke Vernieuwing als leerproces33 in
2006 to look back on the restructuring process till now and as a request from
the Van Eesteren-Fluck-Lohuizenstichting he worked on a cycling map, called
Nieuw West, on which all the plans are indicated together with routes to visit
them. Another information source is my meeting with Patrick Tramper from
Stadsdeelkantoor Slotervaart, where de Josselin de Jong, to whom I referred
to earlier, is also working one day per week.

Illustration I.3.26: The Schotse Ruit of by Anne Vos, based on a Mondriaan painting

Big scale AUP and the total Western Garden Cities
Wouter Veldhuis, from MUST Stedenbouw worked a lot on the Western Garden Cities, says that, based on the AUP and the construction of the western
Garden Cities public space can be described in five different ways, which are
all present at the same time and can be a base for the restructuring approach,
such as34:
• Structuring, the spatial essence of design determined by the three network systems, roads, parks, town canals and the inner laying building
fields
• Esthetical, as the transition from the old plan of Berlage on the east of
the A10, to the new layout and huge numbers of flat blocks
• Social-transparent, a base of Elementarism, not the single objects, but
relationships between them are important, but also the emptiness of the
Sloterplas
• Collective, the rise of strip parcelling, and later courtyard parcelling, each
yard is a composition in which dwelling types, parcelling, private space,
collective space and public space are connected in a subtle but indissoluble
way
• Fluent space, everywhere references to the city or surrounding landscape are made, by networks of green and roads.
The grass represents the landscape and the concrete 30x30 tiles represent
the city35.
Bureau ParkStad
In 1994, the research on the restructuring started, resulting in the report
Parkstad. Een veelzijdig perspectief voor de Westelijke Tuinsteden36, by Anna
Vos. She respected the older qualities and researched what constitutes the
garden city. She introduces the Schotse Ruit37, based on the built garden
cities, not on the AUP or theoretical models. The Schotse Ruit is a consistency of infrastructural lines, architectonic and green faces (red and green),
to provide to play with the interior systems of red, blue, green and black38, so
it is a combination of main structures and fill-ins of the inner fields, just as a
Mondriaan painting.
In 1999 the Bureau ParkStad was founded to guard the renewal based on the
Schotse Ruit. From a higher scale level it functions as process manager and
has its own board, the Bestuurlijk Overleg ParkStad (BOP)39, consisting of the
city part office governors and city counsellors of the central city. The city part
offices and the joining of 13 corporations in three consortia (Far West, Prospect Amsterdam and Westwaarts) do the construction works. But there is still
a gap in between these three levels which has to be solved just as 50 years
ago, although schemes were made for the cooperation for the development
plans (see appendix I.8a). Next to this there lacks a project team for the main
structures even though this is the approach of Park City40. Until the summer
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of 2007, when Bureau ParkStad was closed again, they were concerned with
the vision development and smoothening the process of renewal41. While now
renewal is started also a new scheme has been made to indicate the working
process (see appendix I.8b).
The issues about restructuring such as social renewal, economical renewal,
living, surrounding and environment, money and information supply were reported in 2001 in the document Richting Parkstad 2015 and until 2006 this
was up-dated and evaluated every year in annual reports. In here also numbers of dwellings to be demolished, renovated, sold or newly built till 2015 are
around 11.000 above the existing 54.000 to get 65.000 dwellings in 2015.
Social rental

Expensive rental

Owner-occupied

Total

2000

41.000

5.000

8.000

54.000

Demolishment

-13.300

0

0

-13.300

Renovation

-800

+800

0

0

Sales

-3.500

0

+3.500

0

Newly to construct

+5.600

+4.200

+14.500

+24.300

2015

29.000

10.000

26.000

65.000

Figure I.6: Dwelling numbers for renewal42

The renewal by Bureau ParkStad was initiated by a development map in which
15 renewal areas were assigned according to three phases towards 2015,
which is up-dated along the process. Each of the 15 renewal areas got a living
environment assigned, indicating densities and spatial typologies, from dense
near the city to opening up at the borders43. The renewal plans were worked
in work-out plans and building plans, resulting in a multiplicity of plans. The
main goals of the development plan were strengthening the main structures
and a differentiation of living environments.
The Bureau made several maps on the main structures, such as the Playing
fields for Sports multiple scale levels. For green and water, a water structure,
tree structure and green structure plan were made. For Traffic and Transportation Plan of ParkStad made a car plan, public transport plan and a cyclist plan
were produced44. In the Nota Herziening Richting ParkStad45 from 2006 these
were all integrated and important edges and walls were added, accompanied
with a profile book, but again no execution programs were added46. Next too
the Cultural Historical Value map of the buildings, spatial outdoor accents
were mapped in formal and informal network maps. Later the 2006 the informal map is deepened out in a social cultural map. For the A10 and Sloterplas
separate plans are made47.
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Illustration I.3.27: Renewal areas old 2001 (left) and new 2006 (right)

Illustration I.3.30: Water network (left) and Car network (right)

Illustration I.3.33: Formal (left) and informal (right) network

Illustration I.3.28: 15 renewal areas, 45 execution plans and 60 building plans

Illustration I.3.31: Public transport network (left) and Cycling network (right)

Illustration I.3.34: New network for socio-cultural amenities

Illustration I.3.29: Green network (left) and Tree Structure network (right)

Illustration I.3.32: Revised Integral Network Map of 2006 (left) and approach for edges
(right)

Illustration I.3.35: Separate plan for the A10 as major element
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For the fields ten different living environments were thought out, characterized by new futuristic designs, architecture and new types of enclosed buildings blocks, such as the urban villa, patio dwellings and semi-detached lowrise48. But these were not really effective in their workout to differentiate the
living environment and to work out in the renewal plans, such as the urban
villa49. So in the revision in 2006 they were diminished to three new urban
ones, adjusted to the position along major traffic routes and green/blue qualities. Each got new accents concerning density, building typology, typology
of public space and the degree of paid parking. These are accompanied by a
‘Spacemate’ in which building block typologies are distinguished by densities
in FSI, GSI, OSR50 and the number of building layers51. Van der Kooij emphasises on the importance of the consistency in the total structure, not on
individual architecture. The total vision within the fields starts from the stamp,
multiple stamps make an ensemble, multiple ensembles make a neighbourhood and multiple neighbourhoods make a district and for each scale level
handouts should be given. Goal is to preserve the proportions in the schemes
in restructuring, just as the ideas and compositions of neighbourhoods.

Illustration I.3.36: Building blocks of the fields (building/stamp/ensemble/strips/field)

Illustration I.3.37: Ten old living environments (left top) to three new ones (left below)
with their new suiting building typologies (right)

Dilemma about demolishment, differentiation of demography and
housing stock
Renewal is differentiation of inhabitants, dwellings and living environment.52
While in Amsterdam West 11.000 dwellings have to be dealt with in the restructuring here again the dilemma of demolishment is rising, especially concerning the social rental houses, which will decrease from 76% to 45%53. In
the beginning the Schotse Ruit with the undefined fields is often considered as
a license to demolish whole fields54. In the third phase of the renewal plans,
the living fields with the exact number of 11.000 dwellings to demolish, is also
revised and now more an estimation is given, varying from 9.000 to 15.000
dwellings55. The major demolishment of houses and densification in the transition zone of the A10 is applied for the development of a business strip along
the A10.
Demolishment and new housing construction is good for differentiation of the
housing stock and demography, such as attracting the middle class families,
but 30% of social rental houses have to be rebuild56 and we saw already in
the newly built VINEX-district Leidsche Rijn in Utrecht (see appendix I.7),
that social cohesion is not improved by differentiation, just as many scientist
question themselves. Social cohesion is actually a discussion of homogeneity versus heterogeneity. Perhaps the huge amount of foreigners can be seen
as a homogeneous group but this not desirable and is therefore often used
as a false excuse for demolishment and renewal57. Nio and Reijndorp already
mentioned, that space belongs to nobody, but privatizing of public space and
changed demography, leads to enclosed units and building blocks, so it should
be questioned, whether this is the way to get people in the streets again58.
Inhabitants and Cooperation
Inhabitants are more revolting against the mass demolishment and should
be taken more into account in restructuring. Especially older inhabitants are
fearing the mass scale of demolishing as gets clear again in appendix I.6.
This is mainly caused by the provision of bad or false information and no
rights to interact with or to change plans. In comparison to city renewal of
the ‘70’s now often no temporary and even new housing possibilities are offered, which actually is often presented in the information evenings. Since the
‘90’s neighbourhood papers with news reports and own websites are set up
to bundle occupants to fight for their rights and to give a contribution to the
improvement of the living environment, such as Stichting Eigenwijks in Slotervaart/Overtoomse Veld. Also items such as neighbourhood fathers in the
Moroccan society are aspects to improve the living environment just as letting
youth helping in demolishing houses. The Johan Cruijff football fields, Brede
Scholen and Zorgknooppunten can enhance the cohesion of people with their
living environment and each other. Wouter Veldhuis also proposes to integrate
a green tax in the rent that provides funding for maintenance and a higher
attention to the surroundings by the occupants.
City part offices work on the renewal plans, but have not enough expertise
available. Consortia, functioning as project developers have much power in
execution, but do not know about the total vision of city, and work often just
with loose sketches with fashionable architecture59.
This was quite evident when Far West blew the whistle on Wouter Veldhuis
for his plans for Slotermeer-Buurt 5 and Geuzenveld Zuid, while he took the
inhabitants into account, but the consortium just wanted a demolition plan of
50%60. Still every stakeholder starts working on his own, despite the efforts
by Bureau ParkStad to organize the process from top to bottom.
On the website www.koersnieuwwest.amsterdam.nl information about the
process of renewal can be found.
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Examples
I will mention some examples about the green/blue core, the green/blue network on the city part scale level and the translation onto lower scale levels and
the fill-in of the living fields, together with some detail scale examples.
The Sloterpark, The green core of the Sloterplas
As mentioned before the Sloterplas is the central base of the Western Garden
Cities from which the sand for the tabula rasa approach was distracted from.
After 50 years this major element needs some revision too, mainly while it
offers good possibilities, which till now were hardly used. In 2003 H+N+S got
the design assignment by the BOP to make a Master plan for the area including the parks around it and construction started from 200661. The Master plan
increases the user possibilities of the park, creates more differences between
parts of the park and visually attaches the park to the polder landscape at the
west of the garden cities by routes and new waterways. This is done by changing the orientation of the present sport fields and raising water levels together
with the development of a nature park and natural transitions. For the more
urban edges the urban walls will border the park. The edges of the total park
will be strengthened by avenues with (double) tree rows and highlighting of
height differences62.

Illustration I.3.43: Edges by architetcture and materials for the route

Illustration I.3.39: Sloterplas present and propsed planting

The unique qualities of the Sloterplas itself are better exploited, by creating
more orientation lines to the lake, renovation and addition or new amenities
and by the construction of a continuing walking/cycling/skating route with a
uniform profile around the lake, called the Rondje Sloterplas. This is reached
by the choice of the pavement material, distance marks and a particular
treatment of the central reservation strip between the two paths by flower
meadows, grass with spring bulbs and forest plants63. As one can see in the
planting plans a lot planting is taken out, but Patrick Tramper mentioned in
my meeting with him, that this was actually done far too late. Also the sand
which remains from the restructuring projects in Slotervaart will be dumped
in the park zones.

Illustration I.3.40: Sloterplas present and proposed routes

Illustration I.3.44: Masterplan Sloterplas by H+N+S

Illustration I.3.41: Sloterplas present and proposed water patterns

References:
Illustration I.3.38: Sloterplas and orientation towards other major green elements in
Amsterdam
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Illustration I.3.42: Sloterplas present and proposed zoning

61. Harsema et al, 2004, p.114 and Feddes, 2003, p.3
62. Harsema et al, 2004, p.115-116
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Green/blue network and tree structure
The main tree structure and the green network lines also have to be up-dated
for the next 30-50 years, especially while it is a main structural element in the
original and present structure, made clear in the Schotse Ruit of Anne Vos.
The continuity of long lanes capsulated by tree rows provides consistency
and a grip on the horizon. In 2002, the document Bomenstructuurplan Nieuw
West by Office Veenenbos and Bosch Landscape Architects in cooperation with
Bureau Parkstad was finished. This plans served as a communal policy framework for the Quality Team ParkStad, development of the renewal areas, urban
re-profiles and the execution of the tree policy of the city parts64. The tree plan
is now part of the earlier mentioned integral network map and original ideas
are implemented in the new vision.
Although no street is the same in Nieuw West, still the roads have a recognisable character, while trees were originally planted according to some fixed
principles such as65:
• Trees at the outer sides of the streets
• Tramways in the middle creating symmetrical profiles
• Free positioned cycling paths lay under double rows of trees creating a
green tunnel effect
• Waterways are accompanied by multiple rows of trees often only on one
side
• At special places, where major lines of the formal network cross each
other or end, special points are created, roundabouts or fields with an
abundance of trees.
After 50 years things went wrong in the process of maintaining the clear
profiles, such as the earlier mentioned replacement of the original tree species, such as Populus, Tilia and Ulmus species by old age or diseases. Or their
degradation caused by projects for re-profiling roads, the lack of budgets and
project boundaries result in small adaptations instead of along the whole major roads. This is even enlarged by incidental adaptations for nowadays traffic
measurements, such as speed reducing elements, extra parking places, again
not applied on the full length of streets and densification of buildings results
often in bad conditions for tree growth. All of this is threatening the preservation of consistency in the tree structure66.

Illustration I.3.46: Changes by new species, phased reprofiling or speed bumps

Illustration I.3.48: Tree structure present

The cultural history of the tree structure can be clarified by three maps. Since
the execution of the plan by Van Eesteren, the green structure changed from
clear green strips in a strict grid to a system with more hierarchy, wide lanes
and town canals. Next to extra new housing additions, such as De Aker, also
within the area new housing projects have been executed, resulting in new
profiles for higher car densities, cutting and replanting of trees. In the future
every city part will renew the tree stock, most often in phased projects67.
The starting points of the Bomenstructuurplan are based on the typologies of
varying lines in Nieuw West. For each type characteristics, one or two characteristic profile are sketched and the description of species to be used. The
typology is an idealized image and has to be worked out in the execution to
suit every specific location. In respect to the application of trees the typology is based on items, such as the structure, the town planning scheme, the
size, the width of street profiles determine the number of rows of trees and
the sizes and the original characteristics mentioned above. The clarity of the
ongoing lines is the main goal and this can only be reached by a huge way of
continuity68.

Illustration I.3.49: Tree structure future
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Illustration I.3.45: Original principles for planting trees in Amsterdam West
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Illustration I.3.47: Tree structure past
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In the tree plan six street and tree planting types are distinguished, the69:
• Stadslanen, the city lanes; most often the originally strongly accentuated main access roads of the total area, from around 60 to 70 meter
wide; they have a broad profile, a green central reservation strip (with
bus or tram ways), double rows of trees at both sides and buildings at a
distance
• Stadswegen, the city roads; another type of the main roads, but with
a smaller profile, less than 60 meters; they have twice one row of trees,
one row and a double rows on the other side or twice double rows at both
sides; these are the 50 km roads, the access roads for the several city
parts with two traffic lanes and regular parking amenities for the amenities
along the roads, orientated on the road; the sides are often paved, influencing the growth possibilities, cycling lanes are on the roads or separate
• Parkways; these are the widest roads in Nieuw West; trees are not positioned in rows but stand randomly placed in green wide sides; this item is
only found three times in the area, such as the President Allendelaan in the
Sloterplas area and the Cornelis Lelylaan in Slotervaart; the roads have
four traffic lanes and give a impression of the outer city area
• Singels, town canals; besides the roads the water elements are also
restructured; their wideness refers to the former polder landscape; often
trees are planted only at one side separately or in multiple rows with walking paths under them creating asymmetrical profiles
• Special points; these are functioning as orientation points, the roundabouts, major crossings, bridges, fields or quays; the trees determine the
image and are planted in rows, blocks or solitary in space with good growing possibilities while these are green open places; here major park trees
sometimes with special inflorescence autumn colours or crone shape can
be applied
• Cultural historical ribbons; in the area some old countryside roads van be
found; they will have a small profile with single rows of trees along it with
less space, characteristic side waterways and old buildings make them
extra recognizable.
For choosing the tree species for the varying principle profiles five starting
points are made, for instance the choice for first degree sized trees with round
or oval shaped crowns, native species, space for rooting of at least 25 cubic
meters, less maintenance by less cutting and the spot, in pavement or grass.
Furthermore some general principles have to be taken into account, such as
the70:
• Distances to the facades
• Trees which root in a superficial way need more space, so in green
• Special tree sand for good nutrition
• Only using cultivars when the sustainability is threatened
• Trees which can suffer some damage
• Quality of the plants, mainly determined by the intensity of the rooting
• Resistance against diseases and plagues
• Height of the crown has to be above eight meters for traffic continuation,
so no trees with hanging branches, maybe only along the water ways
• No huge fruit production
• Species which can deal with the major winds and the protection against
salt used for the roads in winter times.
A list of the proposed species, which suit the profile typologies and the basic
growing principles can be found in appendix I.9.

Illustration I.3.50b: Stadsweg

Illustration I.3.50c: Parkway

Illustration I.3.51: Tree structure plan Nieuw West

Illustration I.3.50d: Singel

Illustration I.3.50e: special points
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Illustration I.3.50a: Stadslaan
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Illustration I.3.50f: Cultural historical ribbons

69. Veenenbos en Bosch Landschapsarchitecten, 2002, p.26-31 and Projectbureau Parkstad, 2003,
p.48
70. Veenenbos en Bosch Landschapsarchitecten, 2002, p. 34-35
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The living fields
The first pilot projects where the renewal for the fields was started were the
Zuidwestkwadrant in Osdorp, the Geuzenveld-Buurt Ne9en in Geuzenveld/
Slotermeer, where for instance Wouter Veldhuis worked on and in Overtoomse
Veld-Noord Slotervaart/Overtoomse Veld (locations see I.3.27) I will mention
the Zuidwestkwadrant for its enclosure of the public gardens and transitions
from public to private. Overtoomse Veld-Noord will be discussed in the Slotervaart chapter below.
The base for the renewal of the Zuidwestkwadrant in Osdorp was preserving
and strengthening of the original structure as made by Van Eesteren in the
AUP of 1934, so with ongoing green and free masses. To reach this a thorough
analysis of the original design, clear judgements concerning the possibilities of
the original town planning and architecture and the position of the district in
the city is needed, while it is now swallowed by the new extensions of the city.
Endry van Velzen from De Nijl Architecten, the landscape architect Michael
van Gessel and architect Henk van Schagen used the original ideas as a base,
by which no consolidations were made, but is chosen for a contemporary approach, based on the position of the district and the nowadays demand for
differentiation, densification, safety and sustainable investments. The integral
approach consists of a combination of demolition, the construction of new
housing, renovation of dwellings and the redesign of the public space71.
The town planning scheme of Van Velzen from De Nijl Architecten is characterized by a combined strategy of ‘verstedelijken’ en ‘verparken’72. This means
densification along the existing traffic and public transport routes and concentration and improvement of the existing green. While the green network
of which the Zuidwestkwadrant is part of is swallowed by (economical) centres, Van Velzen has tried to accentuate the edges to strengthen the position
of the district, by an approach of edges, living fields, green strips and city
streets, comparable to the WUR/VROM Approach and the vision of ParkStad. The southern edge is accentuated by a water park with four new tower
blocks. The eastern edge with the demolishment of a strip of senior dwellings
and two portico-storey flats is replaced by a city park with clear separations
between public, semi-public and private areas. From this park green strips go
into the area of which two are passing through the heightened cut outs of the
renovated porch storey buildings blocks of Complex 50 (see pictures). These
building blocks are renovated by Van Schagen Architects and are up-dated
into sustainable buildings with new facades, better heating and recycling of
warmth. The former apartments are changed in newer and bigger ones, by
joining them or by adding new layers together with elevators. The demolition
part for the enlarged eastern park edge is accentuated by De 3 Wachters from
De Nijl Architecten, three new monumental building blocks which emphasize
the transition from living to green. These are building blocks with amenities at
the ground level, the use of sustainable energy methods and parking garages
under them73.
The approach for the huge ongoing green structure was the dilemma for Van
Gessel, who made a Masterplan for the Outdoor Space to respect the old
green structure. The typical open and collective concept of public space in
the AUP, in which the green space around the houses was always linked to
the green at a higher scale levels, such as parks and the central in the area
located Sloterplas, is the issue in the nowadays more and more privatized
society. The issue to transform public into private spaces is stimulated and to
clarify its transitions from dwelling to surrounding was already emphasized on
the Werkboek Woningdifferentiatie of 199574. This resulted also in a new parcelling scheme with far more private spaces, clear transitions between public
and private and changes in the original graduation of green elements75. In this
new parcelling scheme also the introduction of the enclosed building block is
clear, which is suitable according to van der Kooij, but in my opinion doesn’t
belong in the original concept of the building masses.
By height differences, pavements, hedges, low walls and fences, the different
areas are separated from each other. The most significant is the application of
three meter high fences by Rob Lubrechte, especially designed for the Zuidwestkwadrant to lock the collective inner yards, but also the main park in the
east. In this way Van Gessel says that security is guaranteed without affect-
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Illustration I.3.52: Plan map present with impression (left) and future (right)

Illustration I.3.53: Approaches by De Nijl for setup, edges and fields of public/private

Illustration I.3.54: Complex 50 (left), De Drie Wachters (middle), Fencing by Michael
van Gessel (right)

ing the visual coupling of the different scale levels of green, but the fences
dominate the street image76 and it is also questioned whether this is suiting
the original concept especially in the living fields, while no function is added
than just seeing green77.
A town planning supervisor monitors the development of the strategy for the
renewal of the Zuidwestkwadrant together with the supervisors Van Velzen
and Van Gessel. The importance of this is stressed on by Van der Kooij, while
the three succeeding models in which the total town planning scheme is
guarded should be maintained, although minor differences are made in the
process78. But in this project again the interaction with inhabitants is not really
clear. While in information meetings the corporations promise the social rental
occupants, that they will return after the demolishment and restructuring,
this is not the case and is just an argument to make sure that demolishment,
removal of lower incomes and replacing them with middle class incomes can
be executed79.
Another strange finding for me was that in 2005 Alterra did a research on the
participation of inhabitants in sustainable design and maintenance of green
outdoor spaces in this area, but nowhere in the ParkStad or other information
sources this can be retraced. In the Alterra-report 1187 is focused on variation
of in experience and identity of green by youngsters, the elderly and multiple
types of immigrants, who are often not seriously taken into account in the vision forming. Diminishing the barrier between the Municipality and the several
(lower) social classes, together with vision forming on multiple scale levels
was another goal80, but not securing their return in the area makes the results
and possibilities derived from this research questionable.
This issue is even more remarkable, while the municipality of Amsterdam
made a document called Een Amsterdamse benadering, which focuses on the
interaction with occupants and how they can be an additional help for the
maintenance of the outdoor spaces.
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Small scale in the district of Slotervaart
Introduction
From 1990 the Stadsdeelkantoren were instituted in the Western Garden Cities. I briefly mentioned them before and they are the stakeholders between
the Central City and Bureau ParkStad on one side and the Consortia and
inhabitants on the other side. The pavement and green elements are part of
their jobs just as the housing service for city parts and in restructuring first
the most deteriorated parts are dealt with. In the past no real consultation
between the stakeholders took place and a total green vision such as in ParkStad was lacking, but this is getting more and more important to guarantee
the main lines in restructuring from top to bottom, with the hottest issues as
the holiness of the trees and the parking dilemma (1 to 0,8 per dwelling depending on owner occupied or rental). Supervisors are instituted to guard this
whole integral approach and work together with one designer per sub area,
also for the design of the outdoor spaces.
The department ‘Policy of the Sector City Part Works of Slotervaart’ assigned
Eco Consult, Groen, Milieu & Management to write the document Robuust,
Royaal, Rijk, Groenvisie 2007-202081 from 2007. this is the ‘highest’ policy
document regarding green in the city part of Slotervaart82. In a bird’s eye
perspective this document signifies the importance of green, based on items
such as83:
• Green as base for living quality
• Green an blue in symbiosis with red (buildings) en grey (roads)
• Green divided in structural green versus district and neighbourhood
green
• Focus on the use of green
• Respect for laws and rules for green
• Every tree at the right place
• Natural green as connections for plant and animal
• Surface water as long blue lines through the city
• Parks in which identity serves distinction
• Playing and green go hand in hand with each other
• Find the right balance between image and use for the highest quality
• For the environment the governors should function as the example
• Sport parks with clear green edges for the sportsmen and nature
• Allotment gardens as user function for man and nature
• School gardens for educational gardening
• Communication is essential for creating broad-based support and stress
on the importance of occupants in maintenance and construction.
To describe the current and desired identity of green a division is made in
structural green, the Robust Green (the lines and knots from the Schotse Ruit)
versus district and neighbourhood green, the Spacious Green (the fields from
the Schotse Ruit) and Rich Green (first phase renewal areas). District and
neighbourhood green is again subdivided, based on the present proportion

Illustration I.3.55: Division Robust, Royal and Rich and from top to bottom photographs
for each element
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in an area between the quantity of buildings/number of inhabitants and the
quantity of green84.
The position of the green approach is put in a scheme, which is a work out
of the schemes of Bureau ParkStad and adjusted to the City Part scale level
together with policies such as Groencompensatiebeleidsplan 2006, Kapvergunningenbeleid 2006 and the Kapverordening 200685, see appendix I.10 and
compare it mainly with appendix I.8a. An important issue is communication
with all stakeholders concerned, so86:
• Internally; other employees and departments (workshop, complete report spread, lunch reading, discussion of progress)
• Within the city part; politics and citizens (by means of participation,
popular versions/brochure/website, bicycle excursion/trips)
• Other city parts and municipal organisations (green afternoon, plan
spreads, introduces in regular discusses)
• Gearing with housing corporations (borders of maintenance and dealing
with complaints, proposition, explaining, finding cooperation).
Tramper mentioned that the selection of plant species in restructuring projects
is based on providing colours all year around in the element and bushes mainly till onemeter high, but this also depends on the maintenance institution,
while they want grass and asphalt as must as possible for the speed of working and lowering costs.

Illustration I.3.56: Present variety in street pavement and furniture, caused by time
(left); division in 50km/h, 30 km.h and special areas in the Leidraad 1 (right)

Part of the restructuring approach is the document Leidraad Openbare Ruimte,
deel 1 from 2005 (see also in appendix I.10). The starting point of the guide
is creating rest and unity, and consistency in the design of the public space
is, while by a calm layout can contrast with the diversity in the buildings.
Unity is reached by limiting the diversity of material, furniture, lighting, principle solutions and the result of limited maintenance costs. Sustainability and
maintenance are the main points in determining the choice of material and
furniture. In the past an unity was present, but by developments in the area
this image was lost and the restructuring process is the mean to restore and
up-date this unity.
The public space in Slotervaart can be divided into three area types. 50 km
streets with mainly a ‘flow function’ and less ‘stay function’, 30 km streets
with mainly a ‘stay function’ and special areas with an own unique identity88
and for the types of pavement to be applied I refer to the pictures or the Leidraad document itself. A distinction between the 50 and 30 km roads is made
for the pavement, but for furniture this is not done. Again standard elements
are used, but fences are applied as less as possible and when done then they
should suit the connected architecture89. For the special areas exceptions are
made for the design of the outdoor space90.
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per. The general conclusion was that planting of trees could be coupled to the
function of parking and its layout (which gives no problems in restructuring),
but that trees were dealt with as separate elements, more related to the surrounding architecture and outdoor space. The Bomentaal paper was a mean
to place trees in the policies of restructuring and to have arguments for the
propositions of placing and replacing trees for the design and use of the outdoor space, such as marking of playing grounds. The principles they found out
got type names, such as forest/park, square (square) contour, accent/head
block, façade rhythm, gate, solitaire, screen, block, caesuur (an ensemble
of trees for the pronunciation a place) and a repeating pattern in hook or Ushape relating to the parcelling, as all can be seen in the illustrations.

Illustration I.3.57: Pavement for 50km/h (left top), 30 km/h (left middle) and side
walks 50 and 30 km/h streets (left bottom); Right tree aureoles and water elements

Illustration I.3.58: Division of street furniture, assortment of new elements and right
below the Holhein armature of the ‘20’s-’40’s, not belonging in West

Tramper also mentioned that in restructuring all outdoor space is dealt with,
according to the principles of this catalogue. Some extra remarks he made
concern the light armatures, of which most will be restored in one type, the
Friso Kramer type, while older types are also found in Slotervaart, but they
actually belong to the ’20 to ‘40’s districts on the other side of the A10. The
construction of the waste deposit boxes is a big issue, while no parking places
as well as old and monumental trees should be sacrificed, but the maximum
distance to the dwellings is also 75 meter.
As mentioned in the 45-73 chapter and restructuring chapter, also on a lower
scale level than the major city scale level, trees were planted according to
several principles, such as shade working by different size and transparencies,
space forming, softening the heads or facades of buildings as initiated in Pendrecht Rotterdam and other cities. When I had my meeting with Tramper, he
mentioned they were also looking for tree planting principles on a lower scale
level, which can connect to the planting types of the Bomenstructuurplan of
Bureau ParkStad, but also the later determined Groenvisie. They found out
some principles used in Slotervaart and the Western Garden Cities, but this
was not common knowledge and by changes in tree plans and the areas, they
were not really clear anymore. These principles were put in the Bomentaal pa-
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Illustration I.3.61: Head blocks

Illustration I.3.59: The Bomentaal paper of Stadsdeel Slotervaart

Illustration I.3.62: Repeating elements

Illustration I.3.60:
Examples
Left top:
Repeating hooks
Left middle:
Repeating facades
Left bottom:
Gate
Right top:
Head blocks
Right bottom:
Screens
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Examples and working documents
For the examples I will work from top to bottom and will refer to the areas
mentioned in the cultural history chapter. The projects are executed by the
Project Bureau Urban Renewal of the city part Slotervaart in cooperation with
the involved corporations, united in the consortium Far West91. Tramper mentions that they try to use a green framework with a vision to architecture in
every project. In the Notitie Bewonersparticipatie Stedelijke Vernieuwing92 of
2005, the best effort is made to integrate the occupants in the implementation
plan, execution plan and phase, although Hellinga often mentioned this was
not really successful in all cases.

Illustration I.3.64: Areas to deal with (left) and Master Plan Outdoor Space (right)

Illustration I.3.63: Points of locations, which will be discussed

Overtoomse Veld, supervisor Roy Bijhouwer (area 1)
This was one of the pilot projects of Nieuw West. The main goal was to develop
a business strip along the A10, resulting in major demolishment, densification
(1300 dwellings gone and 2600 new ones), new building construction and a
loss of 90% to 50% of social housing93. In Overtoomse Veld too many small
dwellings were built, which are now located on too expensive grounds94. The
corporations united in Far West want to rebuild a lot of new low-rise dwellings,
which sell good, but are originally not belonging in this area. Again the issue
of the immigrants as a threat and cause for social problems is put forward
as arguments for mass demolishment and improvement of the area’s image. Although there are many social problems and risk of ghetto forming, the
neighbourhood father project was helping to solve this and the dwellings were
actually still quite good95. A Master plan for the public space has been made,
but is not really taken into account in the planning process by a priority framework and execution budget96. Tramper mentions that the goal was to create
unity and consistency in the public space and here the Bomentaal approach
was used for, while in time the space got a bit messy. Info points were put
up, such as info point De Branding and the information centre Far West, which
serves for all projects in Slotervaart97. In this area also a Brede School, called
El Kadisia (map point 2) is planned mainly for Islamic inhabitants.
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Illustration I.3.65: Start renewal at Jan Evertstenstraat (left top), Brede School El
Kadisia (left bottom), renewal of the courtyard at Anton Waldorpstraat (right)

For the restructuring of public space, I discussed one example with Tramper,
regarding the inner courtyards of the ensembles at the Anton Waldorpstraat
and Charles Leickertstraat (see illustration an map point 3) as mentioned in
the Cultural History part. In these yards there were several problems to be
solved, such as complaints by inhabitants about the dense vegetation, which
blocked the overview from the dwellings on the playing grounds and resulted
in unsafe feelings. To solve this trees were cut down or pruned, just as lowering the hedges and bushes to a maximum of 1 meter high. The old layout was
moreover preserved, but new plants (flowering bushes and one yearly flower
bulbs) and grass type fields are placed within the original structure. (beplantingskaarten Stadsdeel, vlakken beplanting)
A lot about the restructuring of Overtoomse Veld can be found on www.slotervaart.amsterdam.nl/stedelijke/overtoomse_veld.

Illustration I.3.66: Planting schemes from SDW Slotervaart for the Anton Waldorpstraat

References and translation:
91. From www.slotervaart.amsterdam.nl, visited on 2/12/07
92. Notitie Bewonersparticipatie Stedelijke Vernieuwing in English: Note for the participation of occupants in the Urban Renewal
93. Hellinga, 2005, p.165
94. Hellinga, 2005, p.172
95. Hellinga, 2005, p.170
96. van der Kooij, 2006, p.81
97. From www.slotervaart.amsterdam.nl, visited on 3/12/07
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Staalmanpleinbuurt/Delflandpleinbuurt (areas 4/5)
As Hellinga mentions the restructuring for this area was based on the socalled decay policy of the area, supported by (questionable) indicators such
as, work possibilities, living durations, ethnicity, income, unemployment and
safety issues which were actually not even present as put forward by the
inhabitants, at least not as in Overtoomse Veld. The real goal was the development of a business strip along the A10. The renewal plan was approved
in 2002, but work out plans were still lacking and are deepened out in later
phases. This project can be described as an example in which the occupants
stand opposite of the consortium Far West98. For the future image the Community Thought was apprehended and up-dated as a mean to solve all the
problems at a district level as long as enough differentiation and additions
were used. This was actually nonsense while for instance the occupants were
involved in the planning process, but they still mentioned they were excluded
despite the agreements99. I will deepen out some elements from the restructuring approaches.
The main document for my thesis in this are is the Plan Openbare Ruimte
Delflandpleinbuurt/Staalmanparkbuurt, Definitief concept of 2002 by Veenenbos en Bosch Landschaparchitecten. This provides a catalogue for the outdoor space, with materials, principle profiles and some details and focuses

Illustration I.3.68: Old plan map for the Delflandplein of 1961 and original qualities
such as a clear main layout and openness

Illustration I.3.71: Pillar Clear street plans with profiles

Illustration I.3.67: Plan map for renewal for left from railway Staalmanpleinbuurt and
right from railway Delflandpleinbuurt

Illustration I.3.69: Schematical lan map for the Outdoor Spaces

on squares, parks and living streets. It respects the old materials such as the
30x30 concrete tiles and baked bricks, but also introduces new elements such
as the wide pavement borders (see Leidraad) and a reduction in the number
of tree species with just Ulmus, Platanus and Tilia, transitions between private
and public spaces together with guidelines for the freedom to fill in the private
spaces100. The basic means for the transformation process of restructuring and
revitalizing are the clear main layout, openness, while now the neighbourhoods are internal orientated and this is even strengthened by the barriers of
the A10 West and the ring railway, differences and the mixing of functions.
The plan map is based on six pillars, namely the101:
• Embracement
• Clear street plan (focus on hierarchy of streets, cutting of barriers, parking, pavement, street trees, and waste collection)
• Many public spaces (Staalman park, Delflandplein, extra surface water
management, ecology and green compensation)
• Different living environments/fields (parking in buildings/park decks)
• Sports and play (dispersed over the area)
• Mixing of functions along the main streets.

References:

Illustration I.3.70: Pillar Embracement and profiles
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98. Hellinga, 2005, p.180-181
99. Hellinga, 2005, p.173 and 182
100. Harsema et al, 2004, p.102-103
101. Veenenbos and Bosch, 2002, p.28 and 30
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Illustration I.3.72: The other four pillars from left top to right bottom: Major outdoor
spaces, Different living environments, Sports and Play and Mixing of functions

A main revision in the town planning scheme are the five living fields with
clear transitions between private and public spaces. Private spaces are shut
off from the streets by half-sunk parking garages and fences102.
Three important projects are, at first the newly to construct Staalmanpark
(map point 6) with a lot of functions, including a pub with terraces on the old
small neighbourhood centre (see I.3.21), which will be demolished, just as
the surrounding blocks. Newly constructed building blocks will come along
the railway zone. This is suiting the vision of Slotervaart which indicate to let
amenities becoming extinct, as Tramper mentioned.
A second major project is the Delflandplein (map point 7) around the A10.
This is a hot issue, while the project is another example in which the occupants are standing opposite the developers, as Hellinga mentions in her book.
Information evenings are just one-way traffic and the occupants have the
impression they live at the ideal place so that’s the reason they have to move
for luxurious offices103. Although the website of Slotervaart offers some cooperation methods with the occupants (mainly for temporary housing during the
process), still Far West is pushing the developments just as in the Zuidwestkwadrant and the Buurt Ne9en in Slotermeer. The design for the heart of the
Delflandplein is made by the agency Kraaijvanger Urbis by the architects and
town planners Rob Ligtvoet en Donald Lambert104. It is characterized by new
buildings making a connection over the A10 and connecting the two sides next
to the A10 by a shortcut.
As the third project I mention the Noordstrook (map point 8) in which the
existing building blocks are replaced by semi-enclosed building blocks with
private internal gardens with different functions for densification purposes.
The whole area is approached in several material cost classes sand materials
are given, suiting the Leidraad.

Illustration I.3.76: Design for Delflandplein, top, model and view from A10

For more information about projects in the Delflandpleinbuurt/Staalmanparkbuurt I refer to the website www.slotervaart.amsterdam.nl/stedelijke/delflandplein and the Plan Openbare Ruimte Delflandpleinbuurt/Staalmanparkbuurt,
Definitief concept.

Illustration I.3.73: Division in tree species

Illustration I.3.77: Design for the Noordstrook, present situation (top), design (bottom)

References:
Illustration I.3.74: Design principles for Staalmanpleinbuurt and Delflandpleinbuurt,
such as half-sunken parking, only acessible for inhabitants, views on the streets and
different fields within the blocks
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Illustration I.3.75: Design and principles for the Staalmanpark, such as Different
spheres, long sight lines, anchored in the neighbourhood and terrace/play/sport/meadow

102. Veenenbos and Bosch, 2002, p.52
103. Hellinga, 2005, p.182, 185 and 190
104. From www.kraaijvangerurbis.nl, visited on 20/12/07
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Project Lelylaan (area 9)
Another major project is the restructuring of the Cornelis Lelylaan as one
of the parkways from the Bomenstructuurplan. The focus area in Slotervaart (east of the railway) is divided into five different sub areas. In 2003 a
framework map for the outdoor space is made by Palmboom & van den Bout
Stedenbouwkundigen BV.
In my meeting with Tramper I got the preliminary design for the outdoor space
for the Andreas Ensemble (map point 10) area at the location of the former
Sint Lucas Andreas Hospital. Here 500 new dwellings will be built in a scheme
of blocks in a semi-enclosed setting. (see also www.andreasensemble.nl).
Another area connecting to the Lelylaan is the Rembrandtpark (map point 11)
for which also a preliminary design is made for the southern part and a lot
of functions are added for staying possibilities or ecology, which can be seen
on the planning map made by Aksis atelier voor Landschapsarchitectuur in
2007.
For the area west of the railway with the characteristic flats of the Commeniusstraat (map point 12), the book Het ontwerp van de Stadsplattegrond
gives some development possibilities by three ambition levels, based on several FSI versions, just as the ‘Spacemate’ approach in from Burea ParkStad.
Here the question could be whether the green as a guiding park strip should
be preserved. (see also www.slotervaart.amsterdam.nl/stedelijke/lelylaan)

Illustration I.3.80: Framework Outdoor Spaces Andreasensemble, new impression and
demolishment of the former Andres Hospital

Illustration I.3.83: Repavement in the Theodorus Majofskistraat

Illustration I.3.78: Overview projects Lelylaan

Illustration I.3.81:Design for the southern part of the Rembrandtpark

Illustration I.3.84: From 1960 to now irregular ‘optoppen’ in the Lobo Braakensiekstraat

Illustration I.3.79: Framework Outdoor Spaces Lelylaan

Illustration I.3.82: Three approaches for renewal of the western part of the Lelylaan
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Below I will mention some examples on smaller scale levels and will refer to
some examples given in the Cultural History chapter.
Bakhuizen van den Brinkhof (map point 13)
This is an example in which the influence of the occupants was leading. Tramper proposed to change the streets going around the stamps into dead-end
streets with parking bays at right angles to the street instead of parallel to
the street. But after many complaints by the occupants this is finally not executed. (see again I.1.18 and I.3.30)
‘Zaagtandwoningen’, around the Andries Snoekstraat (map point 14)
About this area Tramper mentions they often work with a more integral approach in restructuring till the final detailing of the benches and light armatures in the streets. (see also I.3.20)
Marie van Westerhovenstraat/Esther de Boer-van Rijkstraat (map point 15)
This strip of three and a half storey building blocks are characteristic for the
open strip parcelling. Here again there was no overview on the playground
from the dwellings, while the original bushes had grown too big and were
therefore taken out, especially around the edges of the square providing more
clarity. Still the old planting boxes were preserved, but new plant species are
selected, which grow not higher than one meter high. The old big willows were
taken out caused by disease.

Illustration I.3.87: From left top to right bottom; Kröller-Müllerpark, Nature strip, Water
playground and Teylerplein

Lobo Braakensiekstraat (map point 16)
In this street the phenomenon of ‘optoppen’ can be seen. People were allowed
to put an extra storey on top of their existing two storey dwelling with flat
roofs, but this is not done in a consistent way, so the facades of the buildings
get a ‘jumping’ image by the randomly added storeys.
Plan Oostoever (area 17)
The earlier mentioned enclosed building block typology return on the expansion in the Plan Oostoever is also a nice example, about how old elements are
introduced into the new planning, such as the water towers. A green strip, the
Kröller-Müllerpark (map point 18) is left open with some nice lighting masts
and the re-use of the old water towers. In the centre there is a more natural
green strip with living islands at the east side (map point 19), leading towards
a playing park with water connecting to the Sloterplas (map point 20 and
aerial picture). Within the more enclosed areas with parking garages under
the buildings and heavy bordering of the private areas a small square called
the Teylerplein (map point 21) is left open. A remarkable issue is that Tramper mentioned that when the Berberus were planted here, they were already
stolen after the first night.
Het Bastion (map point 22)
In 1986-1987 a new building block was designed at the corner of the Pieter
Calandlaan and the Huizingalaan for the densification process at a left open
space on which formerly a post office was planned. The architecture suits the
environment and can be seen as a modern variation on the semi-open court
yard parcelling of the ‘50’s. Only the western wall at the side of the Huizingalaan looks as an inaccessible fortress by the storey high basis. This solution is
surprising, while the enclosed ground floor facades, caused by the storages at
ground level, are for years a major point for discussion. This makes the street
having a ‘death like atmosphere’ located opposite of one of the shopping malls
on the Sierplein and does not enhance social control. Inside the complex 170
expensive apartments are built in the middle of surrounding social housing,
resulting in the complex being a ‘gated community’, full with white people and
no interaction with the surrounding occupants. It is a ‘white bastion’ as Hellinga mentions with no private gardens and dense planting in the green between
the flats, making them inaccessible105. The ‘gated community atmosphere’ is
furthermore enhanced by the entrances, which were originally open, but after
some incidents with Moroccan hanging youth they were closed for public and
guarded by cameras106.

Illustration I.3.85: Past playground 1964 and present restructuring (left), old street in
1959 and nowadays from the other direction (right), below planting plan of SDW

Illustration I.3.88: Jan van Puntstraat 1960 non-built (left); closed wall at the Sierplein
and present situation as 1960 at a slightly different direction (right)

References:
Illustration I.3.86: Aerial picture of Plan Oostoever
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105. Hellinga, 2005, p.89
106. Hellinga, 2005, p.92
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Conclusion
The case study on Amsterdam West gives a lot of information about the possible use of Cultural History in the restructuring process of post-war dwelling areas in the Netherlands. The many examples given from a high, city scale level
till the small parcelling scale level provides many guidelines and inspirations
for the design area in Eindhoven, especially the base from the Bureau ParkStad on the higher scale level with the structuring layout in networks and
fields, with the integral network map and the workout in the Boomstructuurplan with profile book and later workout by Slotervaart into Leidraad I for materials and several plan for the outdoor spaces such as for the Deflandpleinbuurt
provide good design means. By size Amsterdam West suits the context of
Eindhoven on the city part level of Woensel and Slotervaart more on the scale
of Woensel Noord. Below I will mention some items which were found out by
several people who worked on the process of restructuring.
In his booklet Stedelijke Vernieuwing als leerproces, Eric van der Kooij stresses on the fact that simplifying the assignment is not the same as reducing the
complexity. Overview over all aspects concerning restructuring is essential.
The learning process of urban renewal deals mainly with the consistency and
the power to recognize and connect consequences of measurements taken on
different scale levels. Main points are gathering knowledge and sharing this107.
The cycling map is a good mean to enhance interaction and spreading knowledge, also to the occupants and other stakeholders.
His opinion is that preservation is not the first assignment, but the development for the future with respect to the original, basic concepts and to up-date
the hierarchy of the networks and the ongoing green image to the nowadays
demands.
The book of Hellinga shows, that especially taking occupants into account is
perceived in different ways by the occupants themselves on one side and the
designers, counsellors and executors on the other side. While the occupants
can enhance the identification with their living environment, they are revolting
against major demolishment and can be good participants in the maintenance
of the outdoor spaces. Also stressing on getting average incomes into the area
for differentiation and is overdone and often taken as an argument for major
demolishment, just as the standard arguments such as the number of immigrants and their related problems. But the introduction of the richer middle
class often actually leads to a bigger gap between them and the poorer occupants as found out in the Bastion and Leidsche Rijn in Utrecht. The book also
addresses on the trend of placing enclosed buildings blocks into the districts,
but the question remains whether this, just as the densification and fencing,
is showing respect for the original ongoing green and therefore the cultural
history. Indeed there is green till the front door and surroundings, but the
original ongoing image is not really preserved by these means.
In the brochure Werken aan naoorlogse wijken, Cultuurhistorie in de herstructurering of 2004 by the Projectbureau Belvedere and the RACM many designers earlier mentioned quote or are referred to their opinions, such as Van
Velzen, van Schagen, Ouwehand and more. In the part of van Oeffelt he refers
to van Velzen, who mentions that the solution lays more in a gradual approach
base don the existing qualities which are now present, so not something totally new, but gradual renewal, wit a focus on the present occupants. So back
to gradual renovation with possible incidental demolishment and the rebuilding of some more expensive houses, but these were often already present,
although this is in most cases not admitted by the developers108.
In general more and more information is published about the restructuring
of post-war dwelling areas with a vision to cultural history, but still most attention is paid to the architecture and town-planning, instead of on the urban
landscape and its relation to the town-planning, which gets more attention
in my thesis. One of the main reasons for this is the position of the corporations, which are more interested in euro’s and who, since the privatizing of the
housing market, behave themselves often more as project developers than as
societal institutes, although exceptions have to be made.

References:
107. van der Kooij, 2006, p.83 and 85
108. van Oeffelt in Linssen,et al. 2004, p.4-7
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3.2 Case Emmen and Emmerhout
Introduction

Cultural History and its value

Although I did a lot of research on the developments in Emmen and Emmerhout, I will mainly refer to literature sources, which were influential on
extracting guidelines for the design area in Eindhoven. Some other major
information sources are my meeting with Jolanda Comino, project manager
for the economical and spatial field of Project Bureau Emmen Revisted, my
meeting with Gerolf Menzo and Maren Süphke of the GRTM1 department of
the municipality of Emmen, my visit to Peter Kraan of the Gemeentearchief
Emmen and my own field analyses.

Intro

Location and original planning
Emmen is situated in the northeast of The Netherlands on the higher sand
grounds characterized by the phenomena of the ‘essen’, the open, human
heightened agricultural fields in a bulged shape by the raising them with animal manure. Emmen was one of the cities assigned in the Groeikernen policy
of the ‘50’s to promote industrial development. The settlement would become
a city as long as it would maintain its village-like impression, according to
mayor Gaarlandt2. It has a town planning tradition which is unique in the
Netherlands, while it is the only city which is not constructed in a concentric
model. It is consequently built according to the Open Groene Stad Concept3,
defined as a city, of which the landscape elements are an integrated part,
while they border, intrude or make part of the city. This makes contact with
nature possible as a daily experience and amenities are placed centrally or in
a park like setting4. Four districts where built, started with Emmermeer (from
1946 onwards) where the Airey-Nemavo-building system was first applied in
Emmen and was succeeded chronologically by Angelslo (from 1960 onwards),
Emmerhout (from 1964 onwards) and the Bargeres (from later in the ‘70’s).
Especially the last three where built according to the Community Thought, so
with hierarchies in green and traffic, as well as to the ideas of CIAM with a
strict separation between working, living, recreation and traffic.

To get more information about the development of Emmen I refer to some
important sources such as the:
• Book Emmen, De opbouw van een aangename stad in het groen5 of 1995
by Peter Huygen
• Book Emmen groeit!: de veranderingsprocessen in de sociale woningbouw in Emmen6 of 2001 by Anne-marie Nannen
• Book Emmen, metamorfose van de Open Groen Stad: is instandhouding
van een concept mogelijk?7 of 1999 by Anne-Marie Nannen
• Book with a broader focus on restructuring called Emmen Revisited:
Nieuw perspectief voor de naoorlogse wijken8 of 1997 by Sjoerd Cusveller,
who made an update of this in 2003 in the magazine Oase
• Website www.historisch-emmen.nl.

References and translations:

Illustration I.3.89: Vision map of Emmen 1970
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Illustration I.3.90: Development of Emmen in time, 1954, 1964, 1975, 1985 and 2006

1. GRTM is the Dutch abbreviation for Groen, Recreatie en Milieu, in English: Green, Recreation, Tourism
and Environment
2. Alterra, 2005, p.43
3. Huygen, 1995, p.14
4. Huygen, 1995, p.39
5. Emmen, De opbouw van een aangename stad in het groen in English: Emmen, the built-up of an
pleasant city in the green
6. Emmen groeit!: de veranderingsprocessen in de sociale woningbouw in Emmen in English: Emmen
grows!: the changing processes in the social housing construction in Emmen
7. Emmen, metamorfose van de Open Groen Stad: is instandhouding van een concept mogelijk? In
English: Emmen, metamorphosis of the Open Green City: is preservation of a concept possible?
8. Emmen Revisited: Nieuw perspectief voor de naoorlogse wijken in English: Emmen Revisited: A new
perspective for the post-war districts
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Big scale Open Groene Stad

Small scale in the district of Emmerhout

Emmen grew from 1950 to now from 56.854 inhabitants to 108.833 in habitants in 20079. After the Bargeres, two new districts are constructed in the
Open Groene stad concept, namely the Rietlanden and the Delftlanden, of
which the last one is part of the VINEX assignment of Emmen. The main issue
along the past 50 years was the dilemma whether to build or not on the ‘es’
on the west of the city to respect the Open Groen Stad concept. Even now this
remains a hot item, as I discussed with Gerolf Menzo from the Department
GRTM of the municipality of Emmen, while project developers are all the time
trying to obtain grounds there to build on. But his opinion is to preserve this
cultural historical element, while when it gets build on, it will be lost for ever
together with the relation of the city to the surrounding landscape.
I will briefly refer to the district Angelslo, while the importance of this district
is the fact that in the design phase architecture, town planning and landscape were integrated as a result of the cooperation between architects, town
planners, the Emmer Woningcentrale and the constructors. The Community
Thought was worked out in neighbourhoods, called living blocks, which were
visually separated, but functionally connected by green strips with schools and
playing grounds. This was done in a large scale, which was scaled down in
the later constructed Emmerhout. Around 1990 the appreciation for the open
city was enlarged, while in the ‘60’s things such as the human scale, a good
balance between unity and diversion, openness and privacy were taken into
account10.

The Community Thought in Emmerhout is characterized by a hierarchy in traffic starting from the major parkway, called the Houtwegen, to side roads in
the south and a ring road in the north, till dead-end courtyards. Slow traffic
routes were separated from these roads and were placed in the green strips.
A hierarchy of green can be found from the surrounding landscape with the
Emmerdennen in the west and the rural landscape in the east, to the parkway
into the district and finally the green strips splitting up in between the building blocks. The central shopping centre functions as the heart, the core of the
district and could be reached by slow traffic passing under through the Houtwegen. The town planning scheme was made by N.A. de Boer and the outdoor
space was designed by A.J.M. de Jong, who both intensively cooperated on all
scales, from district plan, to parcelling plans to building and layout plans11.

Illustration I.3.91: Aerial photograph of Emmen

The scheme of Emmerhout has no historical examples, but was newly invented. It is the result of consequent thinking about town planning issues,
namely the12:
• Shape of different elements of the district and their mutual relationships
• Living unit, with the invention of the ‘woonerf’13
• Centre
• Infrastructure with the splitting of the Houtwegen and the centre in
between
• Large green spaces.
De Boer made prototypes for low-rise and for high-rise ‘woonerven’ as the
basis for a prototype for the whole district. For the low-rise not the single
houses, but shifting rows of flat roof houses composed ‘woonerven’ and those
were grouped in living areas or blocks14. In a later phase a transition zone
of middle-rise portico-storey flats was added between the low-rise and the
high-rise flats in the centre, just as the introduction of gabled roofs in various
shapes. Together 50% of social housing was created . In total 3.494 dwellings
were constructed15 and in 2003 when the first demolishing started 7.264 inhabitants were living in them, resulting in a dwelling density of 2,1 inhabitant
per dwelling. Now there live 7.102 inhabitants18.
The existing height differences and trees were carefully preserved as much
as possible in the plan. This was mainly caused by Staatsbosbeheer, while in
the first plans 50 ha of the Emmerdennen had to be chopped, but this was not
accepted and therefore only half was taken way and the rest was to be integrated in the plan19. De Jong accentuated the height differences by brickwork
retaining walls (similar to the architecture), smaller concrete walls and stairs.
He used special conditions for differentiation together with sober materials
and details, such as robust concrete tiles.

References:

Illustration I.3.92 : Plan of Angelslo (orginal)
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Illustration I.3.93 : Plan of Emmershout (orginal)

9. Gemeente Emmen, 2007, p.8
10. van der Cammen and de Klerk, 2003, p.205
11. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.5
12. De Nijl Architecten, 2002, p.4-5 and Huygen, p.54-55
13. Woonerf in English: Living yard
14. De Nijl Architecten, 2002, p.4-5 and Huygen, p.54-55
15. From www.kei-centrum.nl, visited on 4/1/08
16. Gemeente Emmen, 2007, p.66
17. Gemeente Emmen, 2007, p.10
18. Gemeente Emmen, 2007, p.10
19. Huygen, 1995, p.53
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This provides Emmerhout with an stylistic unity and own character20. The district got its own logo symbolizing the plan of the district with its yard structure
21
.

Illustration I.3.94: Prototypes by De Boer

Illustration I.3.95: Old map for the shopping mall, old aerial photograph of construction
(1971) (left); one of the ‘woonerven’ in 1972 and nowadays (right)

Some changes and problems which arose in time and were mentioned by
Menzo and Comino, were the:
• Loss of economical bias of amenities
• Departure of people, mainly the higher incomes and the remaining of the
poor and low educated ones
• Problem of a one-sides housing stock
• Demand for senior housing
• Change in car densities having its influence on the traffic and safety.
In the outdoor space the neighbourhood access roads had no cycling or
pedestrians lanes, but still people started moving along these roads, while
the interior network of slow traffic routes provided no clear orientation,
especially close to the shopping centre. Furthermore the retaining walls
and stairs are a problem for senior people with rollators or they suffer from
physical problems. Another item is the collective green framework, which
became scanty by cutting back of bushes and small trees, and the placing
of fences along the living paths22.

Illustration I.3.97: Much use of concrete prefab elements, now often looking bad (left)
the logo of Emmerhout, symbolizing its town planning structure (right)

References:
Illustration I.3.96: Retaining walls 1971 and present (left), slopes 1971 and present
(right)
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Illustration I.3.98: Streets without cycling or pedestrian routes (left); downfall of green
and transitions between public and private (right)

20. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.5
21. Nannen, 2001, p.107
22. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.4
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Restructuring

Small scale in the district of Emmerhout

Intro

I will mention briefly some approaches suiting the WUR/VROM approach, but
which were at the end not apprehended in this way and will then explain how
the restructuring actually is worked out in real life.

Emmen used to be on the ‘56-wijkenaanpak’, but is no longer on the 40 districts of Minister Vogelaar. I will focus more on the lower scale levels in restructuring and will say something about the higher scale levels, with insights
from my meetings and own field analyses. Main documents concerning the
restructuring will be referred to in the footnotes and can be used for more
information. Two major differences between Amsterdam and Emmen are the
facts, that trees are not holy in Emmen and although there is an abundance of
green in the direct living environment, inhabitants still have a huge demand
for private gardens of reasonable size.

Big scale Open Groene Stad
The city of Emmen is in a duality between restructuring the poorer post-war
dwelling areas and on the other hand the expansion in the new VINEX areas
and both have to be dealt with from an integral perspective23. There is a necessity for more senior housing and keeping the middle class incomes in the
city. The city also works with the approach of sustainable town planning with
items such as water retaining, together with the concept of the Open Groene
Stad. One project in which the municipality is working together with other
international municipalities is the Shared Space Project finished in 2005, in
which is searched for a solution to transform roads and squares into safe
places for slow traffic, though remaining the flow function for cars in respect
to the cultural history of roads. It is a balance between the staying goal versus
traffic goal in spaces and to determine behaviour by design.

WUR/VROM Approach items
In the booklet Tussen Park en Stad, Emmerhout and its relation to Angelso
is reported in the green edge chapter. In here an design proposal by Els Bet
is given, as earlier mentioned by Cusveller in 1997. She took the main quality of Angelslo an Emmerhout, the green structure as a basis and wanted to
transform and update the orientation of the surrounding architecture from
back sides to front sides, so towards the green strips. She enlarged the green
strips and added active elements to provide them with more character by
differentiation in design per strip and offering vista’s towards the flats at the
north side of Angelso and the centre of Emmerhout27. Later this proposition is
rejected by the Municipality, which sees the green edge between the districts
just as a narrow green strip with a cycling route to the centre and keeps the
districts separated from each other.

In 1997 the bureau Emmen Revisited was founded, comparable to Bureau
ParkStad in Amsterdam. It cooperates with the Ministries of O,C&W, VROM,
the Province of Drenthe and the NAi. It is a cooperation between municipality, housing corporation Wooncom and Domesta (former Inter Pares), district
associations and project developers, who signed a Convenant in 1997 accompanied by the book of Cusveller, see above. An integral approach on town
planning, (social) housing and social problems forms the core.
The from 1999 instituted Heel de buurt project dealt with the social issues
(the social pillar of the GSB) to help developing Wijkontwikkelingsplannen,
setting up Wijkplatforms, participation of occupants and all will be checked to
the ISV-route further to 2005-2009, suiting the main lines in the MOP24 of the
municipality of Emmen25. Jolanda Comino is one of the three project managers
and deals with economics and spatial developments, next to one dealing with
the society and one dealing with (public) housing. In 2005 Stuurgroep Emmen
Revisted gave the assignment to the Verwey Jonker Instituut to do a research
on the status of renewal after five years, called Emmen Revisted: de koersresultaten van vijf jaar integrale wijkvernieuwing. The conclusion was that
participation of occupants had strongly increased, that the municipality and
Wooncom could count on a broad basis26 and that there was a change in the
organisational structure, see diagrams. In 2006 the report Tijdens de verbouw
gaat de verkoop was written in which 14 do’s and don’ts where handed out.

References and translation:

Illustration I.3.99: Old (left) and new scheme for cooperation in Emmen Revisited
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Illustration I.3.100: The green strip between Angelslo and Emmerhout present (top),
approach by Els Bet (middle) and impression by Els Bet (bottom)

23. Philippi, 2002, p.76
24. MOP is the Dutch abbreviation for Meerjaren Ontwikkelingsprogramma, in English: More years
Development Program
25. From www.kei-centrum.nl, www.emmenrevisited.nl, both visited on 5/1/08, Helleman et al, 2001,
p.65, 71 and 73 and De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.2
26. From www.kei-centrum.nl, visited on 5/1/08
27. van Aalderen et al, 2004, p.77/78 and Cusveller, 1999, p.86-87

More than just a facelift

In the report of WUR and VROM together of 2005 the core/edge/network/living fields approach is defined by Kees Lokman. The best model after testing
it to the seven main problems should be the redesign of the urban core, the
transformation of the green edge into a red edge, the transformation of the
network, the parkway Houtwegen into an open city street and the transformation of the living fields from ensemble type into street type. This will change
the district into a new scheme. I my opinion especially the transformation of
the living fields is not respecting the original structure from Emmerhout with
green strips in between stamps, instead of ensembles, just at the new red
edge and his proposal for the centre with the loss of the two-way Houtwegen,
creating all of the same instead of the clear transition from low to middle to
high-rise architecture.

Emmen Revisited and the Masterplan by De Nijl Architecten
In 2000, the preparation phase for the restructuring of Emmerhout was closed
by Emmen Revisited with the ‘Startdocument for Emmerhout’, titled Emmerhout, onze wijk, Wijkontwikkelingsplan Emmerhout, as the basis for 2001 till
2005. A new ‘Wijkontwikkelingsplan’, titled Emmerhout, onze wijk 2 is the
basis for 2005 till 2009.
In construction time everything in the district was developed by an integral
approach, so town planning and outdoor space and this the same goal now
again in the restructuring as Comino says, so no separate solutions and a
careful demolishment.
In 2007, the Masterplan Emmerhout was determined, assigned by Emmen
Revisited and developed by De Nijl Architecten with Endry van Velzen based
on the first document mentioned above. This agency is known for taking the
original structure as a basis for restructuring post-war dwelling areas, as we
saw already in earlier chapters and in Amsterdam.

Illustration I.3.102: Past foreseen changes of 1967 and present situation Emmerhout
from Master Plan

Illustration I.3.101: Present situation in structural elements accoring to WUR/VROM,
best model accoring to WUR/VROM and design approach by WUR/VROM

I. Case Studies, Case Emmen and Emmerhout

It is a town planning based plan and offers a spatial framework for the following questions and developments, such as28:
• Improvement of connections (between clusters, with the district centre,
along the Houtwegen)
• Improvement of amenities (shopping centre, five schools in green strips
in to one Brede School at the east of the shopping centre)
• Rearrangement of social-cultural amenities (meeting accommodations,
and in relation to other providers already present)
• Densification possibilities for the central area for central urban living
• Redevelopment possibilities for school locations
• Redevelopment of the nurture centre De Schans.
A major issue for the living areas in the Masterplan were the conditions of the
Duurzaam Bouwen approach, as the perspective of the municipality is. This
meant29:
• Reducing the use of energy in the existing dwelling stock
• Retaining rain water as much as possible
• Improving cycling connections and public transport
• Adapting the living areas to traffic safe 30 km/h zones.
For the process and communication not only Emmen Revisted had a role, but
also other stakeholders were joining, such as the Wijkteam Emmerhout, Wijkplatform Emmerhout, the workgroup Brede School, the entrepreneur association of Emmerhout Centrum and the occupant association of the Emmerhout
Flats30.

References:
28. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.2
29. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.3
30. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.3
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A major point were the unclear connections in the path structure from north to
south as well as from east to west and unsafe underground level connections
to the city centre. Furthermore the historical spatial relationship between the
low-rise areas and the central area could be redefined and related in a better
way to each other. A living park as a mean is chosen as a connecting element31, which I will deepen out below.
In 2003 the desired program elements from above and the ‘Startdocument’ of
2000 are integrated in a program map.
A dwelling densification program is developed, based on the municipal demand for building within the city borders, mainly for senior housing and on the
other side to provide funding for the total plan, which had to be found inside
the district. In the ‘Wijkontwikkelingsplan’ the demolishment of 500 dwellings
is mentioned. The portico-storey dwellings of the Apolloflats make place for
ground fixed dwellings and senior dwellings. The town planning scheme for
Emmerhout Noord is characterized by cluster-like buildings in a park-like setting and breaks through the strip with middle-rise typologies, by which the
central area is opened up towards the low-rise areas, therefore ameliorating
their relation and providing sight lines. The densification also serves the variation in dwelling stock and its typologies, therefore offering possibilities for a
living career in the district and furthermore increases the basis for amenities and public transport32. For the parts of the low-rise areas a large selling
program is set up to increase the percentage of owner-occupied houses and
occupants, who can join the district ownership project as initiated in the ‘Heel
de Buurt project’. This gives occupants and entrepreneurs a bigger voice in the
maintenance of the district and to lets them integrate into the maintenance for

Illustration I.3.103: Unclear paths for orientation in green strips and failure of underground entrances for the shopping centre

which a maintenance plan has to be developed33. By increasing recognisability
and consistency of the central area by developing a specific living environment
respect is paid to the original layout of Emmerhout with a large central area,
surrounded by low-rise and connecting to the city and surrounding landscape
by the Houtwegen. The district gets a new heart or core34.

Illustration I.3.105: New typologies, ground-fixed dwellings, senior housing and urban
villa’s

Illustration I.3.106: Transitions from low to middle to high-rise in the center

References:

Illustration I.3.104: Program map of 2003
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Illustration I.3.107: Present and future approaches for the building structure, amenities, the Houtwegen and path structure

31.
32.
33.
34.

De
De
De
De

Nijl
Nijl
Nijl
Nijl

Architecten,
Architecten,
Architecten,
Architecten,

2007,
2007,
2007,
2007,

p.5
p.9
p.9 and 11 and Helleman et al, 2001, p.65
p.13

More than just a facelift

The main lines of the Masterplan are put into schemes for the total district and
then are integrated in the plan map. For the central Woonpark new towers are
added suiting the symmetry of the flats, which will be preserved. The former
pit of the shopping centre will be filled up and the floor will be at ground level
to prevent the unsafe situations of before and its heads will be accentuated by
newly constructed flats. Around the total shopping centre a wall of two storey
high bricks will the unifying element and strengthening the core position in
the district. This project is developed by the Hilders Groep in cooperation with
Comino.
The importance of having an unity in the looks of the outdoor space in the
Woonpark is strengthened by same principles, materials and details, derived
from the existing design. The park exists of grass plains with different grass
mixtures from lawn like to natural and solitaire trees or in groups and generally without sub growth. The terrain can be slightly sloped also for the wadi
systems for retaining water and parking can be in garages but also on the
surface. All over the area trees will be preserved as much as possible, although Menzo mentioned, that caused by several plan adaptations still many
trees where shopped. Newly to plant trees will be mainly Betula to accompany
the cycling and walking paths and. Later after complaints by the occupants
Menzo replaced some Betula by Prunus species. The edges of the park will
be designed with hedges, which are not allowed to bee too high too provide
overview and guidelines will be given to the occupants living in the surrounding houses to maintain these edges and the borders of their gardens35. The
total district will be supported with an Outdoor Plan to guard the importance
of the unity in the district, especially when the sub areas of the plan will be
started by different executors36. Some small projects will take place outside
the Woonpark, as can be seen in the map. In the north and southeast these
are more expensive housing types with villa’s built with the red for green rule
for the nature reserve in the north, in the east it will be the new buildings of
the nurture centre and in the green strips they will suit the adjacent architecture.

Illustration I.3.110: Master Plan for Emmerhout

Illustration I.3.108:New central highrise and bird’s eye perspective of new Woonpark

Illustration I.3.111: Planting plan for Emmerhout scale 1:20.000
Illustration I.3.109: Impression of the shopping centre, edge by red bricks and plan for
centre

I. Case Studies, Case Emmen and Emmerhout

References:
35. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.17
36. De Nijl Architecten, 2007, p.17
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Illustration I.3.112: Overview for areas to work on in restructuring

Illustration I.3.113: Impression of new patio’s, in my opinion not suiting the surrounding architecture

Illustration I.3.114: Design for the multi-play field in Emmerhout

One more item to be mentioned is the newly constructed multi-functional
sports/playing field in the green strip close to the Brede School. The placement of this element gave many problems in the beginning, but after construction it was warmly welcomed and used.
For more information I refer to the Masterplan itself o the website of Emmen
Revisited.

Illustration I.3.115: Multi-playfield in Emmerhout
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The last item I refer to is not in Emmerhout, but in Angelso in one of the wider
green strips in the middle. While this is wider here a park in participation with
the occupants is constructed also with a multi-functional sports/playing field
in it. The park design has gradients such as sports in the south to forest in
the north, a cultural park like layout in the south to a more natural layout in
the north, a park with playing grounds in the west and important north south
route in the east, which are separated from each other by wadi’s (water retention) and (existing) tree lines, again to prevent people taking alternative
routes. Menzo focused on the entrances of the park to be clear as well as its
edges in which new architecture is placed facing the park with its fronts for
which also a new plan around the Landschapslaan was made (see appendix
I.11). The path is in one material for both cyclists and pedestrians and where
it connects to the paths coming out of the building blocks square shaped knots
are made surrounded by hedges.

Conclusion
The differentiation of the dwelling stock is not taken primarily as an excuse for
demolishment, but as an amelioration of the dwelling stock. As is sometimes
mentioned, social cohesion will be enhanced by this. It is proven in the research, that getting richer people in the area does not mean social processes
are improved; the focus is on creating possibilities in providing chances for
a living career in the area. In Emmen the typology of the urban villa, which
was left out later in Amsterdam, is applied in the Woonpark, for example
for the middle class but also for housing senior people. Emmen is known for
its experimental town planning projects and taking landscape elements into
planning and design phases, both in the original schemes as in the restructuring plans. The vision from sustainable town planning also offers possibilities,
which I can use for Eindhoven, such as the water retention in wadi systems
and the redesign within the green strips with parks and multifunctional sports
and play fields, connecting to slow traffic routes. For the transitions between
private and public space no fences are applied like in Amsterdam, but mainly
green elements, such as hedges. Furthermore it provides many inspirations
on lower scale levels, such as in the Master plan, as well as in the workouts in
planting schemes offered by the persons I talked with.

Illustration I.3.116: Impressions of the new park strip, playgrounds (left top), route in
one material (left bottom), stopping places with hedges (middle) and towards the forest
guided by wadi’s (right)

Illustration I.3.117: Design for the green strip in Angelslo 1:5.000

I. Case Studies, Case Emmen and Emmerhout

Illustration I.3.118: Impression of new housing around the Landschapslaan, west from
the green park strip, integrated present trees and zwerfkeien from Drenthe
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Chapter 4 Conclusions Research Phase and
Motto

Introduction

More than just a facelift !!!!

After this major research phase I gathered a lot of information about the historical context of policies, society, town planning, landscape architecture, cultural history with its value and restructuring, together with its consequences
in the cases Amsterdam and Emmen and other cities. In this conclusion I will
mention my main findings and how I will adapt them as a basis for my design
assignment in Woensel Noord in Eindhoven to be found in the next part II. I
will briefly mention my major findings and inspirations, although I mainly refer
back to the several conclusions in the previous chapters.

This means no ad hoc interventions, but developing a integral holistic vision
through scale levels, taking the urban landscape with traffic, water and green
elements, cultural historical and town planning ideas, as the framework for
restructuring and renewal.

Main conclusions and inspirations for
design

The visions of city development are leading such as the approach of the Open
organic city as in Emmen can be found again in Eindhoven. The main approach through scales of city, management, traffic and green can be found in
historical planning as well as in restructuring. This got clear in the approaches
restructuring, like in for instance Amsterdam West, divided in green structural
plan, tree plans, profile handbooks, cultural historical maps. All these elements are necessary for highlighting the importance of the urban landscape,
its value and raising funding for it, next to improving communication between
stakeholders for providing clarity in the long run, while for instance major demolishment is not an option for in Eindhoven, where many pre-war areas are
demolished in restructuring projects.

Preservation by development and WAS to IS to WILL
BE
Main question and answer:
What is the Landscape Architectural approach respecting Cultural History and Sustainable Town Planning Approaches in Restructuring the
Urban Landscape in post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands?

Research results
General

In my opinion this approach consists of an approach dealing with the concept
of preservation by development, since major demolishment and transformations most often are not successful or not respecting the Cultural History of
post-war dwelling areas in The Netherlands. Cultural history deals also with
the changes between planning and final construction, as well as changes after
construction and even still after the status quo they are now in. This can be
summarized in the following scheme:

Some general findings, that I will use for my design in Eindhoven are:
Traffic and infrastucture
• System approach in outdoor spaces for green traffic and water, suiting
the original hierarchies in post-war planning on all city scale levels
• Advices concerning bus lanes and cyclist routes in green networks, mainly within a district and connecting to the outer landscape
• The need for clear network maps, concerning materials, tree rows, hedges and routes, which can be summarised in Master Plans and plans for
outdoor spaces
• Importance of providing cross-sections and profiles for signifying my
ideas to distinguish several different streets and as means to let other
stakeholders understand my ideas, as done in Amsterdam
• Use of colours in street materials for highlighting places for orientation.
Green and water
• Green strips with functions, amenities or water management solutions
• Ways for bordering public, private and collective spaces for recognition,
by fencing, hedges or small design measures such as height differences,
of which I will focus on planting means and to maintain the ongoing green
image, characteristic for post-war areas
• Show water in restructuring, but not by just digging up old waterways
but transform its old setting in a new format, linking to the cultural history
before construction, but suiting the cultural history after construction, so
the orthogonal structure with its former tabula rasa approach, often the
cause for water problems in the areas, so show water, preferably on the
surface to make this new layer for water as and identity layer for the district, as an update of its Genius loci
• Importance of updating the Wijker/Blijver system and the use of more
adult trees in replacement as indicated by Ruyten
• Funding for green by an urban version of ‘red for green’ system and
more funding from other stakeholders for which a vision for communication is essential, accompanied by structural plans, such as water plans,
tree plans, mowing schemes for again communicating, but then mainly
with maintenance institutes, while often bad maintenance can be seen in
districts and results mainly by bad management from above.
General
• The dilemma about demolishment of which I think the creation/updating
of homogeneous neighbourhoods in heterogeneous districts is better than
just differentiating everywhere within neighbourhoods, remember the
post-war dwelling areas are the ‘quiet reserve’ for housing in many cities
• WUR/VROM is not clear in defining models by renewal distinctions, since
often two strategies are used together, although its division of cores, edges, networks and living fields is a good analysis and design basis
• Offices like bureau ParkStad and Emmen Revisited are needed for restructuring such big dwelling areas guarding the process through scale
levels.

Illustration I.4.1.Theme of thesis

The changes of urban, architectural and social space of the post-war
dwelling areas in relation to their history could be understood as the
cultural history of such a place and its value to people; therefore this,
together with the approach from a landscape perspective should be
leading in restructuring post-war dwelling areas.
Identity, stratification and the importance of designing on the basis of the
present characteristics are necessary while:
1. The enormous connection in composition between town planning, landscape and architecture makes renewal extra complex; the original unity in
structure in the districts can collapse
2. The importance to search for anchor points and identity carriers, to let
people identify themselves with their living environment and to increase liveability
3. The necessity to show the several layers of history.
So careful joining to the present and cultural history as a starting point is
vital.
The challenge is not to renew without care but to deal with the districts in a
cautious process of transformation to rebuild them into town parts with a historical stratification. In the social, ecological and cultural historical continuity
lays the key for sustainable renewal.
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Illustration I.4.2: Hierachy in Traffic, Green and through scale levels approach, focus on
district

More than just a facelift

basis for Design
Extra schemes
Some of the findings mentioned above can be put into schemes and I added
some principles for covering my approach and are bases for design in Eindhoven.

Original

Expansion

Design Assignment
The main story line is:
How it WAS, the (Cultural) History TO the STATUS QUO, so Cultural History,
problems and opportunities TO the FUTURE, so Restructuring items in perspective of preservation by development and sustainable approaches, while
original plans have always changes in time and use and will also perform the
same in the future.

Densification

Illustration I.4.3: All town planning is based on an orthogonal structure or grid as
a Mondriaan or van Doesburg painting with
wide streets, green strips sometimes accompaned by water and living fields

Densification and expansion

So I start from the basis of the original ideas and visions and up-date them to
new perspectives using the original elements together with nowadays design
techniques, but always restructure from an integral approach of town planning
and maintenance, but mainly from the perspective of the Landscape Architecture, so the urban landscape as setting or framework in which everything
takes place.

Illustration I.4.6: Densification and expansion both enhance a loss in green quantities in
people’s living environment

I will create a holistic structural vision with guidelines through the scale levels
of city, city part, district and neighbourhood for Woensel Noord in Eindhoven
for enhancing clarity through scales and mainly to all the involved stakeholders within and outside municipalities, involved in the nowadays network city.
Design will mainly focus on guidelines and handouts on district scale level, but
I will always refer to the higher scales levels, just as in the original approach in
post-war planning was done, but now also with a focus on its cultural history
and restructuring possibilities. I will workout elements such as:
City scale:
Development and visions as a basis for the district designs
City part scale:
Development and visions as a basis for the district designs

Illustration I.4.4: Transitions between public and private from open to enclosed (left) or
semi-enclosed (right)

Illustration I.4.7: In the past water got out of the districts as fast as possible, nowadays
delayed deflation and storage is the goal (top); in the past all green was much and the
same, nowadays green is less and stakeholders demand for differentiation between green
elements

District scale:
Development and visions in formats as:
- Design principles from context, referring design principles as derived from
the research phase in chapter 4
- Master plans WAS to IS to WILL BE
- An elaboration of the green network within the district with water management, slow traffic routes, planting and transitions between public, private and
collective spaces
- Structural Outdoor Schemes for visions for connecting the Hierarchy of
Green and Traffic and a new Water Hierarchy (as my main landscape restructuring approach) in the connecting hierarchical Urban scale levels
Neighbourhood scale:
- Design for a connecting green strip and an approach to restructure the core
of a neighbourhood
- Give some handouts how to deal with the smallest traffic types in neighbourhoods, which were left out, while I focus more on district scale level.

Illustration I.4.5: Wijker/Blijver system when no management (left), resulting in dense
trees and no space for the stayers to develop; Right the normal Wijker/Blijver approach
versus the in my opinioin better useful Integral Planting Method

I. Conclusions Research Phase and basis for Design

Illustration I.4.8: In the past amenities were decentralized nowadays they are centralized. serving a bigger area and more people (top); human scale was leading in design
(below)
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Part II
Design Phase

Chapter 1 Introduction
Context of Eindhoven
The city of Eindhoven is located in the south of The Netherlands. The basis of
the town-planning scheme has its origin from 1920 when the villages of Eindhoven, Strijp, Gestel, Stratum, Tongelre and Woensel were jointed to form
the City of Eindhoven. In time, the city of Eindhoven has grown a lot along the
geographical basis of the ‘beekdalen’ and its main stimulator for development
has always been the Philips company, who was guiding industrial and housing
expansions. Only now when the Philips company is moving its businesses to
the East of the World and its head office to Amsterdam, causing major stress
and frustration on the inhabitants of the city, the influence of Philips on town
planning is less. The ‘Golden Age’ of the booming Philips company and Welfare
state is now gone, although a new Technology Park is rising at the south side
of the city.

Year

Numbers of inhabitants

1815

2.310

1920

47.946

1925

63.870

1930

95.567

1935

103.030

1940

116.310

1945

129.335

1950

143.965

1955

154.604

1960

168.858

1965

181.609

1970

189.613

1975

192.562

1980

195.669

1985

190.839

1990

190.809

1995

196.980

2000

203.433

2005

107.331

Figure II.1: Number of inhabitants in Eindhoven1

Eindhoven grow in population from 47.946 inhabitants in 1920 to 207.331 in
2005, see figure II.1. Like many cities, Eindhoven has an ageing society, so
here we also find Zorgknooppunten, but also Brede Scholen for the youth,
called Spilcentra in Eindhoven and the social development stimulating Johan
Cruyff fields.
The municipality also focuses on sustainable development in Green, Traffic
and Water, although besides traffic, green and water are till now less worked
out. After many site visits and stakeholder meetings, I found that water management and sustainable approach was incidentally started up in neighbourhoods, such as Woenselse Heide and on city scale level in the Water Plan
(GWP), but not on total district scale and or in practical handouts. This provides a challenge for design, while many stakeholders have a demand for
solving water inconveniences, mainly caused since Philips stopped pumping
ground water and its level has risen, resulting in flood problems in the centre
at the train station viaducts, but also in the post-war dwelling areas with the
tabula rasa layer on top of the former ‘beeklopen’2.
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Illustration II.1.1: Eindhoven in The Netherlands

My approach for a vision going through scales in the contexts of Eindhoven is
a mean to show the hierarchies of green and traffic per scale level approach
focusing on cultural history and restructuring (mainly on post-war dwelling
areas) and to add a new landscape layer, which in my opinion should be a
water layer. Off course old concepts are taken into account, such as the ideas
of F.J. Fontaine, who was the head of the Municipal Green Department, worked
at the Landbouw Hogeschool Wageningen and planned green in Eindhoven for
30 years on, although unfortunately most of his old plans were destroyed in
the movement of archives.

Illustration II.1.2: Division in city parts, districts and neighbourhoods by the Municipality
of Eindhoven, orange the districts from the 40-wijken list of Vogelaar, purple my district

I will focus on practical handouts in design, by plans, profiles and maintenance advices and not on ‘pimped images’, providing no practical use, and
which could be worked in execution plans in later phases of restructuring. The
district I define, is also different from the municipal division, while I border
my district (purple in II.1.2) by landscape and town planning characteristics
instead of administrable divisions. In Eindhoven three districts are on the 40wijken (orange in II.2.2) list of Minister Vogelaar, such as Woensel West, De
Bennekel and Doornakkers3.

Sources of information
While most information is found on the city and city part scale levels and has a
lot of influence on my vision, I will give more information in these chapters and
my district and neighbourhood chapter will be based more on my own analysis
and design elements. For the information sources I refer in the texts or to the
bilbiography. Major sources were the books of Andela, Licht op groen; parken
en plantsoenen in Eindhoven; Beekman, Eindhoven; stadsontwikkeling 19001960 and Beekman, Stedebouwkunde en stadsbestuur.

Stakeholders
I also met a lot of stakeholders providing me with good materials and impressions to deal with in my design phase, such as:
• Gied Alferink, Stadsdeelkantoor Woensel (Noord)
• Charlotte van Barneveld, working on traffic
• Cees Donkers, town planner and who cooperates with the TU of Eindhoven
in the E-Plus projects
• Peter Beijer, town planner
• Ger Renkens, water mangement
• Ronald Rijnen, town planner
• Fredy van Zeevenhoven, main green visions and designer
• Frank Verhagen, maintenance of green
• Inhabitants when I visited the area.

References and translation:
1. From www.ehv4u.nl, visited on 19/10/08
2. Beeklopen, freely translated in English as: Small, often meandering waterways on the higher sand
grounds in The Netherlands
3. From www.kei-centrum.nl, visited on 12/2/08
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Small impression of the context of
Eindhoven through scale levels

City Part scale level

The outer landscape

Illustration II.1.3d: The Woenselsestraat, the old radial of Woensel

Illustration II.1.3g: Disturbed tree rows (top), overgrown vegetation (below)

Illustration II.1.3a: The outer landscape of the Genneperparken in the south

City scale level

Illustration II.1.3e: Restructuring of pre-war dwelling areas in Woensel, Barrier

Illustration II.1.3h: Johan Cruyff field in Jagershoef, water inconveniences all over the
district

District scale level

Neighbourhood scale level

Illustration II.1.3f: Central sports, but unsafe crossings for slow traffic to reach it

Illustration II.1.3i: Nurture and amenity centre in the core of Woenselse Heide, fencing
by corporations as here in Vlokhoven leads to grey and unsafe situations

Illustration II.1.3b: Restructuring in De Bennekel

Illustration II.1.3c: Airey-building system along one of the city radials, the Karel de
Grotelaan

Part II, Introduction
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Chapter 2 City and Region scale level
Introduction

1953

This is the first scale level, which I will focus on in my design phase. I will refer
to the sources mentioned in the introduction, such as the GBP, GWP and City
Visions. This scale will be analyzed on the development of Eindhoven regarding town planning, landscape architecture, cultural history and restructuring
with the main focus on the post-war dwelling areas in the city.

From past to status quo to future, town
planning, landscape architecture,
cultural history and restructuring
Context
In the following maps one can see how Eindhoven developed in time towards
the state it is at this moment. Some things which are clear and should be
looked at with special attention are items as the:
• Built-up of the city in three green lobes entering the city together with
three industrial lobes divided by the dwelling lobes of the former villages
around Eindhoven with its radial structure along the old ‘beekdalen’, suiting ‘the organical city’ approach as well as the ‘concentric’ approach by the
development of the inner ring and tangential roads
• Some of these industrial strips, like the one in Tongelre in the east will
slowly be transformed into dwelling areas in the future
• Green lobe in the northwest consist mainly of the estate De Wielewaal,
the house of the Philips family, together with the Groote Beek Institute
• City parks situated across the city
• Development of Woensel in total without respect to the original structures and its enormous size of around 1/3 of the city’s surface
• Presence of the Dommel and Dommelvallei as the consistent water element going through the city coming for the southern green lobe called De
Genneperparken, one of the first ‘folk parks’ of the city.

1963

Illustration II.2.1: The development of Eindhoven in time
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1973

2006

1984

Part II, City and Region scale level
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Town planning and landscape architecture regarding the past and cultural history in the city
As mentioned in the introduction, the city of Eindhoven thanks its radial builtup to the geographic situation orientated around the ‘beekdalen’ and its valleys and higher sand grounds.
The Garden city
Before the annexation of Eindhoven, mainly Philips and Eindhoven as the central village and Philips were thinking of expansion. The designers were inspired
by the ideas of Ebenezer Howard were inspiring for the first expansion plan of
Eindhoven with its five surrounding villages as a base for a concentric city1.

Illustration II.2.2: Geographical basis of Eindhoven with ‘beekdalen’ and ‘zandruggen’

The expansion plan of Cuypers/Kooken, 1916-1920
This was the first detailed expansion plan for the city. The plan was focusing
of a city of 45.000 inhabitants versus the then present 8.000. It had two basic
goals, namely the2:
• Development of a inner ring, as the ongoing vision of concentric approaches
• Thorough and well considered division of green elements over the city.
In this plan also a first development of tangential roads can be perceived3, just
as a first set-up of the model with green lobes and industrial zones.

Illustration II.2.4: Plan Cuypers/Kooken and scheme of plan

The expansion plan of Kools, 1920-1923
This plan was a further detailling of the initiated plan of Cuypers and Kooken.
A remarkable issue is that it was evaluated for consistency by K. van Lohuizen, the director of the AUP of Amsterdam, together with P. Bakker-Schut and
A.J Kok. In this plan more green was integrated. The first high-rise for Eindhoven was planned along the major access roads, the old updated and new
radials for the city and accompanied by amenity centres4. It would be a first
setup for the following plan by De Casseres.

References:

Illustration II.2.3: Garden city scheme and translation in Eindhoven
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Illustration II.2.5: Plan Kools and scheme of plan
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The organical city approach by De Casseres, 1930-1933
Region
De Casseres was one of the pioneers in the Regional Planning in The Netherlands as well as abroad and worked a lot in the southern regions of The
Netherlands. He worked out the Streekplan, De Meyerij, an area bordered by
Bergen op Zoom in the west, Düsseldorf in Germany in the east, the rivers in
the north and the border with Belgium in the south.
City
For Eindhoven, called Groot Eindhoven, de Casseres worked out the Streekplan as a start for working through scale levels. This plan had and has a
major influence on the present green lobe layout of Eindhoven. He based
his plan on the organical city approach with a strict functional division between living-working and amenities5 along radials and tangents, just as the
CIAM was starting with in the sun, air, light vision. He was not so enthusiastic about high-rise along the main radials, although he proposed some of it.
Locations for working people were planned close to the factories of the city.
Major renewal in the plan was the fact that he linked green (radial) systems
to street plans as a contrast to the surrounding, captured and well organized
neighbourhoods or districts with green till the dwellings. An example is the
Generaal Montgomerylaan as a parkway. Sport amenities were decentralized
per district6. The plan was not yet based on parochial entities, as later would
be done in Eindhoven, but this would later find its way in Eindhoven in the
Community Thought approach7.

Illustration II.2.7: Elaboration for Eindhoven, original sketch and scheme of 1930

Illustration II.2.9: Location in the city and plan for de IJzeren Man area

For Tongelre he designed an area called De IJzeren Man (now one of the parks
in Eindhoven) in which some strip parcelling was initiated as a proposition
between green lobes.
For a sports area in the south of Eindhoven he made an even more detaileled
design in which one can clearly see, that the English Landscape Garden Style
was still influential in these days.

References:

Illustration II.2.6: Regional Plans by de Casseres for the Meyerij and region Eindhoven
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Illustration II.2.8: Sportspark along the Aalsterweg in the Genneperparken

5. Beekman, 1993, p.254
6. Beekman, 1983, p.84-86 and DC p.64
7. Beekman, 1983, p.87
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Plan in Hoofdzaak 1946 by Kuipers and the Expansion Plan of 1950
After WW II also Eindhoven suffered from a lot of demolished areas by bombing, mainly caused while the city served as an important industrial knot.
Therefore, just as in Rotterdam, a Wederopbouwplan8 was made, with a inner
ring just to connect the districts, while the main access roads were still leading
to the centre and there splitting up9.
The plan of Kuipers (and the following expansion plan of 1950) was a ‘stain
plan‘ and based on a flower model with an estimated population of 250.000
people in the city of Eindhoven10. So for the first time the city thought about
an expansion in the north, namely Woensel, where also the Technische Hogeschool was planned11. Around the canal in Tongelre space for the expansion of
the DAF truck company was planned12, just as a smaller inner ring around the
Schouwburg within the inner ring13.
The plan was based on two patterns for city expansion related to its geographical layout. These were a14:
• Linear pattern, parallel to an old radial on the higher sand grounds between
two beekdalen with building in the Pronto or Airey building systems (for instance the Karel de Grote Laan)
• Block pattern, filling up the areas in between the old radials (for instance the
later following Plan Woensel).

Illustration II.2.10: Wederopbouwplan and geographical expansion

The transition to the Community Thought in Eindhoven and Plan
Woensel, 1957
Just as in Amsterdam a clear transition to the Community Thought is not
present in Eindhoven. As one can see the plan of Kuiper has some elements
in it and is therefore a transition to the Community Thought application in the
context of Eindhoven. In Eindhoven one started also with hierarchies in traffic and city elements divided in sectors, which were resulting in green belts
between and in the districts, as in Woensel was started.
As mentioned before the Community Thought in Eindhoven was based on parochial entities and therefore plans were not based on just numbers of inhabitants, but numbers of ‘souls’ in this case 5000 resembling 6000 inhabitants,
while not everyone was religious. This was really worked out in the expansion
plan for the city part of Woensel of 1957, which was an enormous expansion
for these days and which will be deepened out in the next chapter.

Illustration II.2.12: Hierarchies and sector approaches for traffic, parts in the city and
green

References and translation:

Illustration II.2.11: Plan Kuipers and scheme
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Illustration II.2.13: Plan Woensel of 1957 in the city, no respect for the present structures

8. Wederopbouwplan in English: Rebuilding Plan
9. Beekman, 1983, p.209
10. Beekman, 1993, p.262
11. Beekman, 1983, p.152
12. Beekman, 1983, p.231
13. Beekman, 1983, p.150
14. Beekman, 1983, p.179 and 189
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1960 till 1980
In this period the plan of Woensel was further worked out and constructed.
The agglomeration of Eindhoven was finally ended in 1986 and the idea of the
Compacte Stad was initiated. Traffic schemes were revised and the city part of
Woensel got his own independent shopping centre15.
1980 till now
In the ‘80’s also in Eindhoven Bloemkoolwijken were built. The compacte stad
was put into a new scheme following the former ideas for city construction in
Eindhoven, leading towards the vision of Complete City, which can be compared with the Network City. In 1981 also a Groenstructuurplan for the city
was setup, which actually till now has no successor, except for the Groenbeleidsplan, which is more a policy document.

Town planning and landscape architectural
examples of post-war dwelling areas in the city
Town planning
In the southwest at the end of the Karel de Grotelaan one can find the
Kastelenplein, which refers to Emmerhout and its Houtwegen splitting up at
the shopping centre and with lower levelled slow traffic crossings.
Another smaller neighbourhood is De Geestenberg in the east of Eindhoven,
with a clear green core shopping centre surrounded by low-rise flat roof architecture.
Landscape architecture
One park of post-war green landscape architecture which I will mention is the
Philips van Lenneppark, designed by H. Wassenberg in 1964, in the west of
Eindhoven. Here some structural post-war elements can be found, such as the
honeycomb shape rosary.
Another park to mention is the Genneperparken, with parts such as the Dommelvallei and the Stadswandelpark. I show the total area for which P. Ramp
made a new redesign in 1977 with a multiplicity of functions and where the
former design of de Casseres’s sports park is part of, but which is later simplified16.

Illustration II.2.18: Design for the Philips van Lenneppark and photograph of honeycombs

Illustration II.2.14: Agglomeartion Eindhoven 1967 (left) and the transition to the nowadays vision of Brainport

Illustration II.2.16: Kastelenplein map and photograph towards the west

Illustration II.2.19: Design for the Genneperparken by Ramp and photographs Stadswandelpark (top) and Dommelvallei (bottom)

References:
Illustration II.2.15: Groenstructuurplan of 1981
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Illustration II.2.17: Design for Geesenberg’s central green core and photograph

15. Beekman, 1993, p.269 and 273
16. Andela, 2004, p.74
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Town planning and landscape architecture
regarding the future and restructuring in the city
The Groenbeleidsplan, 2001 (GBP)
This document is the successor of the Groenstructuurplan of 1981. It provides
some guidelines, but also a very open way for interpretation. The main goals
and inspiration points for me are the:
• From compact to complete city with a demand for nature, cultural history
and water management in spatial policies18
• Clear structure of wedges, green zones and arteries is a core quality of
Eindhoven; by ongoing urbanization its future is threatened; to prevent
Eindhoven growing into one amorfe urban stain, this quality needs to be
acknowledged, put into safety and developed; green determines the identity of a city19
• Full worthy recreational network is lacking; there is no consistency with
the green structure, too many barriers and a demand for clear routes to
the outer landscape20
• Retaining area-own water for a longer period by delaying discharge21
• Its visions22:
o Combine recreation, water retention and nature
o Combine occupational history and its base of geomorphology
o Integrate where possible and separate where necessary.
The report includes a map with the six spatial strategies, where policy is leading and may only be different when major societal contribution is possible23:
• City, red as image determining (also in my area)
• City, green as image determining
• Integral development green-red
• Structural city green (also in my area)
• Multifunctional green (also in my area)
• Nature.
This map is succeeded by design strategies such as24:
• Strengthening of town planning identity of an area, for instance a district
• Preserving (or strengthening) of existing green image carriers in the
city
• Development of new (green) image carriers in the city, for instance the
Ring
• Strengthening of the own identity of the green structure
• Identity is determined by nature goals
• Preserve cultural historical values, in which preservation by development
is THE approach
• Identity of the connection zone is determining nature.
At last I mention the green typologies map with costs from high to low, for
guiding design process and providing global frameworks, these are25:
• Ornamental green
• Standard cultural green (for my area)
• Landscape green
• Nature green.

Illustration II.2.21: The three values in the Nota Openbare Ruimte

After this document a Boombeleidsplan was made in 2007, but this provides
not any useful information, while it contains not even one map or profile. The
concept version of the Nota Openbare Ruimte of 2005 provides also no information in the shape of maps or visions by drawings, but is just referring to
the value of outdoor spaces as in the Nota Ruimte is mentioned. So about the
three qualities of user value, experiential value and future value.

References:

Illustration II.2.20: From top to bottom Spatial strategies, Design strategies and Green
typologies of the GBP
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Aangenaam Kennis Maken, Eindhoven 2010 of 2003 and Aangenaam
Kennis Maken, Ruimtelijk visie Eindhoven 2030 of the DSOB
These two documents of the DSOB were made by Solange Beekman, the
daughter of Piet Beekman, who wrote the two books of Eindhoven’s development to which I refer a lot. Mainly the first document contains some maps
to work out, such as the Cultural Historical Value map for the city in which
some elements in my area are assigned, such as parts of the old radials and
the neighbourhood ‘t Hool (see later). Furthermore it contains the Waterplan
2010, in which developments for water are indicated. The company Tauw
detailed this in the Visie document, Water plan Eindhoven of 2004, with the
suggestions to decouple neighbourhoods (also in my area) and to connect the
pond in the Henri Dunantpark to the urban water system26.
The 2003 document stresses again on the Genius loci of places, its characteristics and the importance of slow traffic routes27. It is a basis for the new
Structuurvisie for the city, worked out in the document of 2005 and the document Stadsvisie Eindhoven 2010, stedelijk ontwikkelingsprogramma 20052009, which both are much more vague instead of clear, but stress on places
for staying for the nowadays short stayers of the network city28. Furthermore
it mentions restructuring of the pre-war areas in Eindhoven and that Woensel
Noord with the regional important shopping centre, will only be started with
in 201029. Therefore my thesis work could provide some guidelines for this.
This is extra needed while the restructuring of the pre-war areas results often
in moving the more lower social classes to the post-war districts, often causing problems in these districts, such as Vlokhoven and De Tempel in my area.
They are moved from inside the ring to outside the ring, which according to
Ronald Rijnen is pushed to the most by the hype around the Vogelaarwijken.

Illustration II.2.23: Water Plan map 2010 of the Municipality

Illustration II.2.26: Integral Program Map of the Municipality

Illustration II.2.24: Water Plan map by Tauw

Illustration II.2.27: Development Vision Map of the Municipality

Water can be an mean to enrich the living environment on all scale levels as
long as it is in cooperation with the GBP30. The new vision for the development of the city is described with the theme Brainport, focusing on knowledge
development31. This is supported by two maps for future development, such
as the Integral Program Map and Development Vision Map, in which also the
entries of the city are highlighted such as the entrance of the Kennedylaan in
the north. Therefore Fredy van Zeevenhooven is making a vision while its is
a separate city scale element, referring to the old idea of Fontaine of planting
different Pinus species at very cross-over.

References:

Illustration II.2.22: Cultural Historical Value map of the Municipality
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Illustration II.2.25: Movement of people since restructuring of pre-war areas was started
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Conclusion

HOV Strategie Eindhoven, 2007
Since Eindhoven is too small for a tram or subway system, the city developed
a public transport system, which functions as a tram, but actually is a bus.
Special busses drive on separate concrete bus tracks as fast lines to the surrounding villages of Eindhoven. The one to the airport is already constructed,
but there will also be a demand for bus tracks to the northwest and east, so
this I will take also into account.
The documents Aangenaam Kennis Maken and the HOV document both stress
on regional development, which is suiting the new vision of an regional approach called BrabantStad, consisting of around 1,4 million people and can
be seen as an update of the regional approach de Casseres started up in the
1930’s.
Organization of DSOB
In my meetings with the stakeholders in the Municipality I found out that here
again problems are existing in communication and the importance of certain
fields of work in the organization of DSOB. Often this resulted in a loss of
‘green’ and a win for ‘red’ as Fredy van Zeevenhooven often mentioned. She
requires a vision for the green in restructuring the post-war areas to have a
strong mean to guard the preservation by development of the major green
areas in these areas. Frank Verhagen also stresses on this, while he is always
in between all parties involved in maintenance.

Illustration II.2.30: BrabantStad

As in this scale level al lot of information was available I had to make a selection in the sources for inspiration. Some elements which I will adopt in my
design approach are facts or items such as the:
• Development of a HOV-line towards Woensel Noord
• Application of hierarchies in green and traffic, just as the original sector approach was doing, therefore I focus on the green belts versus the
fields
• Plans of de Casseres and the following Plan Kuipers are the starting
points for the Community Thought in Eindhoven and these plans with strict
zones and hierarchies are useful to adapt my approach of going through
scale levels
• Sustainable development is a main vision of the city and therefore suiting my preservation by development approach; as Donkers mentioned in
our meeting, avoiding demolishment for sustainability has three reasons:
o Demolishment has a negative impact of people, especially since
enormous quantities of dwellings in the pre-war areas are demolished
o Demolishment is a loss of energy
o Demolishment demands new materials for new construction
• Groenbeleidsplan stresses on:
o Clear green structures and wedges to the outer landscape
o Preserve and develop cultural historical values, in which preservation by development is THE approach
o Slow traffic route networks and dissolving barriers by streets
o Focus on identity of green elements
o Retaining area-own water for a longer period by delaying discharge
• Deal with the Kennedylaan as one entity, although it is bordering my
district I will only focus on my adjacent part.

Illustration II.2.28: Phileas on special concrete bus lanes in the Noord Brabantlaan

Illustration II.2.29: HOV Development Map of the Municipality
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Illustration II.2.31: The organization within DSOB
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Chapter 3 City Part scale level
Introduction
In this scale level I will further deepen out the plans for Woensel as the new
city part for Eindhoven, starting form the plans of 1957. This scale will be
analyzed on the development of Eindhoven regarding town planning, landscape architecture, cultural history and restructuring with the main focus on
the post-war dwelling areas in the city part, for which some other examples
of post-war dwelling areas in the city part will be high lighten d. As mentioned
in the previous chapter, Woensel makes up 1/3 of the total surface of Woensel
and there are around 25.000 dwellings with ±100.000 people1 living there.
The central shopping centre functions as a major attraction point and independent unit.

From past to status quo to future, town
planning, landscape architecture, cultural history and restructuring
Town planning and landscape architecture regarding the past and cultural history in the city part
The Structural Plan for Woensel 1957
Town planning
This plan was the first main setup for the expansion of an area of 975 ha,
based on the Community Thought. In this plan phase some items are worth
mentioning, such as the:
• Major green belt between the northern and the southern part with a tangential road (Winston Churchillaan) connecting to the Dommelvallei in the
east and the Philips de Jongh park in the west
• High wire, which was already present, is integrated in a green strip, but
no tangential street is planned as De Casseres had done in 1930
• Generaal Montgomerylaan coming from the centre is going straight to
the north and the outer landscape as the main axis; it has flats along the
sides since the location of the axis was already planned
• Independent shopping centre was located in the south
• Old Woenselsestraat was not taken into account in the tabula rasa basis
layer (see the dotted stripes in map from southwest to northeast)
• Clear centres in every neighbourhood connecting a district (four neighbourhoods) by rectangular streets, so as clear units with green edges on
the basis of 6000 inhabitants per neighbourhood
• Districts/fields are separated from each other in a strict orthogonal grid
with axes consisting of radials and tangential streets
• Cemetery planned on the present location of the Henri Dunantpark
• Originally van den Broek en Bakema planned a monorail on the Generaal
Montgomerylaan2, which was never realized, but was actually a first plan
for the nowadays demand for a HOV line to Woensel on this parkway.

Illustration II.3.3: Plan based on 6000 inhabitants per district (left), flats along the Generaal Montgomerylaan in 1958

Later in 1957, the Gedeputeerde Staten of the Province of Brabant rejected
the proposed plan3. This was not for the total plan, but only for the Northern part of Woensel (my area). This was actually the basis for the division
of Woensel in a northern part and a southern part, divided by a green zone,
called the blue line in the map.
Illustration II.3.1: City Part of Woensel

Illustration II.3.4: Rejected northern part in 1959

References:

Illustration II.3.2: Structuurplan for Woensel of 1957
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This rejection forced the municipality to develop a new plan and this was finished in the plan of 1959. Some small adaptations were made, like the4:
• More open spaces around the neighbourhoods in the east
• Less neighbourhoods were planned, but also their consistency was weakened by planning more roads, which were cutting through them
• Major new elements are the two extra strengthened radials, the Huizingalaan in the west and the Kennedylaan in the east
• Shopping centre was still located in the south and the Henri Dunant park
as a cemetery.
In 1960 the plan for Woensel was revised again mainly focusing on traffic
measures and resulted in a new and final scheme. The major changes since
the Structural Plans of 1957 and 1959 are the:
• Shopping centre is moved to the north at its present location at the end
of the axis of the Generaal Montgomerylaan
• Opposite of the shopping centre a hospital is planned
• Cemetery is gone, but also still no park was planned
• The radials and tangents are often not leading to places where you would
think they would lead you, such as the knot placed upper left of the B in
the plan map and the strange road south of it.
Illustration II.3.7: Final plan for Woensel of 1960

Illustration II.3.5: Structuurplan for Woensel of 1959

Landscape architecture
The expansion of Woensel was the possibility for F.J. Fontaine to show the
wide variety of available tree species. He did not choose for some tree species,
as in Amsterdam or Rotterdam, but he wanted to make an arboretum of this
city part. Furthermore there were some rules applied which were common in
these days, such as the5:
• Heart of a district was a central green space, next to neighbourhood
public gardens
• Guidelines for walking distances, user possibilities, age classes, but also
for spatial and esthetical considerations
• Fact that green in post-war Eindhoven got a new meaning, as structuring
element for the spatial built-up, so as neighbourhood, district or city part
park or as green wedge to the outer landscape
• Parks and public gardens with straight lines, openness, stretched grass
plains, and a huge diversity in plants and trees
• Children got their own places, main traffic roads were planted as richly
parkways, serving as green belts accessing the districts and leading out
of the city
• Different images of streets by planting of striking tree species.
As one can notice also in Eindhoven town planners and landscape architects
were working together in planning the city part, districts and neighbourhoods,
but unfortunately the old maps of Fontaine were lost in time. Nowadays also
the influence of the church is much less than in construction time.

Reference:
Illustration II.3.6: Scheme for Structuurplan for Woensel of 1959
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Illustration II.3.8: Native oaks in autumn at the Generaal Montgomerylaan

5. Andela, 2004 , p.60-65
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Town planning and landscape architectural examples of post-war dwelling areas in the city part
I will deepen out two neighbourhoods who are worthwhile to mention, namely
the Oude Gracht and Mensfort next to the design for the Henri Dunantpark
(locations see II.3.5)
Oude Gracht
In 1960, this was one of the first neighbourhoods which was constructed in
the Structural Plan of Woensel. The strip with changing high-rise and low-rise
architecture along the Kennedylaan in the west and the neighbourhood line
behind it with its amenities, forms a nice ensemble and reminds us of the best
plans of the 1950’s6, as we saw before in Zuidwijk in Rotterdam. By placing
more high-rise architecture, the outdoor spaces could be large7. Now restructuring has started in the shopping centre.

Mensfort
The plan of 1959 evidently shows that it was planned as an island with no
relationships to its environment and a lot of present elements had to be demolished, which again causes revolt at the Gedeputeerde Staten8. This is one
of the projects in Eindhoven where the element of the Stempel was applied.
Around courtyards, parking, playing, gardens, public and private areas were
organized, but off course nowadays the demand for more parking is rising9.
In 1964, D. Boerema made an plan for the green planting for Mensfort and
Kronehoef together, in which according to the Community Thoughtm, two
central green places were planned with amenities such as a church, schools
and shops. At first mane tree species (35!) were planted, but later when also
in Eindhoven the lack of money rose, this number was reduced. In those days
and especially for my area more to the north, this process was threatening the
consistencies in the street profiles, caused by phased planting10.

Illustration II.3.13: Green plan for Mensfort and Kronehoef by D. Boerema of 1964

Illustration II.3.9: Original plan and scheme for Oude Gracht

Illustration II.3.11: Original plan and scheme for Mensfort of 1959

Illustration II.3.14: The central green core and started restructuring by demolishment
of old schools

References:

Illustration II.3.10: The central green strip with a former waterway of the Dommel and
start of restructuring
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Illustration II.3.12: Repetition of stamps in the plan around a central green area

6. Beekman, 1982, p.344
7. Beekman, 1982, p.344
8. Beekman, 1982, p.334-335
9. Beekman, 1982, p.336-337
10. Andela, 2004, p.62
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The Henri Dunantpark
This was to become the city part park of Woensel, but nowadays also functions
as a city park. It was originally based on walking distances, which as we saw
were common to apply since the Tweede Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening. So 400m
for neighbourhood green, 800 m for district green, 1200 bordered by major
district streets and 1600 m for the city part green11. The park was then at
the northern edge of the city, connecting to the Aanschotse Beemden, which
Zeevenhooven also sees as the transition to the outer landscape. P. Ramp
wanted to provide enough parking and safe slow traffic crossings12, which at
least nowadays are both not present, especially on the southern edge. He
was inspired by process planning, so he wanted a phased, flexible approach
to be able to adapt to the changing demands in time, resulting in a main
green structure which can stand the time and a more detailed constructions
in between these spaces, suiting the rise of participation by inhabitants of
the ‘70’s. In contrary to Fontaine, Wassenberg and Boerema’s open and strict
geometrical approach, he wanted a more enclosed atmosphere with more
curbed paths, contrasting with the surrounding orthogonal neighbourhoods.
A park surrounded by a dense planting zone and opening up internally, to
separate it from the built-up area and to provide a feeling of being in nature,
while seeing the flats in the back indicated it still was a city park. He designed
some coulisses shaped by forest planting and hills in which human scale was
leading in design. By layout it resembled the approach for the folk parks from
the pre-war era as the Zuiderpark in Rotterdam or the Amsterdamse Bos. The
park had many functions such as a pinetum, flower hills, restaurant, playing
grounds, educational gardens, children’s farm and sports fields13.
As one can see later, the design was never finished as planned, and as Zeevenhooven mentions this park also suffers from its own success. This means there
are so many people visiting, that it will be destroyed when no amenities as
parking places are added, but not in such numbers the park is loosing its
character.

Illustration II.3.16: Original design by Ramp of 1972

Illustration II.3.19: The connection to the outer landscape, the Aanschotse Beemden

Illustration II.3.17: Central pond and paths in 1972 and first renewal of paths nowadays

References:
Illustration II.3.15: Location in the city versus other parks of 1972 and the distances for
planning
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Illustration II.3.18: The flats of ‘t Hool in 1972 and now hardly visible in summer

11. Ramp, 1972, p.152
12. Ramp, 1972, p.153
13. Andela, 2004, p.69-70
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Town planning and landscape architecture regarding the future and restructuring in the city part
I already mentioned briefly that restructuring started in Mensfort and Oude
Gracht, two neighbourhoods in the Southern part of Woensel.
Furthermore some new routes to the landscape and neighbourhoods are
constructed in the Henri Dunantpark, but in a minor way. This park ‘should
be dealt with as a pilot project just as Zeevenhooven has to deal with the
Kennedylaan.
All processes happening in Woensel (Noord) are guarded by the Stadsdeelkantoren, which function between the DSOB at one side and the corporations
and other stakeholders including inhabitants at the other side.

Winkelcentrum Woensel
This shopping centre is in a major transformation by the original architecture
office of Van den Broek & Bakema. It is assigned as a densification area in
Woensel and may parts are already renewed. The best example is the more
than 100 meter high Porthos tower ending the axis of the Montgomerylaan.
In my opinion, one disadvantage is the fact, that the walls of the centre are
closed to all sides instead of more open and inviting.

Other facts to take into account or for inspiration
Public/private division
As one can see Woensel has far most of open green spaces in Eindhoven.

Lieven de Keypark
This is an important example of renewal, while here water management and
decoupling is focus in design and Zeevenhooven worked intensively together
with inhabitants and Verhagen to finish the construction pleasing all stakeholders as much as possible. She designed wadi’s and enclosed places by
wintergreen together with routes and some functions, such as a picnic corner, natural corner, playfield, a multifunctional heart, dog playground playing
grounds and sunbathing hill.

Illustration II.3.24: Public and private in the city

Illustration II.3.20: The design before and after

Illustration II.3.22: Four layers for restructuring Winkelcentrum Woensel

Illustration II.3.21: Waid’s in the park, but also still water inconveniences

Illustration II.3.23: Prothos as the new focal point ana a total new design for interior
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Building years in Woensel and suiting typolgies in town-planning
This are chronologically to be found in Woensel with for each typology left the
parcelling layout and right the division between public and private.

Linear parcelling

Enclosed parcelling

Conclusion
I will summarise the main findings which are useful for my design, like the:
• Wedges to the landscape, which I can also adapt for the green strip with
high wire
• Fact that green in post-war Eindhoven got a new meaning, as structuring
element for the spatial built-up, so as neighbourhood, district or city part
park or as green wedge to the outer landscape
• Different images of streets by planting of striking tree species and the
general diversity of tree species
• Elements in the Henri Dunantpark, such as:
o Opening up to the south
o Adding a restaurant and parking lots on the old planned location
o Ongoing routes to the Aanschotse Beemden
o Coulisses in design
• Keypark as the basis for water management approaches and wadi’s
• Need to avoid additions of wrong non-suiting typologies in the area
• Redesign of some major junctions such as the junction above the hospital to provide better orientation.

Strip parcelling

Illustration II.3.25: Building years in Woensel in total

Stamp parcelling

‘Bloemkoolwijken’ parcelling

Recent parcelling after 1980

Illustration II.3.26: Parcelling typologies and their division in private and public
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Chapter 4 District scale level
Introduction
General
On this scale level I will focus my design work, since I work on the Community
Thought as my spatial model from Cultural History. I defined this district on
the characteristics of the green and traffic hierarchies in its orthogonal setup.
After my thorough analysis in the previous scale chapters, all these findings
will serve my design elaboration on this scale. Next to that, I will refer to my
findings of the research part II, as summarized in chapter I.4 and ideas such
as the profile book and networks in Amsterdam or the WUR/VROM approach.

In general already some restructuring has started in the district, but then
mainly focusing on architecture, as we can see in Vlokhoven or De Tempel,
where façades of dwellings are renovated, but still outdoor space is left behind
or just dealt with by incidental replacement of pavement. Just in Woenselse
Heide and De Tempel one started with a water decoupling project and re-profiling of the Rode Kruislaan. In general many social rental house are sold as
owner-occupied house. For further maintenance approaches in detail I refer to
the Kwaliteitsbeelden integraal onderhoudsbestek Eindhoven brochure.

Approach
My approach will consist of the my vision of:

Preservation by development, so more than just
a facelift!!!
Question:
So what can my new restructuring layer be, from a perspective of landscape architecture and with a vision from cultural history?
Answer:
In this context and far often by the general tabula rasa approach:

In time five neighbourhoods were constructed and the Winkelcentrum Woensel1:
• Woenselse Heide, 1965-1970
• De Tempel, 1965-1970
• Vlokhoven, 1965-1975
• Jagershoef, 1960-1970
• ‘t Hool after 1970
• WC Woensel after 1970.

A new water layer, referring to the cultural history of the post-war orthogonal
structure and prevention of just digging up old waterways! Instead I just refer
to the former geomorphology of the water system on the higher sand grounds
in The Netherlands to provide a new identity to post-war dwelling areas, in
this case Woensel Noord in Eindhoven. But the shape of the new layer is based
on the post-war orthogonal grid structure. Next to this I will make un update
for the green and traffic hierarchies on all scale levels integrated in the Green
Cross map and in Schemes for the Outdoor Spaces and Profiles.

Illustration II.4.3: Started restructuring in Vlokhoven, but still grey streets

Illustration II.4.1: District and neighbourhoods

Illustration II.4.4: Started re-profiling of streets at the Rode Kruislaan

Illustration II.4.2: Hierarcjies in Green, Traffic and the orthogonal structures in the District from the Community Thought as starting points

Illustration II.4.5: Division of ownerships by the corporations; a lot of dwellings are sold
by the corporations for owner-occupied houses

Part II, District scale level

Illustration II.4.6: Preservation by development

Reference:
1. Boumans, 2005, p.24
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Design principles from context
analysis

WUR/VROM built-up
• Edges (light green)
• Internal network (lines)
• Cores (red, darker green and
light blue)
• Living fields (grey)

Tabula rasa
• High-rise along major streets
• Porthos not yet in map
• Expansion Catharina Hospital in height
• Look at flat outdoor spaces between buildings presenting the tabula
rasa
• Besides the tabula rasa also the stop of pumping ground water by Philips
causes water problems.

Illustration II.4.9: The Structural elements of the WUR/VROM Method

• Street type (grey)
• Stamp type (brown)
• Ensemble type (blue)
• Semi-park type (green),
which is not really present
in this district or Eindhoven

Illustration II.4.7: Height map of the district

Illustration II.4.10: The filed typologies of WUR/VROM in the district

Division of functions a higher scale level

Division of functions a lower scale level

It’s necessary to keep these reachable without causing extra traffic movements, which could conflict with local traffic.

Main goal is to solve the barriers of streets, while many children go to other
schools than the neighbourhood they live in and slow traffic routes are also
important for seniors to reach the parks.
•
•
•
•

• Shopping centre (red)
• Parks (dark green)
• Hospital (orange)
• Entrance of the city
(arrow)
• Sports (light green)
• Business areas (light
blue), which prefer a
more external orientated position instead of
internal (special when
integrated in neighbourhoods)

Illustration II.4.8: Division of functions on higher scale level
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Illustration II.4.11: Division of functions on lower scale level

Senior houses (brown)
Schools (orange)
Sports (light green)
Amenities (purple).

I will give a short reference to the problems indicated in the research phase
and their meaning in the context of Eindhoven and Woensel Noord.
• External connection:
o Solving by slow traffic route network to surrounding areas
o Phileas as link to centre.
• Use of public space:
o This is not such a big problem although the quality should be im
proved, with a main focus on identification and solving water incon
veniences
o Use of green strip in ‘t Hool should be more suitable for cyclists
versus pedestrians.
• Internal accessibility:
o The slow traffic route network will enhance internal movement
o The re-profiling of streets in several recognisable entities.
• Orientation:
o The main problem is situated at the junction between the Winston
Churchillaan, Huizingalaan and Eerste Lieven de Keylaan, while peo
ple think they move around the city, along a tangential road when
they take the Huizingalaan instead of going out of the city on a ra
dial
o Many of the same junctions require differentiation in the profiles
of the connected streets.
• Social safety:
o Is a problem in the dark areas of the Henri Dunantpark, so I will
open up the sides of these paths after the neglected maintenance of
the wijker/Blijver system
o The strip in ‘t Hool provides unsafe situation, especially since the
fencing by the corporations.
• Amenities:
o In comparison to Amsterdam and other cities I visited the smaller
neighbourhood centres can compete with the big shopping centre,
while they serve as local basic amenities in comparison to the shop
ping centre, which provides all other goods people need.
• Traffic:
o Many streets function as barriers, while the speed of cars increased, so narrowing down profiles and construction of safe crossings wiil solve this issue for a great deal, for instance on the Bisschop
Bekkerslaan.
• General problems:
o There is a lack in communication between the departments of the
Municipality, my vision and the institution of an office like Bureau
Parkstad or Emmen Revisted could solve this
o Then red will not always get the preference above green as the
nowadays practice is also showing in Eindhoven, so make red for
green rules and advices.

The Amsterdam division in typologies
•
•
•
•
•

Building (grey)
Stamp (brown)
Ensemble (blue)
Strip (black)
Field (green)

Illustration II.4.12: Division in typologies as done in Amsterdam

More than just a facelift

Cultural Historical Value map
In this map I highlight elements which have a high cultural historical value
(brown) or elements which were added in time and are in my opinion often not
suiting the post-war setting of their surroundings (purple):
• Groote Beek old ‘beekloop’ (A)
• Road in Aanschot (B)
• Philipswijk, former ‘island settlement’ (C)
• Major green strip, like the high wire zone (E) or the former northern edge
of the dictrict above the Tempellaan (D)
• Hook parcelling in Jagershoef as in Amsterdam (F)
• ‘t Hool (G)
o Municipal monument, designed by van den Broek en Bakema
o Restructuring of flats second time in ten years
o Andela mentions some important items, such as2:
		
- A present variety of neighbourhood green designed by D.
		
Boerema together with van den Broek and Bakema super
		
vised by Fontaine
		
- Maintenance by occupants, orthogonal structure with
		
stamps, connected to each other by a central green strip
		
with white Betula tree rows
		
- Hedge structure was leading at construction instead of
		
fencing, while this now causes unsafe situations
o Based on the painting of van Doesburg
o Every courtyard with own tree species
o Ongoing green with free standing masses
o Problem that the inner strip not designed for cyclists, resulting in
dangerous race tracks and a demand for revision by a landscape architect by inhabitants
o Preservation leading for inhabitants, but update needed
o Ensemble typology, high-rise, middle-rise, low-rise
• Vlokhovense weg, part of an old radial (H)
• Kennedylaan as main entrance of the city in post-war Woensel (I)
• Montgomerylaan as main axis within post-war Woensel (J)
• Huizingalaan expansion with wrong access to city part street instead of
to neighbourhood (K)
• White architectural expansion at the Peellandlaan in Woenselse Heide
(L)
• Nurture centre comparable to the Bastion in Amsterdam (M)
• De Tempel expansion on former sports fields with non-suiting architecture (N)
• Winston Churchillaan expansion with wrong access to city part street
instead of neighbourhood (O).

Illustration II.4.16: Wrong access to city part streets at the Huizingalaan and non-suiting
architecture in Woenselse Heide at the Peellandlaan

Illustration II.4.14: Cultural Historical Map

Illustration II.4.17: Enclosed building blocks for senior housing and non-suiting villa’s in
De Tempel at the former sports complex

Illustration II.4.13: Hook parcelling in Jagershoef (F)

Part II, District scale level

Illustration II.4.15: Central green strip in ‘t Hool 1972 and present, total plan based on
van Doesburg’s painting Rhythmus eines Russischen Tanzes

Reference:
2. Andela, 2004, p.65-66
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Motto
Since I work on the hierarchies of green and traffic from a Cultural Historical and Restructuring point of view of the Urban Landscape, the scale level
approach is a good mean to deal with the water system, since this is not really present in my design area, but causing problems. The demands and inconveniences concerning water management, especially since Philips stopped
pumping down the ground water level and the tabula rasa layer of the postwar town planning was placed on top of the old ‘beekdalen’, are inspiration
points for me as a landscape architect. Therefore I started looking for a new
more landscape orientated layer to make un update of the present urban
landscape with regards to the cultural history of the post-war dwelling areas
and the demands for (sustainable) restructuring. I found this in a new water
hierarchy, which refers to the Cultural History of the post-war dwelling areas,
but also with a small loop to the former ‘beekdalen’ layout of Eindhoven. In
my research I pointed out that the recovery of old waterways in the post-war
dwelling areas is not desired for me, since this is a fake perception of cultural
history, while these old waterways can never be restored in the orthogonal
grid structure of post-war dwelling areas. Therefore I based my new form
language to shape the water layer on strict lines parallel with or crossing the
grid structure, respecting to the orthogonal grid, but also contrasting with it.
The whole approach is elaborated in a wadi water system, which functions as
a dentritical collection of water, just referring to the higher sand ground water
systems of the past.

Strict grid water network in orthogonal setup

More than just a facelift
Meaning:

Orthogonal setup as van Doesburg painting

Respect for the Cultural History of town planning and landscape architecture
of the post-war dwelling areas, combined with the restructuring of the urban
landscape with respect to the stakeholder’s demands and sustainability. In
this context a hierarchical water layer, of which I think it is useful on more
tabula rasa post-war dwelling areas.

Basis geographical layer of Eindhoven with beekdalen

II.4.18: Motto, main basis from the original orthogonal structure
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Design Principles from my approach
General
My principles are based on a division in scale levels to which I again will refer
to in the Schemes for Outdoor Spaces and Profiles. My approach deals with
hierarchies of Traffic, Green and the new layer of Water, which is not always
directly linked to traffic, but more to the green hierarchy. Every scale level in
traffic, connected to green, is indicated with a Roman number, namely:
• I: City streets
• II: City part streets
• III: Major District streets
• IV: Minor District streets
• V: Neighbourhood lines
• VI: Special knots
• VII: Cultural historical ribbons.
A letter behind the number refers to a theme within the scale level, an extra
normal number behind it, refers to a variation within the theme, as one will
see in the schemes.

II.4.19: Division of scale levels in traffic

Traffic hierarchy
30, 50, 70 km/h division
This division is based on the scale of the street element and the width or necessity to have a more ‘streaming or flowing ’ function, so the more flow the
faster we go.
• I: City streets 70 km/h
• II, III and IV: District and City part streets 50 km/h
• V: Neighbourhoods 30km/h.

Part II, District scale level

II.4.20: Division in speeds
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Main cycling routes
First class routes of asphalt:
Red for cycling, black for walking: These routes are the most important routes
to the outer landscape and function as the internal slow traffic network. The
cycling routes (3-3,5 meters wide) are always accompanied by black asphalt
for walking (2-2,5 metres wide). This network is put in an orthogonal grid, except for the Henri Dunantpark, while this suits the original layout with curbed
lines contrasting with the surrounding neighbourhoods.
Second class routes of 30x30 cm tiles:
These routes are made of the original post-war 30x30 cm tiles, for cycling
paths in red and for sidewalks in grey.
Third class of local grind paths, see in the detailed Integral Design for the
Green Cross:
These routes are the small scale recreational routes which are often designed
in diagonal shapes in the orthogonal grid of the first order path structure. For
these paths again the ones in the park have curbed shapes referring to the
contrast with the surrounding neighbourhoods. It is also the material for the
sitting places in the district.
There are three more route elements to describe, namely the:
• Cycling lanes on the neighbourhood lines, which are 1,75 meters wide
and serve to give place to cyclists, according to the Duurzaam Veilig Approach since van Barneveld mentioned, that the 1,20 meter wide cycling
lanes are too narrow for mothers with children and therefore unsafe; sidewalks are in 30x30 cm grey tiles
• Cycling on side roads, with sidewalks of 30x30 cm grey tiles
• The Cultural Historical Ribbons will have red brick sidewalk pavement to
highlight them.

First class routes of asphalt

Second class routes of 30x30cm tiles

Third class of local grind paths, see in the Integral Green Cross

II.4.21: Map for main slow traffic routes

Cycling on lanes on neighbourhood lines

Cycling on side road
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Green hierarchy
Tree rows
While I focus on the bigger scale levels, these scales are indicated with tree
rows and the variation in the smaller neighbourhood lines by a colour. The
profiles belonging to the elements will be deepened out in the Outdoor Spaces
and Profiles subchapter.
Four rows:
• I: Double row of two species at one side, double row of two species at
other side
• II: Double row of one species at one side, double rows of one species at
other side.
Three rows:
• III.A: Double row of one species at one side, single row of one species
at other side
• III.B: Single row of one species at one side, single row of one species
at other side, third row consist of the high wire line as the ongoing linear
element.
Two rows:
• IV.A and IV.A1:
o Different species at each side
o ‘Chamber’ like placement at Genovevalaan
• IV.B, IV.A2 and V.A: Same species at both sides
• V.A1: One species at one side, one species randomly in green strip at
other side, exception north of Genevavalaan, while high-rise edges
• V.A1x: One species at one side, one species at the other side and randomly in green strip at other side
• VI.A: Special knot centre Green Cross, one row and high-wire
• Varying species per neighbourhood line, some times even per neighbourhood such as Woenselse Heide.
One row:
• This is not present in the scale levels I work on, but can be found in the
smaller scale and narrower neighbourhood streets, so in the blocks in the
living fields within the neighbourhoods.
Freely placed:
• VI.B Special knot at junction Winston Churchillaan and Huizingalaan
• VI.C1 till C3: At cross-overs Kennedylaan.

II.4.22: Tree rows

Four rows: Trees I

Three rows: Trees III.B

Two rows: IV.A North Genovevalaan

Two rows: V.1x

Four rows: Trees II version 1

Two rows: Trees IV.A

Two rows: IV.B

Two rows: VI.A

Four rows: Trees II version 2

Two rows: Trees IV.A1

Two rows: Trees V

Freely placed: VI.B

Three rows: Trees III.A

Two rows: Trees IV.A2

Two rows V.1

Freely placed: VI.C

Part II, District scale level
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Bosplantoen, bushes and hedges
Nowadays a lot of fences have been put up, blocking the overview on the public space and resulting in grey instead of green appearances. Furthermore the
hedges were a design element in Woensel Noord, which was lost in time, but
can be a nice link to the Cultural History of the district. I choose my species
mainly with the vision of having a green district all year, so especially winter
green species along the framework of the outdoor spaces within the district,
and I want to prevent the randomly placed Prunus species, like Prunus laurocerasus.
Bosplantsoen
• I: Just at the outer sides of the street, central reservation without planting
• II: Just at the outer sides of the street, but more narrow than in I
• Rest of the streets no Bosplantsoen, but just in the Henri Dunantpark or
when a major green strip is at one side of the road.
Bushes
• Rhododendron in the inner reservation strips of II, just as in the Generaal
Montgomerylaan and sometimes within neighbourhoods
• Rosa species along the side the sides of III.A
• Ilex in the green strip of III.B
• Cotoneaster species along the sides of IV.B and varying within the neighbourhood green strips, such as in ‘t Hool
• No bushes along the sides of IV.A and variations.
Hedges
No hedges along I and II and in general where high-rise, major green areas
or amenity centres are situated no hedges are planted, depending on the
situation.
• Ligustrum ovalifolium to border the district streets III.A, III.B, IV.A and
IV.B, the Green Cross and the edges of the outer landscape
• Taxus baccata to border the neighbourhood lines, so V.A and its variations
• Fagus sylvatica, Carpinus betulus and Acer campestre hedges to distinguish the blocks within the fields of the neighbourhoods from each other
• For the more narrow backside paths, where there is fencing and when
the paths are too narrow to place a full-grown hedge I adapt Hedera helix
to provide a green appearance (not in map).

II.4.23: Bosplantsoen, Bushes and Hedges

Bosplantsoen

Cotoneaster

Rhododendron

Ligustrum

Ilex

Taxus

Rosa
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Water hierarchy
This is the layer, which I will add in the urban landscape of Woensel Noord.
Since there are many water inconveniences and the demand for delayed water discharge by the municipality and sustainable town planning, this is I my
opinion the solution to solve this issues and to add a new layer as an update
for restructuring.
This new system is built up in a hierarchy going from neighbourhood to the
outer landscape:
• In every central green area of a neighbourhood I placed a bigger geometrical collecting wadi for rain and street water collection
• By a system of linear wadi’s on neighbourhood scale level, this will be
delayed transported to the district scale level wadi’s
• In the district scale level bigger geometrically shaped wadi’s, which are
placed around the locations of the neighbourhood lines and often around
the pillars of the high wire line; they will collect the water coming from the
neighbourhoods
• These district wadi’s are connected by linear wider district scale wadi’s
• These will gather in even wider linear city part scale level wadi’s
• This wadi system will deflate in the central collection pond of the Henri
Dunantpark
• From here open water will function as the transport to the outer landscape and the city water
• In the outer landscape the water will flow in the Groote Beek.
The more the system turns towards the landscape the more natural it can be
shaped and maintained, but in the district soberness and simplicity are goal
to suit the strict layout and for easy (so cheaper) maintenance. Wherever
possible I will show the water on the surface, but where not drain will connect
the wadi’s. At the newly added restaurant in the Henri Dunantpark a pole will
be placed to indicate the water level. This can also be done on the other scale
level collecting wadi’s. The ground dug out for the wadi’s will be used for shaping geometrical relief hills under two metres high and the fill in of the wadi’s
is preferably grass, but also sand can be at the bottom, which will have to be
detailed later.

II.4.25: The new water layer

II.4.24: More natural towards the outer landscape as here at Alterra, Wageningen (left);
an example for the fill-in of the drainage wadi’s by sand at De Waalsprong, Nijmegen
(right)

Outer landscape drainage

City part drainage wadi

Neighbourhood collection wadi

City drainage

District collection wadi

Neighbourhood drainage wadi

City part collection pond

District drainage wadi

Underground drains
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Master Plan

Infrastructure

WAS
General
• There were more green elements
• The district was bordered in the north by the Aanschotse Beemden, the
outer landscape with just the old road to Aanschot, the Groote Beek and
half of the Garden Village Philipswijk (northeast).
Traffic hierarchy
30, 50, 70 km/h division
• In the past all, just the Kennedylaan (I) was for 70 km/h and the rest in
the district 50 km/h, also in neighbourhoods
• There were less cars and lower speeds, diminishing the barrier effect of
major streets, although the streets were designed in broad profiles.
Main cycling routes
• All paths were executed in the 30x30 tiles and most often all in grey
colours
• No special cycling lanes within the neighbourhoods
• No main network routes in the park.

Trees

Streets

Acer

Cycling on side road

Betula

Separate cycling on tiles

Fraxinus

High wire

Pinus Middle

Green and fields

Pinus South

Major faces of Bosplantsoen
Populus

Green hierarchy
Tree rows
• Pinus was plated by F.J Fontaine at every crossing of the Kennedylaan,
although also Bosplantsoen was planted
• As one can see many Ulmus species were planted in this district
• Clear lines with sometimes different species per row in street profiles, as
Fontaine wanted to present Eindhoven as a real arboretum.
Bosplantoen, bushes and hedges
• Bosplantsoen was still in original planned size
• Many hedges in the district (not in map).

Green face as urban scale element
Pyrus
Green face connected to traffic
Quercus
Living field in district

Water hierarchy
• By the construction on a tabula rasa no water network was planned, just
the pond of the Henri Dunantpark.

Tilia
Living field outside district
Ulmus
Water
Water faces

Big drain
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II.4.26: Master Plan Past
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Master Plan

Infrastructure

IS
General
• A lot of green elements were built on by densification processes as in De
Tempel and Woenselse Heide
• Main failure in these densifications are the use of non-suiting architecture and often they are accessible from city part streets instead of from
the neighbourhood as it should be in the traffic hierarchy, for instance
along the Huizingalaan
• The district is now captured by expansion neighbourhoods of Blixembosch, Aanschot and Achtse Barrier; just some open strips to the outer
landscape were preserved.
Traffic hierarchy
30, 50, 70 km/h division
• In some neighbourhoods the 30 km/h speed limit is applied suiting the
Duurzaam Veilig approach, although street profiles are often not adapted
to this
• Many streets function as barriers for slow traffic.
Main cycling routes
• Only in De Tempel and Vlokhoven separate cycling lanes are constructed
in the neighbourhood lines
• In the park some routes for local traffic have been realized, but not to the
outer landscape or as a consistent network within the district
• Many ‘olifantenpaadjes’ were made by occupants for faster connections.

Water hierarchy
• Water management is started up as in the Keypark, Aanschotse Beemden, the Kennedylaan or decoupling on a small scale as in Woenselse
Heide northeast, but within the district no structural plans were made
except for (local) decoupling.

Streets

Acer

Cycling on side road

Aesculus

Cycling on red asphalt

Alnus

Cycling on streets in lanes

Betula

Separate cycling on tiles

Carpinus

High wire

Fraxinus

Green and fields

Green hierarchy
Tree rows
• The most disturbing development is the replacement of trees by different tree species (often Quercus palustris), which disrupt the clear lines as
Fontaine designed them
• A lot of Ulmus trees died by diseases
• Some trees were planted too close to the high wire, so they were cut in
half resulting in ‘disabled’ looking tree profiles
• Other trees as in the Rode Kruislaan have not grown in a natural process
by their placement in dense pavement, resulting in poor looking trees in
comparison to the rows adjacent to them, planted in the same time, but
in green strips
• The Pinus trees at the crossings of the Kennedylaan were often taken
out.
Bosplantoen, bushes and hedges
• Bosplantsoen in the park is not maintained, resulting in overgrown and
dark zones in the east
• Corporations have often replaced hedges by fences, resulting in grey
instead of green appearances.

Trees

Gleditsia

Major faces of Bosplantsoen
Pinus Middle
Green face as urban scale element
Pinus South
Green face connected to traffic
Platanus
Living field in district
Populus
Living field outside district
Pyrus
Water
Water faces

District collection wadi’s

Drainage wadi’s

Big drain

Quercus

Tilia

Ulmus

II.4.27: Master Plan Present
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Master Plan

Infrastructure

WILL BE
General
• While internal densifications can not be removed in a subtle way, I will
at least change their accessibility from city part streets to neighbourhoods
streets, as in the Huizingalaan and Winston Churchillaan.
Traffic hierarchy
30, 50, 70 km/h division
• A new revision for speed is made resulting in 30 km/h zones within
neighbourhoods
• I will narrow down street profiles for reducing speed and barrier effects
on slow traffic
• Within the inner reservation strips along the city part streets, I will plan
the new Phileas routes to Woensel Noord and Nuenen, with a main stop at
the shopping centre.
Main cycling routes
• An integrated slow traffic network will be executed to enhance safe
movements from the central shopping centre till the outer landscape; recognizable materials will be used just as safe crossings, mainly in the central street along the high wire line
• A new revision of classes in materials till local grind paths, suiting the
local recreational use and the existing ‘olifantepaadjes (see Green Cross
Map).
Green hierarchy
Tree rows
• From a cultural historical vision I will on one hand update the original
clear profiles of Fontaine; on the other hand I base my new profiles on the
species he original applied, but also on the given fact of replaced trees in
time, while for instance the Ulmus trees still have the risk of diseases
• By replacement of tree species I want to enhance the differences in
profiles for better orientation; this also suits the original richness of tree
species applied by Fontaine, which I will even enlarge
• Different Pinus tree species per crossing in the Kennedylaan will be restored.
Bosplantoen, bushes and hedges
• One third of the Bosplantsoen in the park will be taken out for better
growing chances for the present trees and providing clarity in dark zones
• Within the internal Green Cross Ligustrum hedges will be applied for
bordering the green framework
• Within the neighbourhoods different species of winter green hedges will
be planted to distinguish the blocks from each other, just as for the neighbourhood lines (see Green Cross Map)
• Within street profiles and green elements wintergreen bushes will be applied providing green all year.
Water hierarchy
• A total new water system of strictly shaped wadi’s will decouple the total
district towards the Groote Beek
• This layer is a new hierarchy in scales next to the green and traffic hierarchy update, solving the water inconveniences in the district and the
sustainable town planning vision of the city.

Streets

City part drainage wadi

Gleditsia

Phileas

District collection wadi

Pinus Middle

Cycling on side road

District drainage wadi

Pinus South

Cycling on red asphalt

Neighbourhood collection wadi

Pinus North

Cycling on streets in lanes

Neighbourhood drainage wadi

Platanus

Separate cycling on tiles

Big drain

Populus

High wire

Small drain

Pyrus

Green and fields
Major faces of Bosplantsoen

Trees

Quercus
Acer
Tilia

Green face as urban scale element

Acer dark
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Green face connected to traffic
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Living field in district

Alnus

Living field outside district

Betula

Water

Carpinus
Outer landscape drainage
Fagus dark
City drainage open water
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II.4.28: Master Plan Will Be
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Integral Design Green Cross
In this design map all scale levels of traffic, green and water are present, from
the city scale level till the neighbourhood level, together with all the ideas
and inspirations from my research, context analysis and design approach. So
the integral approach for restructuring from a landscape architectural point
of view with respect to the cultural history of in this case the context of Eindhoven. The Green Cross functions as the framework, internal green network,
bordered by architecture and connected by wedges to the outer landscape.
Some extra additional information which was not clearly visible or present in
the previous maps and design principles are items like the:
• Hedges for differentiation between neighbourhoods
• Elaboration of the third class grind paths
• Sitting places later to be varied by focusing on seniors, middle youth
(nothing now) and youngest youth
• New functions in the Henri Dunantpark, such as the restaurant with
petanque fields and the addition of sitting places
• Highlighting by adding dark-leaved trees as focal points at the entrances
and connections to the surrounding neighbourhoods, but also at knots of
routes within the park
• Advice for longer term mowing schemes for natural looks towards the
outer landscape
• Ilex bushes in the west-east green strip as wintergreen
• Lightning just along major paths and not at possible places for hanging
youth
• Restore the compartments of the design made by Ramp, mainly in the
south, although difficulties appeared since the fencing of functions took
place here, disturbing the ongoing image of the park, but necessary in the
nowadays society.

II.4.29: Integral Design Green Cross
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Infrastructure
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Water

Functions

Animal garden
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Schemes for Outdoor Spaces and
Profiles
Different themes within a scale level are based on facts such as the:
• Presence of side roads cycling lanes at two sides or not
• Parking
• Elements and principles, such as tree rows, vb III.A vs B.
Cultural historical ribbons are elements which fit in the lower scale neighbourhood lines, such as the Vlokhovenseweg or even smaller neighbourhood
streets, as in Philipswijk.

II.4.30: General division

II.4.31: Division per theme and variations
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City streets
Traffic
• Twice three lanes, speed 70 km/h
• Cycling and pedestrian paths in red and black asphalt
• No parking.
Green
• Four rows of trees, Quercus frainetto at inner side and Tilia cordata at
outer side
• Randomly placed trees in inner reservation strip
• Wider Bosplantsoen at sides
• No bushes in inner reservation strip
• No hedges.
Water
• Decoupling project to the north.

II.4.35: Perspective, top view and profile

II.4.32: Location

II.4.33: Old (1975) and present situation (2008) Kennedylaan

II.4.34: Materials
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City part streets
Theme A
Traffic
• Twice two lanes, speed 50 km/h
• Phileas route in inner reservation strip on concrete pavement
• Cycling and pedestrian paths in red and grey tiles or cycling on side
road
• No parking.
Green
• Four rows of trees, west double row native Quercus, east double row of
Acer pseudoplatanus
• Randomly placed trees in inner reservation strip
• Narrow Bosplantsoen at outer sides
• Rhododendron in inner reservation strip
• No hedges, just in neighbourhoods behind Bosplantsoen.
Water
• Partly decoupling along the Huizingalaan to the north
• Rest of the street can be decoupled to surrounding neighbourhood wadi
systems.

II.4.36: Locations

II.4.37: Old (1968) and present situation (2008) Huizingalaan
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II.4.38: Perspective and top view

II.4.39: Materials for Phileas, concrete lanes and special materials at stops
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Profile Theme A

II.4.40: Profile Theme A

Variation A1.1
Different from theme A, while there is a side road for cycling at one side with
parking in red stones on city part scale level profiles, instead of two cycling
lanes on both sides. Access from this side road is changed from directly on
the city part street to the neighbourhood to which it belongs. Front and back
profile along the Winston Churchillaan. Tree species for the north is Aesculus
hippocastanum and for the south Carpinus betulus.
Variation A1.1x
The difference to A1.1 is the fact there are two cycling lanes at both sides and
a side road on one side extra.

II.4.41: Profile Variation A1.1

Variation A1.2
The main difference from variation A1.1 is the fact that the side road for
cycling is now located at the regional amenity zones as in Woenselse Heide
(front profile) or the Hospital (back profile) in the south. For this reason accessibility is still directly on the city part street, since all the extra traffic
movements involved with this amenities would lead to too much traffic within
neighbourhoods.

Part II, District scale level

II.4.42: Profile Variation A1.2
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Major District streets
The division between theme A and B is based on the:
• Theme A: three rows of trees with Rosa along the sides and two side
roads at both sides for cycling
• Theme B: two rows of trees and one row by high wire, Ilex in the adjacent green strip and two cycling lanes at both sides.
Theme A
Traffic
• Twice one lane, speed 50 km/h
• Two sides side roads with cycling and sidewalk paved in grey tiles
• Parking in red stone parking bays.
Green
• Three rows of trees, south double row of Populus canescens ‘Moffart’ or
‘Schijndel’, north one row of Tilia cordata ‘Green’, small neighbourhood
row of Acer platanoides ‘Globosum’ along northern side road and randomly
placed trees in green strip
• No Bosplantsoen
• Rosa bushes along sides
• Ligustrum hedges at two sides.
Water
• Partly decoupling in the centre, north of the park
• Rest of the street can be decoupled to surrounding neighbourhood wadi
systems.
II.4.45: Perspective and top view

II.4.43: Locations

II.4.44: Old (1978) and present (2008) Hondsruglaan
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II.4.46: Materials, pavement for side roads and parking in red stones
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Profile Theme A

II.4.47:Profile Theme A

Variation A1.1
This variation is based on the fact that it is a broader profile, there is a extra
cycling lane in the middle and the northern side road is in this case the Cultural Historical Ribbon of Philipswijk paved in red bricks in stead of the present
asphalt and hidden behind a Bosplantsoen strip.
Variation A1.1x
This is a minor variation while the side road is direct access to the street instead of the neighbourhood, since here a parking strip for the Henri Dunantpark is placed, which again has a regional function as in II.A1.2.

II.4.48:Profile Variation A1.1

Variation A1.2
Since this profile is located in the southern major district street, some other
tree species are present, such as Gleditsia triacanthos and Quercus palustris
and the third row by the high wire in the middle, a row of Prunus along the
northern side road and a row of Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata Koster’. In the middle reservation strip of the high wire one can find the district scale wadi’s with
grind paths.

II.4.49:Profile Variation A1.2
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Theme B
Traffic
• Twice one lane, speed 50 km/h
• Two sides cycling lanes and side walks in red and black asphalt
• Grind paths for local and recreational use
Green
• Two rows of trees in the middle, northern of Quercus palustris, southern
of Gleditsia triacanthos, third row by high wire, in the south there is a extra row of Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata Koster’ along the flats
• No Bosplantsoen
• Ilex bushes in the green strip
• Ligustrum hedges at two sides.
Water
• District scale collection and drainage wadi’s.
Variation Bx
This is a minor variation since here a small parking strip with red stone accessible from the street as one will se in B1.1, but here with just one strip and no
side road at the opposite side.

II.4.52: Perspective and top view

II.4.50: Locations

II.4.51: Old around the business area (1976) and present (2008) Bisschop Bekkerslaan
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II.4.53: Materials
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Profile Theme B

II.4.54: Profile Theme B

II.4.55: Profile Variation B1.1

Variation B1.1
Here one can see the extra parking strip directly next to the cycling path in red
asphalt in the south and side road in the north, both with red parking stones.
The northern side road is accompanied by Prunus.

Variation B1.2
This is the access for the district from the Kennedylaan and has twice two
lanes and a side road in the south for the neighbourhood. No Prunus is applied here.

II.4.56: Profile Variation B1.2

Variation B1.2x
This a small variety of B1.2 since here also the access streets are wider, but
will get trees just as in Theme A, so Populus and Tilia.

Variation B2.1
Here in the north one can find extra direct access to the regional scale amenity centre. Red parking stones are applied again. In the south one can see the
wider district collection wadi’s with the high wire in it. The back gardens in the
south get high hedges.

II.4.57: Profile Variation B2.1

Variation B2.2
This is a variation consisting of one side road in the north accessible from the
neighbourhood, instead of direct on the street as in B2.1. In the south again
back sides of houses are bordered by high hedges of Ligustrum. While the
high wire is crossing the street here the row of Gleditsia is placed more to the
south for openness and good growing chances, just as Quercus to the north.

II.4.58: Profile Variation B2.2
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Minor District streets
The division between theme A and B is based on the:
• Theme A: two rows of trees in a ‘chamber like’ setting with no bushes
along the sides and two sides edges by Ligustrum hedges
• Theme B: two rows parallel placed of trees, Cotoneaster in the side strips
and one side edges by Ligustrum hedges.
Theme A
Traffic
• Twice one lane, speed 50 km/h
• Two sides cycling and sidewalks paved in red and grey tiles
• Parking in red stone parking bays.
Green
• Two rows of trees, ‘chamber forming’ placed Tilia in west and five Pyrus
rows in east with repeating block settings by three Alnus
• No Bosplantsoen or bushes in grass plains at both sides, just in neighbourhood strips Cotoneaster
• Ligustrum hedges at two sides.
Water
• Street can be decoupled to surrounding neighbourhood wadi systems.

II.4.61: Perspective and top view

II.4.59: Locations

II.4.60: Old (1971) and present (2008) Genovevalaan
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II.4.62: Materials red tiles for cycling, grey for walking
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Profile Theme A

II.4.63: Profile Theme A

Variation A1
This variation is for the Franklin D. Rooseveltweg in which Ulmus hollandica
‘Commelin’ will be preserved and added, next to Alnus trees at the other side
and some Pyrus species along the low-rise edge of ‘t Hool. By the too narrow
profile one cycling lane will be on the street as in the neighbourhood lines.

II.4.64: Profile Variation A1

Variation A2
These are the access streets to Winkelcentrum Woensel and will be highlighted by two rows of Acer platanoides ‘Deborah’ with its darker colours. For the
accessibility twice two lanes will be preserved. The high rise edges of the flats
will be softened by preserving the present trees and the shopping centre will
have it’s own striking pavement. No hedges at both sides.

II.4.65: Profile Variation A2
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Theme B
Traffic
• Twice one lane, speed 50 km/h
• Two sides cycling and sidewalks paved in red and grey tiles on the west
and asphalt on the east
• Parking in red stone parking bays
• Some grind paths linking to the park.
Green
• Two rows of trees of Fraxinus angustifolia ‘Raywood’, which are the
present outer rows, while I will remove the inner rows by bad growing
conditions in the pavement and their bad appearance in comparison to the
outer rows standing in the green strips
• Cotoneaster along two sides in the green strips
• Bosplantsoen along the park edge
• Ligustrum hedges at the west side.
Water
• Street will be crossed by neighbourhood drains to the central pond in
the park.

II.4.68: Perspective, top view and profile

II.4.66: Locations

II.4.67: Old at the Schouwenlaan (1975) and present (2008) Rode Kruislaan
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II.4.69: Materials red stones for parking and asphalt cycling on the east side
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Neighbourhood lines
General tree species per neighbourhood
Woenselse Heide:
• Acer at two sides
• Ginkgo at one side, Betula at other side
• Alnus at one side, Betula at other side
• Sorbus at one side, Quercus at other side.
De Tempel:
• Ulmus at two sides.
Jagershoef:
• Hippocastanum at one side, Quercus at other side
• Acer at one side, Prunus at other side
• Ginkgo at one side, Quercus at other side.
‘t Hool:
• Tilia at two sides
• Platanus at one side, Tilia at other side
• Fraxinus at one side, Betula at other side
• Acer at one side, Prunus at other side.
Vlokhoven:
• Alnus at two sides
• Acer at two sides
• Alnus at one side, Acer at other side.

II.4.72: Perspective and top view

Theme A
Traffic
• Twice one lane, speed 30 km/h
• Two sides cycling lanes on street in red asphalt and sidewalks paved in
grey tiles
• Parking in black stone parking bays
• In the streets will be saver crossings by speed reducing measures
• Connecting neighbourhood streets in grey stones and lighter version for
parking bays, entrances to garages in white stones.
Green
• Two rows of trees, in this case at the Brussellaan twice Ulmus hollandica
‘Commelin’
• No Bosplantsoen or bushes
• Taxus hedges at two sides.
Water
• Street can be decoupled to surrounding neighbourhood wadi systems
and the street can function as collecting water line by extra drains.

II.4.71: Locations
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II.4.73: Present Brussellaan (2008) (old not available)

II.4.74: Materials black for parking and cycling lanes on road
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Profile Theme A

II.4.75: Profile Theme A

Variation A1
This variation is based on the fact it has wider profiles, since an extra green
strip is adjacent tot the street in which some minor bushes can be placed and
randomly placed trees, next to the two rows of trees along the street. In this
case Ginkgo biloba and Betula nigra. Neighbourhood drainage wadi’s will follow the street.
Variation A1x
In this variation the green strip is even wider or a centre of a neighbourhood,
resulting in even more trees along the sides and collection wadi’s for the
neighbourhoods.
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II.4.76: Profile Variation A1
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Special Knots
VI.A, Centre of the Green Cross
This is the centre of the green cross, accentuated by Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea
latifolia’ just as the entrances and special knots in the park. The street will
be spilt here to guarantee safer crossings for slow traffic and to highlight the
centre. Here Ligustrum hedges will border the inner ‘island’.
II.4.79: Future top view VI.A

VI.C, Crossings at Kennedylaan

II.4.80: Present top view VI.B

II.4.81: Future top view VI.C

II.4.82: Future top view VI.C and profile

II.4.77: Locations

VI.B, Junction Huizingalaan Churchillaan
Traffic
• Three lane wide roundabout, speed 50 km/h, traffic lights
• Cycling lanes and sidewalks paved in red and grey tiles on even level
with the streets
• Crossing by Phileas route on concrete pavement
• No parking.
Green
• Four dark Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea latifolia’trees to highlight the junction, removal of trees outside the roundabout to highlight the different
profiles of the connecting streets for orientation
• No Bosplantsoen, bushes or hedges around roundabout for clarity of the
centre.
Water
• Water decoupling from the shopping centre to the wadi system in the
Keypark.

II.4.78: Present (2008) (old not available) Churchillaan towards the junction
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II.4.83: Materials Phileas concrete
and tiles for cycling an dwalking
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II.4.83: Bird’s eye perspective

II.4.84: View from the Churchillaan, compare with present situation I.4.78
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Cultural historical ribbons

Conclusion

Traffic
• Depending on their
hood streets
• Special attention is
trasting material.
Green
• Depending on their
hood streets.
Water
• Depending on their
hood streets.

This was the major scale level I worked on and in this scale level I jumped
through detail levels, starting from the Master Plans till the detailed Schemes
for Outdoor Spaces and Profiles, covering the whole district. Within this scale
level I made references and handouts for all scale levels adjacent to the District scale level, as one can see in the Integral Design for the Green Cross.
Although restructuring sometimes already started as in the Rode Kruislaan,
there is still time to adopt my vision in the restructuring process especially
when a Restructuring team at city level is setup as Bureau ParkStad in Amsterdam and Emmen Revisited in Emmen.

function as neighbourhood lines or small neighbourthe pavement of the sidewalks in red bricks as confunction as neighbourhood lines or small neighbourfunction as neighbourhood lines or small neighbour-

II.4.85: Locations

Some further recommendations I give are items such as:
• Avoid the present variety in the multiplicity of Johan Friso armatures and
bring them back to at most three different types
• Total street plans over total lengths have to be designed
• Maintenance schemes in time have to be made, although my Schemes
for Outdoor Spaces and Profiles an be the starting point
• Detailed designs of places within the Green Cross, such as sitting places
for elderly, young and older youth have to be elaborated
• Further detailing of wadi system is possible; I gave some ideas for elaboration, but preservation of geometrically shaped elements and avoiding
the metaphor of curbed meanders, non-suiting in the post-war orthogonal
setting is essential.
In essence I think this scale level provides a lot of advices and examples
on how to deal with restructuring the urban landscape with respect to the
stakeholders demands and sustainability, Cultural History of town planning
and landscape architecture of the post-war dwelling areas in the context of
the District Woensel Noord in the city of Eindhoven. In this context a hierarchical water layer in combination with the present hierarchies in Green and
Traffic detailed in geometrical shapes and avoiding of just digging up of old
waterways, of which I think it is useful to apply on more tabula rasa post-war
dwelling areas and suiting the nowadays Network City or as they call it in Eindhoven, the Complete City. This whole approach was dealt with in my opinion,
the best option of preservation by development.
So:

More than just a facelift

II.4.86: Present Vlokhovenseweg with present red bricks on side walks

II.4.87: Present Philipswijk, see profile II.4.48 in east, asphalt will be red bricks
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Chapter 5 Neighbourhood scale level
Introduction

Design

Since I focus on the District scale level, this was the main design chapter,
by while I focus on approach going through scale levels, I will also handout
some inspirations to work out on the Neighbourhood scale level. I will give
two examples, about how one can deal with restructuring on neighbourhood
scale level, in which there are different transitions in public/private and the
elaboration of my water layer, these are a:
• Neighbourhood line street in Woenselse Heide with low hedge transitions
and water basins
• Small neighbourhood green strip in ‘t Hool as part of the Green Cross,
where hedges with openings are applied as a transition and a smaller
neighbourhood wadi in one of the most narrow possible settings.

Woenselse Heide, the core-park axis
Woenselse Heide a neighbourhood consist of three parts:
• Six stamps of low-rise dwellings
• A central core strip with amenities, such as a shopping centre, schools
and a nurture centre
• A regional orientated businesses park in the northwest, called Autowijk
Eindhoven.
In this strip I make a redesign, while here a nice route for seniors and slow
traffic can be designed. In the core of Woenselse Heide a senior housing amenity is based. This amenity has wishes to expand and this suits the centralizing
of senior housing in Zorgknooppunten, in Eindhoven called Woonzorgzones.
There is already a route with specially designed senior benches, suiting the
OOP’s1 approach, where also picnic tables can be added for resting possibilities. The Stadsdeelkantoor wants to add a kiosk in the Henri Dunantpark,
which can be a goal for a walk for the seniors of the nurture centre. This can
be placed in the newly added restaurant in the Henri Dunantpark, next to a
pole indicating the water level in the central pond of the park, which again can
be focal point. For the other direction I will demolish the west-east orientated
flat, which is now blocking the straight vision line from the centre of Woenselse Heide to the park. A newly to construct building as the expansion of the
senior housing will be placed on this location, connected to the present centre
by a walking bridge, wide enough to provide some amenities with overview
on the outdoor spaces. Under this building a parking garage will be placed to
make up the lost and to add extra parking places. The building will be in an
open parcelling layout, to prevent the enclosed building blocks, not suiting
in post-war dwelling areas (see Bastion Amsterdam and De Tempel, nurture
centre). The inner garden shall later be designed in detail. The open side will
be on the south providing good sun and suiting the sustainable tow planning
approaches. The present north-south orientated flat block of ten layers will
be the focal point from the park to the core, but will be softened by planting
extra Acer trees. I will preserve the present trees as much as possible and
their standing places should be kept free in the re-profiling of the streets
together with the decoupling works. The main transformation is the change
of the grey stone face around the flat to a green core. To highlight the core,
again Ligustrum hedges will be applied, just as Rhododendron to give a winter
green image. For the streets this is done by replacing the fencing by hedges,
except for the narrow backyard paths.

II.5.1: Locations elaborations

Translation:
II.5.2. Aerial picture Woenselse Heide
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II.5.3: Present senior benches in the Schouwenlaan

1. OOP’s, Dutch abbreviation for Ouderen Ontmoetings Plekken, in English: Elderly Meeting Places
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II.5.4: Top view plan restructuring the Schouwenlaan and surroundings

Traffic and infrastructure
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Grind paths
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Water basin

Parking black stones

Special materials

Cotoneaster bushes
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Neighbourhood drainage wadi
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Small drain

Parking for garages

Architecture
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Stepping stones

Acer hedge
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Wooden bridges
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Cycling on asphalt

Cycling on street
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Green

Public green

Acer trees

Water
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II.5.5: Bird’s eye view from the park towards the core
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II.5.6: Bird’s eye view from the core towards the park
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II.5.7: Towards the core at ground level from the water pole

II.5.9: Detail of stepping stones

II.5.8: Towards the park from the central neighbourhood collection basin

II.5.10: Present situation towards the park and the crossing under the flat
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’t Hool, with the most narrow part of the Green Cross
in the Dalheimpad
This is a smaller neighbourhood green strip in the monumental neighbourhood
‘t Hool. The neighbourhood is built up with high-rise edges, a middle-rise zone
and lo-wise typologies around ‘woonerven’, together forming an ensemble.
The people living their have a big interaction with their living environment and
provided me with useful advices, such as the construction of a cycling path,
which was originally not designed for. They also maintain the surroundings
with great pleasure, to maintain a comfortable living environment2. Re-pavement of the central zone is already planned in the Werkplan 2007, Stadsdeelteam Woensel-Noord.
In the booklet 25 jaar ’t Hool; een bijzondere wijk in Eindhoven also was
stressed on the participation of a landscape architect to update the central
green zone3 as a connection from Winkelcentrum Woensel to the Henri Dunantpark. In this neighbourhood the hedge structure was evident, but also
here the hedges are often replaced by fences. This was mainly done in the
low-rise areas by the corporations, resulting in stony, grey appearances instead of green ones, especially in the north. A thing to mention is the fact that
a variety of tree species, also differing per courtyard, was the original design
made by D. Boerema in cooperation with van den Broek & Bakema4.
Here one can see clearly the three class of paths from my approach, namely
the:
• First class asphalt routes for walking and cycling
• Second class tiles path coming from the surrounding blocks
• Third class grind paths on local small scale level for recreational use.
The paths connecting the green zone and the neighbourhoods should be
opened up by removal of vegetation. Under these side paths the drains from
the surrounding blocks can deflate in the wadi system of which the earth dug
out will be used for small geometrically shaped hills, which will not be higher
than two metres. Another thing I will change in the northern part of the strip
is replacing the Johan Friso lighting from the middle of the path to attached to
the fencing with Helix hedera.

Cycling on asphalt

Playground

Cotoneaster bushes

Walking on black asphalt

Architecture

Ligustrum hedge

Walking on grey tiles

Public green

Taxus hedge

Grind paths

Private green

Helix hedge

Carpinus hedge

Fagus hedge

Betula trees

Neighbourhood drainage wadi

Stepping stones

Wooden bridges

Small drain

Sorbus trees

Tilia trees

Neighbourhood collection wadi

References:

II.5.11: Aerial picture of ‘t Hool to the south (1971) and from the new Porthos tower (2006)
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II.5.12: Top view of the restructuring of the green strip in ‘t Hool

2. Schippers et al. 1995, p.49
3. Schippers et al. 1995, p.51
4. Andela, 2004, p.64-65
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Conclusion
In this chapter I gave some handouts how to deal with the higher and lower
scale elements of Green, Traffic and Water in the neighbourhoods. Designs
were made for approaches of water by basins, as well as by small neighbourhood wadi’s and their elaboration. Another item is the restoration of green
looks by hedges, as well as by wintergreen planting in the core of Woenselse
Heide.

II.5.13: Densily overgrown side paths

II.5.14: Impression present grey state

Some further recommendations I give are items such as:
• Although present in map of Woenselse Heide, some surrounding streets
lower scale neighbourhood streets are taken into account, but the design
by hedges and other green material to provide a more green living environment should be further designed; this can also be done for the courtyards in ‘t Hool
• Detailed designs for other neighbourhoods such as:
o Dwelling paths as one can often find in the district of Vlokhoven
o Design for the hook parcelling in Jagershoef
o Central green parks or strips as in De Tempel, Vlokhoven, Jagershoef and Woenselse Heide
• Maintenance profiles in time.
This scale level was the last I dealt with and therefore concludes my design
approach for a vision in restructuring post-war dwelling areas in Eindhoven,
Woensel Noord.

II.5.15: Impression future green state

II.5.18: Grey courtyards in Woenselse Heide for further detailing in design

II.5.16: Impression half semi-enclosed Helix hedges and grind paths

Part II, Neighbourhood scale level

II.5.17: Impression neighbourhood collection wadi, hills and wooden bridges
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Chapter 6 Conclusion Design Phase
The design phase was the adaptation of the findings and knowledge I gathered in the Research Phase on dealing with Restructuring the urban landscape
from a perspective of Cultural History and Landscape Architecture. In this case
this was translated into the context of Woensel Noord in Eindhoven.

• The advices to setup of a Restructuring team at city level, as Bureau
ParkStad in Amsterdam and Emmen Revisited in Emmen to enhance communication and cooperation in restructuring between water, green, traffic
and town planning departments withinand outside the municipality

I will give a short overview of items which were important in my design for
each landscape layer.

In essence I think the District scale level with its original Community Thought
approach provides a lot of advices and examples on how to deal with restructuring the urban landscape with respect to the stakeholders demands and
sustainability, Cultural History of town planning and landscape architecture
of the post-war dwelling areas in the context of the District Woensel Noord in
the city of Eindhoven. In this context a hierarchical water layer in combination with the present hierarchies in Green and Traffic detailed in geometrical
shapes and avoiding of just digging up of old waterways, of which I think it is
useful to apply on more tabula rasa post-war dwelling areas and suiting the
nowadays Network City or as they call it in Eindhoven, the Complete City. This
whole approach was dealt with in my opinion, the best option of preservation
by development.

Traffic
•
•
•
•

Development of a HOV-line towards Woensel Noord
Slow traffic route networks and dissolving barriers by streets as in VI.A
Design of ongoing routes to the Aanschotse Beemden
Redesign of some major junctions such as the junction VI.B.

Green
• Clear green structures and wedges to the outer landscape
• Focus on identity of green elements
• I have updated the fact that green in post-war Eindhoven got a meaning, as structuring element for the spatial built-up, so as neighbourhood,
district or city part park or as green wedge to the outer landscape
• Different images of streets by planting of striking tree species and the
general diversity of tree species for orientation and identification.

So:

More than just a facelift

Water
• Further detailing of wadi system is possible; I gave some ideas for elaboration, but preservation of geometrically shaped elements and avoiding
the metaphor of curbed meanders, non-suiting in the post-war orthogonal
setting is essential
• Retaining area-own water for a longer period by delaying discharge.

General
• Application of hierarchies in green and traffic, just as the original sector approach was doing, therefore I focus on the green belts versus the
fields
• Basis of design on the original plans for the city and city part, parks and
green elements as done by De Casseres, Plan Kuiper, the Structuurplannen
of Woensel, the designs for neighbourhoods and the Henri Dunantpark and
off course the vision of Fontaine for Eindhoven’s real street arboretum
• My preservation by development approach for Green, Traffic and Water
hierarchies, next to the facts that:
o Demolishment has a negative impact of people, especially since
enormous quantities of dwellings in the pre-war areas are demolished
o Demolishment is a loss of energy
o Demolishment demands new materials for new construction
•People have a big connection with their living environment also by the
link to Philips, so careful demolishment or better no demolishment is the
goal or when done then like in Woenselse Heide
• Soberness and simplicity in essential in my design, while:
o Lower costs of construction
o Lower costs in maintenance
o Better suiting the strict setting of post-war dwelling areas, so
therefore its Cultural History
• Preservation and development of cultural historical values
• I deal with the elements per scale as one entity, although they always
border adjacent scale levels, which I then also took into account and are
all integrated in the Integral Design of the Green Cross and covered by the
Schemes for Outdoor Spaces and Profiles in clear advices
• Addition of a restaurant and parking lots on the old planned location in
the park
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II.6.1: Motto

More than just a facelift

II.6.2: Integral Design Green Cross

Part II. Conclusion Design Phase
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General Conclusion and Discussion
Introduction

Conclusion for design in general

My personal learning goal was to enlarge my knowledge about town planning,
landscape architecture, cultural history and restructuring together with all its
combinations, to suit my position as a designer. In my perception I succeeded
in this goal and am ready to start working in the field of landscape architecture
as well as town planning.

Architecture

Town Planning

				
					

My position

Landscape Architecture
Illustration 4: My position as a designer

Recommendations for further research
and design
As I mentioned in the Research and Design Method chapter I narrowed done
my thesis subject but after the research and design phase I found out that:
• Knowledge and appreciation about the Cultural History of the urban landscape is less known of published, and was actually only done by Meurs and
Steenhuis, as they work on this issue in Utrecht, for instance in Kanaleneiland, but no more literature and sources available
• This thesis is less focusing on the changing seasons, but I have secured
all year green as with winter green planting materials, also suiting the
desire of Municipality
• I focus on The Netherlands, but my knowledge is in my opinion also applicable for the rest of Eindhoven, cities in The Netherlands, cities in the
EU or even the World, but then again focus on its specific contexts and
information per country is needed, so what is their vision in restructuring
and the use of cultural historical values(s)?

• Preserve hierarchies in green, traffic and networks
• A vision through scales is very useful in nowadays layered maintenance
and broad diversity of involved stakeholders, mainly after privatized departments and participation of inhabitants, so focus on integral approaches
• Use cheap materials such as concrete 30x30 tiles
• Focus on soberness and simplicity in design for three reasons:
o Lower costs of construction
o Lower costs in maintenance
o Better suiting the strict setting of post-war dwelling areas, so
therefore its Cultural History
• Preserve good grown trees as much as possible, also by opening up their
surroundings by chopping bothering trees, to provide good conditions for
further growth
• Preserve Friso Kramer armatures as the element of the post-war dwelling areas
• Water management problems often occur in tabula rasa approached
dwelling areas, so restructuring is the opportunity to add a new hierarchical water layer linking to sustainable town-planning, landscape architecture, cultural history and restructuring
• Focus on preservation by development
• Always check original plans and the differences between the good ideas,
but most often wrong executed construction of areas
• Deal with elements per scale level, but always take their adjacent scale
levels into account, while they are always bordered and connected, such
as the Kennedylaan in Eindhoven is a city element, but is also in my city
part and district, therefore designs such as the Green Cross map and the
Schemes for Outdoor Spaces and Profiles are essential to integrate all
scale levels from multiple working fields together.

Restructuring from a
landscape perspective

Restructuring in total

Illustration 5: Restrictions in Research and Design

6. Through scale levels, hierarchies in Traffic and Green
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More than just a facelift

Conclusions for design per scale level

Final conclusion and discussion

Outer landscape scale level

More than just a facelift

•
•
•
•

Possibilities to reach
Proximity and clear routes
Open up at city edges or future city edges, after further expansion
Link the landscape to green lobes.

City scale level
• Keep green lobes open
• Radials are the most important streets, just as cities inner ring(s)
• Vision from city scale offices as Bureau ParkStad and Emmen Revisited
for major restructuring projects
• Vision from other stakeholders from city scale level
o Town planning
o Green management and maintenance
o Traffic management
o Water management
o Socially involved stakeholders
•
Prevent city parks from dying by their own success as by overdone
additions of parking places and results in a loss of green.

City part scale level
• City part parks and their success
• Tangential streets as second major streets
• While post-war dwelling areas were often constructed on large scale
levels such as the city part Woensel in Eindhoven, the basis from cultural
history starts with the original plans on this scale level.

District scale level
• District green strips are often related to infrastructure, such as traffic or
high-wire lines
• Edges, cores, networks and fields in post-war dwelling areas
• Major and minor access roads
• Interior network of slow routes easy to recognize by use of material and
edges with same type of hedge planting in my case Ligustrum
• Link a (new) water layer to adjacent scale levels.

Meaning:
Respect for the Cultural History of town planning and landscape architecture
of the post-war dwelling areas, combined with the restructuring of the urban
landscape taking present demands by stakeholders, sustainable town-planning and landscape architecture into account. So with a focus on prevention
of ad hoc interventions, but stressing on an integral vision for water, town
planning, green and traffic through scale levels as framework for restructuring
and renewal. An integral approach is essential for the urban landscape which
in comparison to architecture and town planning, otherwise green will always
loose in:
• Quantity
• Finances
• Quality and appearances.
In the context of Eindhoven and Woensel Noord a hierarchical water layer will
be added, of which I think is useful on more tabula rasa post-war dwelling
areas, with the notion of preventing digging up old waterways in their former
shape of curbed meanders, while this is not suiting the orthogonal grid.
A Cultural Historical approach takes the Community Thought with original
concepts as hierarchies in Green and Traffic as a starting point, but an update
of the ‘Golden Age’ districts is essential in restructuring them for a new future
while they will also keep developing in time.
This thesis dealed with the status quo of Cultural History in the districts, which
will change again, meaning it’s a challenge for renewal and adaptations or
further elaborations and providing more work.
This suits my approach of Preservation by development. While preservation
is always development, since changes in time mean preservation is always
transformation or renovation and development link to the WAS-IS-WILL BE
idea. Provision of better living environments, identification and recognazibility
and the Genius loci for inhabitants in these strictly architectonic units by approaching restructuring from an urban landscape perspective will enhance the
liveability in the post-war dwelling areas, especially as the return to the green
images of these districts from their ‘Golden Age’ construction time.

Neighbourhood scale level
• Neighbourhood lines
• Neighbourhood blocks or fields, give different planting per block by trees
and hedges for recognizability.

7. Theme of Thesis

General Conclusion and Discussion
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